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The Dean Reports

ix months in dean’s time passes in the blink of an
eye. Nevertheless, my first six months as dean has
been anything but uneventful. I am eager to share
with you some of the highlights of the past
semester, particularly the progress we have made in
implementing several initiatives.

S

I am pleased to report, for instance, that two important
initiatives will come to fruition in March and April. The
first has been made possible in part through the generos
ity of Mrs. Keith S. Benson in memory of her husband, a
1947 graduate of the law school. One important purpose
of Jean Benson’s gift has been to ensure that the law
school will be able to host a series of nationally renowned
scholars who will each visit the school for several days
(or longer). The first Keith S. Benson Distinguished
Visiting Professor will be Henry P. Monaghan, the Harlan
Fiske Stone professor of constitutional law at Columbia
University. While he is in residence at the law school for
several days in mid-March, Professor Monaghan will visit
several constitutional law classes and will interact
informally with students, faculty, alumni, and others.
Another generous gift, from the law firm of Calfee, Halter
& Griswold, has endowed a fund that will bring us each
year for a few days a distinguished scholar and lecturer
on labor and employment law. The Calfee gift is in honor
of our alumnus Rush McKnight ’55, recently retired from
the firm. We are working to identify the scholar who will
inaugurate this series.
On April 4 and 5, the law school will host another
important event: a national symposium on Presidential
Power in the 21st Century. Several leading political
scientists and legal scholars will discuss how presidential
power has been developing in such important areas as
budgetary poiicy making, foreign affairs, removal power,
and judicial appointments. See page 20 for more about
the symposium.
One week iater, we will have the first meeting of the newly
established Dean’s National Advisory Council (see page
2). 1 am pleased to announce that Robert S. Reitman ’58,
chairman and CEO of the Tranzonic Companies, will chair
this important body, once again contributing his remarkabie experience, judgment, and leadership skills in
service to the schooi. The council includes other distin
guished professionais, both aiumni and nonalumni, from a
variety of fields; it will meet at least once a year.
Meanwhile, we are absolutely delighted to have worked
out an arrangement for Judge Nathaniel Jones of the U.S.
Court of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit to be in residence
for the fall of 1997 as the Ben C. Green Distinguished
Visiting Professor. In addition to continuing many official
judicial activities. Judge Jones will teach at least one
class, provide one public lecture, and otherwise interact
throughout the semester with faculty and students in the
everyday activities of the law school. Judge Jones’s

commitment to our law school and his willingness to
contribute his time and skills to improving the educa
tional experience of our students are exemplary.
During the fall 1 met with many alumni in Cleveland
(including those who returned for the Alumni Weekend)
and in Chicago, Atlanta, Milwaukee, Toledo, and Akron.
These visits have educated me further about our gradu
ates’ extraordinarily diverse accomplishments; they excel
in all the things lawyers do, and then some. For example,
Edmund A. Sargus ’78 (see page 6) is our newest federal
judge. Other notably successful alumni will be featured in
future issues, though we have more subjects for such
features than we will ever find space for. In the coming
months 1 will continue my alumni meetings in Canton,
Columbus, Cincinnati, New York, Washington, Boston, and
cities in Florida (Naples, West Palm Beach, Miami). 1 want
all the school’s alumni and friends to understand that
they are an integral part of our efforts to raise the
school’s profile.
Of course, we remain enormously busy on a number of
other fronts. For example, the annual symposium spon
sored by the Canada/U.S. Law Institute will be held at
Gund Hall for the first time (see page 22). And we have
had an outstanding series of faculty colloquia. Carl
Schneider of the University of Michigan and John Garvey
of Notre Dame visited us in the fall. Visitors in the spring
semester will include Michael Green, University of Iowa;
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David Schoenbrod, New York Law School; Ann Coughlin,
University of Virginia; Spencer Waller, Brooklyn Law
School; Bruce Benson, Florida State University; and Barry
Friedman, Vanderbilt University. Meanwhile our own
faculty have been active as scholars and participants in
different programs around the country; please see Faculty
Notes, page 23, for a full report.
1 also believe it is important that as dean 1 participate in
the intellectual life of the law school. In the first semester
1 completed three articles (detailed in Faculty Notes). In
the spring 1 will work on a new edition of a book 1 coau
thored on constitutional theory and finish my book on
the federal appointments process. Meanwhile 1 partic
ipated in symposia at Vanderbilt and at William and Mary,

and in December 1 spoke at the City Club of Cleveland on
President Clinton’s judicial appointments.
In future columns and other fora 1 will keep you posted on
the progress of my persistent efforts to raise the law
school’s stature and visibility. For instance, the faculty
has energetically supported a national search for the best
possible candidate to fill the Schott—van den Eynden
Chair in Business Organizations. We anticipate that the
person who fills this chair will be perfectly situated to
become the principal liaison between the law school and
other divisions of the university as well as between the
law school and other institutions, including the local and
national bars. We are also hard at work trying to expand
our adjunct facuity in the areas in which the Cleveland
(Continued on page 17)

Dean’s National Advisory Council
As part of a comprehensive plan to evaluate the strengths
of the CWRU School of Law, Dean Michael Gerhardt has
established a National Advisory Council. Largely external
in its origin, focus, and design, the council includes leaders
from varied backgrounds—academia, tbe business com
munity, the bar, and the bench. With many different perspec
tives on legal education, the council will complement other
advisory groups—such as the Alumni Board of Governors
and the Visiting Committee—whose great strength is their
familiarity with this law school. By seeking the advice of
this new group, the dean hopes to get objective long-range
guidance on the direction of the school.
Among the members are the chief judge of the U.S. Court
of Appeals for the Eighth Circuit, the dean of the Univer
sity of Chicago Law School, the vice president and deputy
general counsel of the Coca-Cola Company, and the
worldwide managing partner of Jones, Day, Reavis &
Pogue. (The compiete list is below.) Robert S. Reitman
’58, chairman and CEO of the Tranzonic Companies, has
agreed to serve as chairman.

Reitman, a Clevelander, brings to this role extensive
experience in leading other organizations—local, national,
and international. Gerhardt has said: “I am flattered and
obviously grateful to Bob for agreeing to help me chart
the course for the law school’s future direction. In the
short time 1 have known Bob, 1 have come to rely on his
sound judgment on many of the issues 1 am addressing as
dean. He is a consensus builder, a thoughtful person. He
will listen to everyone and then help lead the Advisory
Council in making decisions that will be in the best
interest of the school.”
The council’s first meeting will be on April 11. Possible
topics for discussion include the declining numbers of
law school applicants across the country, the job market
for law graduates, the need for greater national marketing
of the law school, and a critical look at the school’s
academic programs in light of the needs of today’s
students and employers.

Members of the Advisory Council
Richard S. Arnoid
Chief Judge
U.S. Court of Appeals
Eighth Circuit
Douglas Baird
Dean
University of Chicago Law School
James H. Berick ’58
Berick, Pearlman & Mills
A1 Cacozza
Fox, Bennett & Turner
Ronald A. Cass
Dean
Boston University School of Law
Edward P. Davis, Jr.
Genesis Law Group
William J. Davis ’68
VP & Deputy General Counsel
The Coca-Cola Company
Carter W. Emerson
Kirkland & Ellis
William W. Falsgraf ’58
Baker & Hostetler
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Alan V. Friedman ’63
Monger, Tolies & Olson
Frances F. Goins ’77
Squire, Sanders & Dempsey
Roger Y. K. Hsu ’64
President & Chairman
Hexiad International Ltd.
Susan Metzenbaum Hyatt ’81
Hyatt Legal Services ,
Stephanie Tubbs Jones ’74
Cuyahoga County Prosecutor
William B.,Lawrence '70
Executive VP and General Counsel
TRW, Inc.
Patrick F. McCartan
Worldwide Managing Partner
Jones, Day, Reavis & Pogue
Gilbert S. Merritt
Judge
U.S. Court of Appeals
Sixth Circuit

Karen Nelson Moore
Judge
U.S. Court of Appeals
Sixth Circuit
Pat E. Morgenstern-Clarren ’77
Judge
U.S. Bankruptcy Court
Northern District of Ohio
Kathleen M. O’Malley ’82
Judge
U.S. District Court
Northern District of Ohio
Richard North Patterson ’71
San Francisco, California
Raymond C. Pierce ’83
Deputy Assistant Secretary
U.S. Department of Education
Robert S. Reitman ’58
Chairman & CEO
The Tranzonic Companies
Edward Stead
Monte Sereno, California
David C. Weiner
Hahn, Loeser & Parks

The Science Charade
by Wendy E. Wagner
Assistant Professor of Law

It was not that the EPA had anything to hide. The
differences between its risk assessments and the NRDC’s
were not differences in scientific measurements: they
This essay is based on a much longer article, “The Science
simply had different ideas about how risk averse to be in
light of grave scientific uncertainties. While the EPA was
Charade in Toxic Risk Regulation, ” published in the
Columbia Law Review (1995).
generally risk averse, the NRDC was even more so. And
since the EPA kept silent, offering no comprehensible
explanations to counter the NRDC’s alarming predictions,
any readers will recall the furor in 1989 over
Alar, a pesticide used widely on apples. The
the inevitable result was public hysteria, outrage, and
Natural Resources Defense Council believed
ill-advised boycotts that incensed apple growers
that Alar was causing cancer in thousands of
(not to mention apple-deprived children).
people—particularly children, who consume quantities
Sadly, the EPA in its silence was making the institutionally
of applesauce and apple juice. The Environmental
rational choice. Why is this the rational path to choose?
Protection Agency considered a ban on Alar in 1985
What are its consequences? And how can we reform
and again in 1989, but ultimately decided that the
institutional incentives to address this problem?
evidence did not warrant such drastic action, at least
not immediately. The EPA informed the public of its
decisions by publishing lengthy and highly technical
analyses in the Federal Register.

M

Unhappy with the EPA’s decision, the NRDC not only tried
suing the EPA in court but also attacked it in the press.
With the help of a media relations consultant, the NRDC
secured a slot on 60 Minutes and produced commercials
in which Meryl Streep brought home to the public the
hazards of Alar. The predictable result was massive panic,
including well-organized boycotts of apple products by—
for example—the city school systems of New York and
Los Angeles. Eventually the manufacturer. Uniroyal, took
Alar off the market.

SCIENCE AND POLICY
IN TOXIC REGULATION
It is widely known that toxic regulatory decisions are
based only partly on science. This is because a large
portion of the micro-decisions an agency must make in
regulating a suspect toxin lie beyond the limits of scien
tific experimentation; nonscience—or policy judgments—

Today most people agree that the public panic was need
less and that the risks associated with Alar are negligible.
The British government, for example, concluded that Alar
presented “no risk to health,” a decision based on many
of the same scientific studies available in 1989.

o why did the mass hysteria occur, and who was to
blame? The obvious answer is that the public was
snookered by an overzealous public interest
campaign, and that the media, more anxious to sell
news than tell truth, capitalized on the NRDC’s horrific
predictions. Maybe so, but 1 can’t help wondering: Where
was the EPA?

S

At least in theory, the EPA should have been able to
step forward, deftly refer to its analysis in the Federal
Register, and explain how and why its risk assessment
differed from that of the NRDC. Instead, both during and
after the Alar scare, the EPA made virtually no effort to
explain anything to the public. At best, its response
consisted of unhelpful generalities or scientific
explanations so technical that they escaped all but
the most sophisticated readers.

Wendy Wagner
joined the law
faculty in 1992. A
graduate of
Hanover College
and the Yale Law
School, she also
holds a master's in
environmental
studies from the
Yale School of
Forestry and
Environmental
Studies and did
further graduate work at Virginia. Before beginning her career as a
law teacher, she clerked forjudge Albert Engel of the US. Court of
Appeals, Sixth Circuit, and worked for the US. Department of
Justice (Environment and Natural Resources Division) and the US.
Department of Agriculture.
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must fill in the interstices that still remain after scientific
experimentation has attempted to assess the risks of a
potentially toxic substance. For example, scientists
cannot test humans in laboratories for effects of likely
carcinogens (although at one time the EPA apparently did
suggest that this was an appropriate use of prison
inmates), so we have to rely on animal studies. Moreover,
because few laboratories are willing to handle several
million mice for a single experiment, we test fewer
animals with unrealistically high doses of the substance
being evaluated.
When you add up all the uncertainties arising in the
assessment of a single toxin, they can have substantial
social implications, affecting both the public health and
the economy. For example, C. Richard Cothern and his
coauthors concluded that the scientific uncertainties
inherent in determining a “safe” level of trichloroethylene
in drinking water are “equivalent to not knowing whether
one has enough money to buy a cup of coffee or pay off
the national debt” (“Estimating Risk to Human Health,” in
Environmental Science and Technology, 1986).
But where science ends and policy begins, particularly
in the often alternating science/policy micro-decisions
that undergird toxic regulation, is not obvious. Instead
the separation of policy questions from questions that
can be answered by scientific experimentation requires
the expertise of a scientist or a professional risk
assessor. Without their expert direction, a layperson is
likely to conclude that a regulatory decision is based
purely on scientific judgment. Yet the layperson involved
in these regulatory decisions has a significant role to
play in providing guidance on the appropriate policy
choices. Without input from laypersons (both in and
outside government), important social decisions
embedded in a risk assessment are likely to be made by
unaccountable experts.

THE SCIENCE CHARADE
When an agency promulgates a regulation based at least
in part on science, the agency is likely to fare better if it
engages in wbat 1 call the “science charade”—that is, if it
either intentionally or inadvertently presents a regulation
as based exclusively or almost exclusively on science,
even though—out of necessity—it has made some policy
judgments in reaching its final decision. If it employs that
strategy, only scientists and professional risk assessors
are likely to raise questions. The rest of us will probably
be awed by the agency’s profound technobabble. In fact,
we may actually be relieved to think that difficult social
issues—like determining which pesticides are safe—are
strictly scientific problems, appropriately left in the
hands of “experts.”
Probably no regulatory area offers more examples of the
science charade than agency actions addressing toxins.
Examples are both numerous and varied, extending
through two decades and across Democratic and Republi
can administrations. Despite the inescapable necessity of
making policy judgments when regulating toxins, and
despite tVie importance—for public participation pur
poses—of making these judgments explicit, the agencies
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promulgate their regulations behind an impenetrable
screen. Having reviewed a quantity of regulations and
secondary materials, 1 would wager that the large major
ity of lay readers are totally bewildered by the mindnumbing technical jargon and recitation of various
scientific studies that make up all or nearly all of an
agency’s explanations. The lengthy preambulary state
ments in the Federal Register (typically dozens of smalltype, three-column pages) are consistently devoid of any
understandable discussion of the necessary policy
choices or options, even though these statements are
usually the only explanation that an agency makes
available to the public.
Perhaps one of the most vivid examples of the science
charade was the EPA’s decision, in 1979, to revise the
ozone standard for air quality. The EPA promulgated a
quantitative standard for ozone that, in spite of the
extraordinary scientific uncertainty, appeared to be based
almost exclusively on scientific studies and scientific
judgments. But later investigations of that particular
standard-setting process revealed that the final quantita
tive standard had been reached largely by the EPA
administrator’s extended but undisclosed negotiation
with economists at the Office of Management and Budget.
In fact, in an interview years later, when the administrator
had returned to private life, he admitted that the ozone
standard was “a value judgment.”

WHY AGENCIES ENGAGE
IN THE SCIENCE CHARADE
Ironically, the same law that was initially designed (in
part) to keep agency excesses in check actually encour
ages agencies to avoid public scrutiny. The Administra
tive Procedure Act, which was passed in the 1940s and
remains generally unchanged today, requires agencies to
first solicit and then respond to public comments. The
public can challenge an agency regulation in court, but
the courts generally uphold a regulation as long as it is
not “arbitrary and capricious.”
If an agency engages in tbe science charade, it can
effectively circumvent these APA requirements by
shrouding its rulemakings in scientific terminology and
citations, making it hard for the public to know where
science actually leaves off and the policy judgments
begin. Such scientific obfuscation limits the pool of
commenters to those with at least modest fluency in the
scientific and technical jargon. It also leads the courts to
show greater deference to the agency judgments, which
appear to be at the forefront of “scientific knowledge” and
hence within the specialized expertise of the agency. In
contrast, when agencies make explicit policy judgments
about the appropriate balance between safety and the
economy, some couFts have been willing to reverse an
agency regulation that diverges from the panel’s own
judgment of the appropriate policy balance.
Other institutional realities exacerbate the science
charade by rewarding rather than penalizing agencies
that exaggerate the contributions made by science to
their regulatory decisions. Politically, agencies may enjoy
enhanced credibility when their regulatory decisions
appear to be grounded predominantly or exclusively in
science. The distasteful alternative is to inform the public
about the difficult choices between jobs and public health

and then to explain what the agency is recommending as
the balance point, in many situations, announcing a
“scientific” judgment is likely to be politically more
expedient and less apt to prompt heated controversy.

includes incidents like the Alar scare where an agency’s
decision, instead of quelling fears, remains beyond
public comprehension and allows increasing hysteria
or uninformed outrage.

Not only do agencies stand a greater chance of evading
the public and surviving judicial review by engaging in
the science charade, but their adversaries, the more
sophisticated interest groups, also benefit from doing so.
Rather than go toe to toe against the agency in
unwinnable policy debates over the economy versus
public health, the interest groups are often able to garner
more support by framing their attack as the promotion of
“good science” and trying to prove that the agency is
scientifically incompetent or scientifically biased, or both.
The Alar scare is a perfect example.

Somewhat less obvious consequences are the delays and
the distorted prioritizations in regulation that result from
the agency’s overemphasis on “science.” As agencies
become mired in scientific-sounding regulations, they
insist on more and more scientific grounding (or “good
science”) for their decisions, an insistence that in and of
itself is a nonobvious policy choice. Even the reputation
of science may be impaired. If the public perceives
something like the Alar debate as a squabble among
scientists, it may lose confidence in the ability of science
to provide definite answers to any questions.

Finally, agency bureaucrats and agency scientists stand to
gain when regulations are finalized more expeditiously
and when, in addition to avoiding scrutiny by the public
and review by the courts, they can prevent other bother
some oversight entities—like the Office of Management
and Budget, White House staff, and Congressional
subcommittees—from reassessing the wisdom of the
agency’s conclusions. All of these intragovernmental
methods of oversight lose their potency when lay officials
fail to understand the role that policy judgments played
in the agency’s decisions and instead believe that the
regulations are largely based on value-neutral science.

CONSEQUENCES
The consequences of the science charade are fairly
obvious. The public is excluded from policy decisions
in which it has the legal right and the practical capability
to participate. The result isn’t merely the theoretical
or even actual minimizing of public participation; it

An Important Notice
About Alumni Address
Records
The Case Western Reserve University School
of Law NEVER makes alumni addresses and
telephone numbers available for general
commercial purposes.

REFORM
So what is an agency to do? Many would brush away the
problem as just another example of an intractable
institutional failing. 1 prefer to believe that institutional
redesign is the desired and possible outcome of investiga
tions such as this one. Current legal rules may actively
encourage agencies to use their expertise to alienate lay
commenters. A seemingly obvious reform, then, would be
a relatively straightforward amendment to the APA
requiring agencies to better educate their commenters by
making policy judgments undergirding any regulation
both explicit and accessible. If the average layperson
cannot understand the regulatory issues and see where
the policy debates might lie, the agency has failed and the
court should overturn Its rule.
I believe that such a direct and enforceable requirement
will alleviate some of the pressure on agencies to engage
in the science charade. But the science charade may be
just the tip of the iceberg. Like it or not, we are living in
the age of science. It is important now more than ever to
revisit our “old” institutions and determine whether they
are still capable of meeting the new challenges of an
Increasing number of social problems that depend In part
on science for their resolution. If our institutions are not
up to the challenge, then we must find ways to reform
them. We may also find that if we are to keep a democ
racy, both in form and in spirit, the responsibilities of our
governmental institutions have to be reevaluated. To
discharge their democratic function effectively, our
institutions may need to do more than passively notify
and solicit public views. They may also need to actively
educate the public about the relative and often very
specific contributions of science and policy critical to
resolving a wide range of complex social decisions.

However, we do share such information with
other alumni and often with current students,
and we respond to telephone inquiries
whenever the caller seems to have a
legitimate purpose in locating a particular
graduate. In general our policy is to be open
and helpful, because we believe the benefits
to everyone outweigh the risks.
If you want your own address records to
be more severely restricted, please put your
request in writing to the Executive Director
of Development and External Affairs,
Case Western Reserve University
School of Law, 11075 East Boulevard,
Cleveland, Ohio 44106-7148.
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Judge Edmund A Sargus, Jr. ’78
ast summer the law school saw another of its
graduates appointed to the federal bench: Ed
Sargus 78 was confirmed on July 22 as judge
of the U.S. District Court for the Southern District
of Ohio. He had been, since early in 1993, the district’s
U.S. attorney.
Although his office is in Columbus, Sargus keeps his
residence in St. Clairsville, 120 interstate miles to the
east, in Belmont County. He has deep roots there; he lives
with his wife and two sons in the same house where his
parents moved when he was two years old. The senior
Edmund Sargus, who died when his son was thirteen, was
a state senator and probate/juvenile court judge; his
brother, who became young Ed’s guardian, was for twenty
years a county commissioner. Ed says: “1 come by public
service honestly.”
He went to Brown University, then returned to Ohio and
CWRU for his law degree. “1 always figured,” he told In
Brief, “that 1 was going back to Belmont County.” He was
pleased to find others in the law school from that corner
of the state. His Contracts teacher. Bill (Wilbur C.)
Leatherberry ’68, had grown up in nearby Columbiana
County: they found that they knew the same people and
could trade political stories. (They still do that.) And one
day Sargus received a summons from the dean. “Scared to
death,” he says, he presented himself before Lindsey
Cowen. Cowen simply wanted to tell him that he, too, was
from Belmont County, and in fact he had known Ed’s
father. Sargus notes with some amusement: “Dean Cowen
practiced law in Belmont County for about two years. He
couldn’t stand it, and he left.”

r
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Sargus is happy to sing praises of his law school. He
enjoyed his time as a student: “Law school didn’t feel like
work, because it was interesting—it all seemed to have a
purpose, and it was what 1 had always wanted to do.” In
addition to Leatherberry, he mentions Professors Lewis
Katz, Robert Lawry, and James McElhaney as particu
larly important influences. He also enjoyed part-time
work at the law firm that was Metzenbaum, Gaines &
Stern before Metzenbaum’s election to the U.S. Senate.
Donald Robiner ’61 was his mentor there.
In the summer of 1977 Sargus worked in the Ohio Attor
ney General’s Office. So did Jennifer Smart, a student at
the Vanderbilt law school. They were married the follow
ing January, and they began law practice together in
Belmont County. Jennifer Smart Sargus is now judge of
the county’s Court of Common Pleas (recently reelected
without opposition).
i
For almpst fifteen years, Ed Sargus was the typical—one
is tempted-to say mythical—small-town lawyer, first in
Bellaire, then in St. Clairsville. He had a varied practice—
“primarily litigation, a lot of banking work (two of my
clients were banks), work in the negligence area, ERISA,
and a lot of ‘people work.’ In a little town you don’t get
pigeonholed. You can do personal injury work on both
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sides—and that gives you a better perspective, frankly.
1 enjoyed the mix.
“I also did a lot of public law—1 was law director of
Bellaire, and 1 represented Belmont Technical College. 1
like working at the intersection of law and policy.” He
served for a time on the St. Clairsville City Council, and
had the happy task of helping to deal with a $500,000
windfall when the town’s richest citizen died and, by Ohio
law, the town received a large share of the estate tax.
With additional grant moneys, the City Council trans
formed what had been a decaying downtown and
managed to keep money in the bank for a later day.
When President Clinton took office in 1993, the Republi
can U.S. attorney in Columbus resigned immediately.
Senators Glenn and Metzenbaum recommended Edmund
Sargus as the replacement, and the U.S. District Court gave
him an interim appointment before he was confirmed.
Sargus described the new job: “A U.S. attorney has a
stand-alone office, with enormous authority. There are
three offices in the Southern District—Columbus, Dayton,
Cincinnati—and some 50 assistant attorneys. About 98
percent of federally prosecuted criminal cases go through
a U.S. Attorney’s Office, not to mention the civil cases.
“The biggest thing you do as U.S. attorney is set the
prosecuting priorities. You can’t prosecute everything,
and it makes sense to leave as much as you can to the
state. 1 spent a lot of time with county prosecutors, being
sure that we agreed on procedures and responsibilities,
and that we had a set of guidelines that everyone could
follow.”
Despite his supervisory responsibilities, Sargus was
determined to spend some time in the courtroom. “1 tried
to do a trial once a year. 1 prosecuted an interstate

domestic violence case—we had to handle that at the
federal level because the Ohio prosecutor couldn’t get a
subpoena served in Pennsylvania. Another time 1 did an
interstate murder-for-hire case. And 1 did a fair amount of
appellate work, which was easier because it didn’t tie me
up for days.”
Sargus was now commuting between St. Clairsville and
Columbus, but he found that he could make good use of
his driving time. “My first assistant was also commuting,
between Columbus and Dayton. Each of us needed to
know what the other was doing, and we needed to spend
a couple of hours together every day. We did it by car
phone. The FBI put STU phones in our cars—Secured
Telephone Units.” Here Ed Sargus takes on the happy,
animated look of a small boy describing a new Christmas
present. “You have a black box, you put a key in, and it
flashes up TOP SECRET NATIONAL SECURITY. There’s a
mechanical device in the trunk that scrambles and
unscrambles the signal. It was great! We got a lot done
that way.”

transformed from prosecutor to judge. In addition: “Some
of the civil cases 1 inherited had my name in them, and I
had to recuse. I may be known around here as the serial
recuser.” The relatively light caseload has meant that
Sargus and his clerks could be thoughtful about organiz
ing their operations: “We spent the first weeks figuring
out how to do things—what procedures to follow, how to
set the schedule, who’s assigned to do what. I think we’ve
been able to use these six months wisely.”
We asked Sargus to reflect on the transition from U.S.
attorney to district court judge. The new job has meant a
little more time with his family: “This job really has no
weekend obligations and few in the evening. I can be
home most nights, and usually before seven.” He is
getting used to a different pace and a different focus. “As
a U.S. attorney, you’re always dealing with macro
matters—unless, of course, you’re handling the case
yourself. As a judge, you’re delivering individual justice
on one case on one day. As a judge you can’t make policy,
and you shouldn’t. In the other job I did make policy, but I
didn’t always feel that I was effecting individual justice.”

The only trouble with being a U.S. attorney is the lack of
job security: an election can mean an abrupt change of
career. When a judge’s death, in July 1995, created a
vacancy on the District Court, Sargus decided to apply.
He was nominated on December 22; his hearing before
the Senate Judiciary Committee was on May 2, 1996; he
was confirmed July 22; he started work on August 23. “An
hour after 1 was sworn in,” says Sargus, “1 had a bunch of
lawyers waiting in the hall to see me on a temporary
restraining order.”
A judge’s appointment, of course, depends on the good
will of the state’s senators. Democrat John Glenn’s
support was no surprise; he had earlier nominated Sargus
as U.S. attorney. But Republican Michael Dewine was
equally helpful, says Sargus, especially as a member of
the Judiciary Committee.
Sargus decided that in his first six months on the bench
he would take no criminal cases. That was his decision;
there is no fixed rule to guide someone who is suddenly
For many, the transition from passionate advocate to
dispassionate judge may be difficult. Sargus thinks that is
not a big problem for a prosecutor-turned-judge. “Decid
ing whether or not to prosecute is not all that different
from being a judge. You become an advocate once the
case is filed, but until then your job is to be fair.”
What does he miss about his old job? “I miss the law
enforcement contact,” he said. “I knew I would enjoy that,
but I didn’t know how much. Some of the agents were just
great to deal with—they have had wonderful training, and
they know so much. To work with someone like that—
That’s professionally as good as it gets.”
And what are his plans as he settles into his new posi
tion? Sargus replied by reaching across his desk for a
book. “Let me read you a sentence from the federal
statute setting up the Southern District of Ohio: ‘Court in
the Eastern Section shall be held in Columbus and
Steubenville.’ Part of my plan is to get a docket of eastern
Ohio cases and spend one or two days a week in
Steubenville. Trouble is, they sold the federal courthouse
there. But I know a Common Pleas judge in Belmont
County who will let me use her courtroom. It’s not
uncommon to use a county courthouse, and the other
judges here think it’s a great idea.”
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Law Alumni Weekend
In 1995 the featured attraction of

the Alumni Weekend was the law
school’s new building addition. In
1996 the main attraction was our new
dean, Michael Gerhardt. For many of
the graduates who attended, both
Clevelanders and out-of-towners, this
was the first opportunity to meet him.
What used to be a Friday-Saturday
weekend was extended this year
in both directions: Judge Leon
Fligginbotham delivered the Battisti
Memorial Lecture Thursday evening
(see page 19), and Sunday offered a
special group tour for out-of-town
alumni of the Rock and Roll Hall of
Fame and Museum.

Stanley I. Adelstein ’46 received the Cen
tennial Medal, the law school’s highest
honor. Adelstein served on the law school’s
Development Council and this year chairs
the Society of Benchers. With his wife,
Hope, he has established an annual student
award in environmental law. Adelstein
practiced law in Cleveland for many years
with the firm now known as McDonald
Hopkins Burke & Haber. He has been a
trustee of the Jewish Community Federa
tion, a member of the Pepper Pike City
Council, and president of the Cleveland City
Club. James Ryhal presented the award.

The weekend’s CLE offerings included
presentations by Professors James
McElhaney and Robert Lawry, and a
symposium sponsored by the LawMedicine Center on the legal, ethical,
and social ramifications of the ongoing
revolution in genetic medicine. Taking
part in that symposium was a mainlyalumni panel: Jack Diamond ’83,
Richard Ludgin ’87, Louise McKinney
’78, Barbara Smith ’77, Andrew Trew,
and Miles Zaremski ’7^
The highlight of Saturday’s luncheon
was the presentation of awards—
including a new award in health law
named in honor of Professor Emeritus
Oliver Schroeder, founder of the Law-

This year’s Distinguished
Recent Graduate is David
H. Wallace ’86, a partner in
the Cleveland firm of
Kelley, McCann <6 Living
stone (and son of another
distinguished CWRU law
graduate, William H.
Wallace ’55). He has b^en
a trustee of the Cleveland
Bar Association and chair
of its Young Lawyers
Section; he is a member of
the Anthony J. Celebrezze
Inn of Court. His classmate
Luke Dauchot made the
presentation.

Case Western Reserve University School of Law

Medicine Center. See the photos
following for more on the award
winners.
For the Law Alumni Association and
its Board of Governors, the Alumni
Weekend means the changing of the
guard. This year, change was
minimal: President James L. Ryhal, Jr.
’52, Vice President David L. Edmunds,
Jr. ’78, Secretary M. Ann Harlan ’85,
and Treasurer David D. Green ’82
were all reelected, as were two
members of the Board of Gover
nors—Lewis Einbund ’53 and Bernard
D. Goodman ’60.
Six members of the Board of Gover
nors retired at the end of their threeyear terms: Bryan L. Adamson ’90,
Stuart W. Cordell ’81, John V. Corrigan
’48, Lillian J. Greene ’74, Pat E.
Morgenstern-Clarren ’77, and Robert
C. Weber ’56.
New members are Frances F. Goins,
Squire, Sanders & Dempsey, Cleve
land; David J. Hallett ’91, a sole
practitioner in Boston; Stephanie
Tubbs Jones ’74, Cuyahoga County
prosecutor; Marilyn E. Shea-Stonum
’75, judge of the U.S. Bankruptcy
Court, Akron; Patrick M. Zohn, ’78, a
trial attorney with the U.S. Depart
ment of Labor, Cleveland; and Larry
W. Zukerman ’85, Zukerman &
Associates, Cleveland.

Robert P. Lawry, a
member of the faculty
since 1975 and
founding director of
CWRU’s Center for
Professional Ethics,
was named the
Distinguished
Teacher for 1996.
John Nolan ’87 was
the presenter. In
addition to philoso
phy and ethics,
Lawry’s interests
include jurisprudence,
international law,
and the criminal
Justice system. He holds the B.A. from Fordham, the J.D. from
Pennsylvania, and a Diploma in Law from Oxford University.

I

The Oliver C. Schroeder Award, sponsored by the Law-Medicine Center, is
new this year. It was presented to two graduates who have achieved
prominence in health law: Lee J. Dunn, Jr. 70 (left) and Miles J. Zaremski
73 (right). Schroeder himself (center) made the presentation to his former
students. Dunn practices law in Boston (he has his own firm); he has
chaired the Medicine and Law Committee of the ABA’s Tort and Insurance
Law Section. Zaremski chairs the health care practice group ofRudnick S
Wolfe, a Chicago firm. He is a member of the ABA’s Special Committee on
Professional Medical Liability and liaison for the ABA Task Force on
Health Care Reform. Both Dunn and Zaremski have lectured and
published extensively.

On behalf of the Tau Epsilon
Rho fraternity, Alan Yanowitz
’85 presented its Fletcher Reed
Andrews Award to his father,
Bennett Yanowitz ’49. A
member of the Society of
Benchers, Bennett Yanowitz is
a former vice president of the
Jewish Community Federation
and a life trustee of Ml Sinai
Hospital. He has chaired the
National Jewish Community
Relations Advisory Council,
served as trustee of the
Council of Jewish Federations,
and chaired the CJF-NJCRAC
Liaison Committee.

Bill Kerrigan ’46 and Joe Lombardo ’42

Herb Kane and George Kasik, both ’46.

Ed Kancler ’64 (right), who
chaired the Annual Fund for
two years, received from Jim
Ryhal a very small token of
appreciation.
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REUNION CLASSES
1946 and 1971
Wij.

The 25-year and the 50-year
class combined their forces
and shared Gund Hall as their
reunion site. Stan Adelstein,
Rita Newton, and Doug Wick
helped to plan the 50-year
gathering (which included the
years around 1946). The 1971
committee included Doug
Carr, Gerald Jackson, Joyce
Neiditz-Snow, Tim Reid, and
Tom Simiele.

Rita Newton ’46; Ted (’46)
and Mary Mann.

Karen Hammerstrom, Jerry Scanlan, and Tim Reid, all ’71.
Case Western Reserve University School of Law

Jerry (’46) and Mildred Silver; Phil Hermann ’42;
Hilary Carr, daughter of Doug Carr ’71.

I

Oliver Schneider, Al Rosen,
and Joe Spaniol.

1951
Fred and Lois Weisman again hosted
the class Saturday night at their
home in Moreland Hills; in addition,
Al Gray hosted a Friday evening
gathering. Joining Weisman on the
planning committee were Charlie
Ault, Jack Gherlein, Bob Grogan,
Ted Jones, Anne Landefeld, Art
Steinmetz, and Ken Thornton.

Jules Markowitz and
Jack Gherlein

Host Fred Weisman with Mike Gerhardt,
dean, and Kristi Meyers-Gallup,
executive director of development.

1956
Jack and Jan Marshall
hosted the 40-year reunion
at their farm, and a large
committee helped to plan
it: Marty Blake, Jerry
Ellerin, Bob Federman,
Dave Griffiths, Bernie
Levine, Dan Roth,
Bill Smith, Keith Spero,
Howard Stern, Tony Viola,
and Bob Weber.

Front row: Dave Griffiths, Jack Marshall, Sam Nukes, Frank Leonetti.
Middle row: Jim Canaris, Tom Benedett, Bob Fink, Keith Spero, Bob Weber, Bernard Levine, Dave Matia.
Standing: Walter Hallock, Joe Mihelich, Dick Kleinman, Marty Blake, Bill Smith, Dan Roth, Jerry Ellerin,
Joe Wolf, Charlie Stack, Gene Adelman, Howard Stern, Sandy Halpert.
!

John Werren and Winther McCroom

Don Jaffe,
Jerry Messerman,
Mike Gerhardt.
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1966

The 30-year class gathered at the
Skating Club. Phil Campanella,

John Hallbauer, Tom LaFond, Dale LaPorte, and
Steve Paris! did the planning.

Standing: Dick Binzley, Ronnie Binzley, Scott Rawlings, Dave Williams, Mary Rawlings, Ellen Basinski, Dave Basinski, Dale
LaPorte, John Hallbauer, Sandy Gross, Karen Gross, Helen Parisi, Steve Parisi, Peter Kratt, and Sharon Kratt.
Sitting: Christine Williams, Kay Resnick, Susan Kendis, Jim Kendis, Mel Resnick, Al Leonetti, Ruth Anna Carlson.

1976

Pat and Frank Plotkin hosted the
party at their home in Shaker
Heights, assisted by committee

members Bruce Mandel, Dixon Miller,
Warren Rosman, and Bob Sweeney.

At the moment when the photographer stopped in, this was the group on the scene: 1 Cheri Shumaker, 2 Roger Shumaker,
3 Cathy Godshall, 4 Karen Savransky, 5 Doug Godshall, 6 Mark Hoffman, 7 Jan Simmons, 8 Ellen Hoffman, 9 Rich Foote,
10 Mark Portman, II Judy Foote, 12 Bruce Mandel, 13 Sandy Bieber, 14 Jeff Posner, 15 Elizabeth Posner, 16 Lee Fisher,
17 Aubrey Willacy, 18 Frank Plotkin, 19 Rita Mandel, 20 Ruth Acker, 21 Paul Heller, 22 Jim Pedley, 23 Judy Rawson,
24 Joan Gross, 25 Gilda Spears, 26 Pat Plotkin, 27 Dean Mike Gerhardt, 28 Hazel Willacy, 29 Alan Gross.

Case Western Reserve University School of Law

I
1981
The 1981 class held a
two-part reunion: Friday
at the law school and
Saturday at Maria’s
Roman Room restaurant.
John Allan, Ginger Brown,
Colleen Conway Cooney,
Tom Horton, Steve Miller,
Steve Shagrln, and Stuart
Van Wagenen were the
planners.

1986
Randy Shorr and Charlie McKnight hosted the
reunion at their home, with planning assistance
from Chris Carney, Chuck Cooper, Leslie
Drockton, Kathy Joseph, Lisa Kimmel, Linda
Mittleman, Steve Sferra, and Linda Tawil.

Brendan Delay and Kathy Joseph

Lisa Ceruti Kimmel and
Suzanne Kaura Mayer
Kevin Robertson,
Johanna and David Musselman
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1991
The five-year class gathered
at Sammy’s In the Flats.
Planners Included Catherine
Anderle, Nancy Donnelly,
Chris Ernst, Mike Hostetler,
Neil Klnkopf, Bob Loesch,
Diane Moore, and Patricia
Windham.

Todd Smith, Daniel Anker, and Lynn Moon.
Karie Peterson and
Tracy Taylor Callard
January 1997

Five Years of Foreign
Students

In the fall of 1992 the law school
enrolled its first candidates—three of
them—for the LL.M. in U.S. Legal
Studies. Now the program is in its
fifth year, with a class of 24. All the
participants hold law degrees from
non-U.S. institutions; several have
had substantial experience in their
countries as lawyers.
Professor Lewis Katz, the director,
talked with In Brief about what the
program has meant to the law school.
Most obviously, the small influx of
foreign students has helped to offset
the declining numbers of American
J.D. applicants. “And I think the
students add a lot to the school,”
Katz said. “Certainly the program
fits in with our globalization theme.
And the American students who
work with our foreign students and
get to know them get a great deal
out of the experience. I wish more
American students would make
that effort! They don’t realize what
they’re missing.”
And the program is good for its
graduates. Said Katz: “They’re getting
great jobs. They’re with big American

law firms and companies all over the
world—for example, two are with
Baker & MacKenzie in Bangkok.”
Another success story: “louri
Tchopko, a Ukrainian, got himself an
internship at Nasdaq, and then was
hired by Barents to form a stock
exchange in Kiev.”
Nevertheless, Katz claims to be the
chief beneficiary: “I’ve learned more
from this program than anybody else
has, more than any student. It’s a
wonderful thing that happened to my
career. It has meant the chance to get
to know people from countries where
I had never had any previous
contact—and get to know them well.
I love these kids.”
Another who loves the kids is Adria
Sankovic, the program coordinator.
Between them, Katz and Sankovic
provide a quantity of individual
attention and support. Assisting
them are five mentors—J.D. students
Todd Kleinman, Ryan Magnus, Kathy
Mesel, Richik Sarkar, and Galen
Schuerlein—who help with every
thing from finding apartments to just
being friends. The result is a remark

ably low level of anxiety and home
sickness; it’s fair to say that the LL.M.
students are happy campers. And
there is a remarkable near-absence of
nationalist hostility; governmental
relations, says Katz, have little effect
on the students’ personal relations.
Katz has praise and thanks for the
many alumni—and a number of
nonalumni attorneys—who have
helped in various ways. Several
participate in the weekly seminar.
Introduction to U.S. Legal Institu
tions, that is the one required course;
for example, David Leopold ’85 does
a segment on human rights every
year (“and raises some hackles,”
noted Katz). There is a helpful
advisory board, chaired by Jon
Groetzinger, general counsel at
American Greetings. And many have
helped arrange internships (typically
six to eight weeks, unpaid) for
students who want to conclude their
academic experience with work in a
law firm or corporation or judge’s
chambers. Katz told us about
telephoning Gerald Chattman ’67 to
inquire about a placement with
Chattman’s firm: “Before I had the
sentence out, he said, ‘Of course.’”
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Candidates ior the LL.M. in U.S. Legal Studies.
Front row: Anastasia Milyoutina, Russia; Rosa Torres-Waldo, Puerto Rico; Chonnanan Srithongsuk and Busaba Sahaphong, Thailand; Adria
Sankovic, program coordinator; Hui-Ying Lan and Wan-Ting Tseng, Taiwan; Puspa Setyasari, Indonesia.
Second row: Yusuf Caliskan, Turkey; Watcharapong Wilawan, Supreedee Suwannathat, Wallop Sripaisal, Prasert Vechmatrchimaboon, and
Watcharapant Sakolrak, Thailand.
Third row: Fayez Al-Namer, Saudi Arabia; Samer Nahlawi, Syria; Lewis Katz, program director; Abdulrahman Al-Furaih and Ibrahim
AlHudaithy Saudi Arabia; Olga Chislova, Russia.
Back row: Abdallah Al-Dakheel, Saudi Arabia; Stuart Welburn, U.K.; Eriks Blumbergs, Latvia; Khalid Atwan, Jordan; Myung Sun Park,
Korea; Akira Kumabe, Japan.
Not pictured: Yacinta Senduk, Indonesia.
Case Western Reserve University School of Law

A New Associate Dean
Robert N. Strassfeld, a member of the
law faculty since 1988 and a full
professor since 1994, has been
appointed to a newly created
position: associate dean for faculty
development and research. Strassfeld
was on sabbatical leave in the fall
semester, and his appointment took
effect January 1.

comment and presumably for
suggestions and encouragement. 1
may do one of these myself, partly to
create the precedent.”
So we asked Bob Strassfeld about his
own research. He said: “I’ve been
working on a couple of things. One
thing I’m discovering is that having
time off for research is wonderfully
invigorating. I’m getting so many
good ideas for new projects that I
sometimes catch myself looking
beyond my current ones. I think I’ll
come off of the sabbatical with a
lifetime’s research agenda.”

Although the position is new at this
law school, other schools in recent
years have named an “R&D dean.”
Strassfeld has been talking to some
of his counterparts elsewhere and
finding out what they are doing,
because one of his missions is to
help write his new job description.
“Part of my charge is specific, and
part is fairly open-ended,” he told
In Brief. “The specific part—and it’s
my primary function—is to be a
mentor to the untenured faculty: read
their work in progress, offer sugges
tions, and help them find other
readers to advise them, here or
elsewhere. The idea is to help them
avoid some of the mistakes often
made by junior faculty.
“I’ll also work with them on questions
of audience and venue. Who are the
readers they want to address?
Lawyers only? Or sociologists,
economists, historians? Can they
write to more than one audience
simultaneously? Do they submit to
the usual law reviews, or to other
journals? When 1 was a beginning
scholar, 1 had an outdated sense of
the law review market from my days
as a student editor, but things had
changed a lot. 1 got good advice
from some of the more senior
faculty—Bill Marshall, for example—
and 1 hope 1 can do the same for our
junior people.”
Strassfeld expects to be a resource
for the senior faculty as well: “I’ll stay
on top of calls for papers, watch for
opportunities to present work or be a
panelist, and perhaps even look into
outside funding for research. That’s
something we’ve made limited use
of—though the clinic and the LawMedicine Center have certainly
managed pretty well to navigate
the grants world.”
Those are the specifics. The more
amorphous part of Strassfeld’s job is
to enhance the intellectual atmo
sphere, renew collegial spirits, and
reinvigorate scholarship in a way
that also enriches the ciassroom. As

Robert Strassfeld (B.A. Wesleyan University,
M.A. Rochester, J.D. Virginia) was far along
the path to a Ph.D. in history when he
decided instead to become a lawyer—and a
legal historian. After law school he clerked
for Harrison L Winter, judge of the Court of
Appeals for the Fourth Circuit, then spent
three years with Shea & Gould, in Washing
ton, before joining the CWRU law faculty.
He has taught torts and labor law as well as
courses in American legal history.

Strassfeld puts it: “1 want to make it
more intellectually stimulating—more
fun to be here.” And all this, of
course, should increase the faculty’s
scholarly productivity, contribute to
the school’s reputation among
academics, and generally raise the
school’s profile.
As one means of achieving those
grand results, Strassfeld will work
with the Faculty Workshop Commit
tee, encouraging both senior and
junior faculty to present work in
progress to their colleagues. “In
recent years,” says Strassfeld, “1 can
remember only one untenured person
presenting a workshop. But those
people are thinking hard, actively
engaged in research, and we should
tap that resource. And it should be
helpful to them to give a workshop in
a presenter-friendly atmosphere.”
He continues: “A few of the R&D
deans at other schools have
created a different kind of work
shop—presenting a project in the
very eariy stages rather than waiting
until it is virtually complete. I’d like
to do the same here. The expecta
tions would be completely different:
you would put out inchoate, tenta
tive—maybe half-baked—ideas for

Both of his current projects grew out
of his interest in the Vietnam War.
(He’s teaching a seminar this term.
Law and the Vietnam War, and he
published a major article, “The
Vietnam War on Trial: The CourtMartial of Dr. Howard B. Levy.”) One,
nearly finished, began as a review
essay on Robert McNamara’s In
Retrospect and expanded into a
consideration of that book in the
wide context of confessional litera
ture and legal concepts of acceptance
of responsibility.
The other project is at an earlier
stage. “I’m thinking about the notion
of the military as a separate society.
That was behind the Supreme Court’s
decision in the Levy case—its
reasoning that a standard (“conduct
unbecoming an officer and a gentle
man”) that might be void for vague
ness in a civilian setting was subject
to quite different, lesser scrutiny in
the military context.
“That notion of a separate society is
an old idea, but at its inception, at
least in America, it operated quite
differently: the military was some
thing to be feared, held in check, or
else it might destroy the republic.
The idea that courts should be
deferential to the military, as in Levy
or Goldman (the yarmulka case), is
an absolute reversal.”
It’s expected that Strassfeld will
serve as associate dean for two or
three years, then hand off to another
member of the faculty. He says:
“Nobody should do the job forever,
and I imagine that at some point I’ll
be ready to give it up. But right now
I’m looking forward to it. For one
thing, it will let me read in fields that
I don’t normally venture into. And it’s
a chance to think more broadly about
the whole scholarly enterprise.”
January 1997

External Affairs: New Team

Kristi Meyers-Gallup

Executive Director of Development and External Affairs
Since September, Kristi MeyersGallup has headed the Office of
Development and External Affairs,
filling a position that had been vacant
since Dan Clancy left the law school
to become the university’s assistant
vice president for alumni affairs. She
comes to us from Washington
University in St. Louis, where she was
that law school’s associate director
of development. Making the move
with her to Cleveland are her
husband (Ted Gallup, now a physical
therapist at the Cleveland Clinic) and
their two-year-old son, Sam.
Meyers-Gallup has a bachelor’s
degree from the University of
Missouri School of Journalism. After
almost two years as an account exec
utive in the public relations devision
of a St. Louis advertising agency, she
left to work as a campaign associate
at the St. Louis Jewish Federation. In
1991 she joined Washington Univer
sity School of Law as the associate
director of development.
“I really wanted to get into higher
education. And in St. Louis, if you
want to do fundraising, Washington
University is the place to be. It’s a
nationally respected institution,
with one of the biggest endowments
in the country.”

School of Law. During her tenure the
annual fund nearly doubled, and she
played a major role in a $20 million
campaign: when she left, the law
school’s new building was nearing
completion. Her success attracted
attention, and last spring she had a
call from a search firm: the new dean
of the CWRU School of Law was
looking for a development director.
“My first reaction was no, I wasn’t
interested, I didn’t want to move. But
then I began looking at the similari
ties between the two law schools,
and I became intrigued. The schools
are about the same size; they both
started as local schools; about half
their alumni are nearby. The univer
sities are very similar too—indepen
dent, research-oriented institutions
with strong professional schools in
addition to good undergraduate and
graduate programs.”
She was impressed, she told us, by
the percentage of CWRU law gradu
ates who give to the Annual Fund—
nearly 40 percent, way above most
law schools. She has been impressed
by “the high regard in which every
one holds the school.” And she is
impressed by “the dean’s strong,
clear vision” and eager to help in its
realization. She says: “It’s easy to
jump on the bandwagon.”

She is justifiably proud of the work
she did for the Washington University

Laura J. Schmidt
Director of the Annual Fund and Special Gifts
Laura Schmidt joined the law school
staff in November, replacing Richard
Cochran a^ Annual Fund director. She
holds a bachelor’s degree in journal
ism from Bowling Green State
University and a master’s in college
student personnel from Indiana
University of Pennsylvania.
Schmidt is an established fundraising
professional. Her career began in
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Baltimore: for four years she was
assistant director of development for
the Gilman School, writing grants and
assisting with a $5 million capital
campaign to renovate the school’s
athletic center. In 1989 she became
coordinator of annual giving for the
Baltimore art museum, the Walters
Art Gallery. Through a targeted
solicitation of the museum’s
members and corporate sponsors,

The Dean Reports
(Continued from page 1)

bar is especially strong. For instance, we are planning
new courses in legislation, intellectual property, and law
firm management.

Schmidt increased the annual fund
70 percent.
In 1994 she returned to Ohio as an
assistant director in the major gifts
office of Miami University, with particu
lar responsibility for the School of Fine
Arts and the university’s art museum.
There she cultivated and solicited
endowed funds ranging from $25,000
to $100,000.
Schmidt says she was attracted to the
law school by “the opportunity to
combine my major gifts and annual fund
experience, and to work with a new and
challenging constituency in an urban
setting.” She looks forward to a success
ful Annual Fund year and to developing
a collaborative relationship with the
school’s graduates. “I am especially
impressed with the dedicated alumni
who support CWRU, not only through
their philanthropy but, more impor
tantly, through alumni service and
leadership.”

Moreover, we are all excited about some significant
internal administrative changes that will improve student
services and other important law school functions. First,
effective in the fall of 1997, Bryan Adamson ’90 will split
his time between teaching in the clinic and serving as the
newly designated assistant dean for student services. In
the latter capacity, Bryan will serve as the chief advocate,
troubleshooter, and facilitator for the students. He will
report directly to me and be responsible as a sounding
board for all student complaints and for working with me
to improve student services across the board. Although
he will be devoting somewhat less time to his clinic
responsibilities (at least in the short term), we will
continue, as I have suggested, to look for additional
support to ensure that in the long run the clinic will be
fully serviceable.
In addition, our associate dean for academic affairs. Bill
Leatherberry ’68, has moved downstairs to Suite 134, so
that students can interact and obtain access to his
counsel more easily. Associate Dean JoAnne Jackson has
moved into the other office in the same suite. She
remains the primary dean in charge of the budget,
personnel, and other administrative matters; she also
remains available to counsel students on nonacademic
matters.
Last but far from least, last fall we welcomed Kristi
Meyers-Gallup as our new executive director of develop
ment and external affairs. Her judgment and enthusiasm
have inspired and energized all of us. She is working to
promote the law school nationally, to increase the
efficacy of our alumni services, and to coordinate our
Annual Fund—with the help of its new director, Laura
Schmidt—with the law school’s funding priorities. (Kristi
and Laura are profiled on page 16.) Those funding
priorities include upgrading computer and library
services, keeping and attracting the best possible
teachers and scholars, building the resources to ensure
consistent support for symposia and distinguished
visiting faculty, and ensuring that the Milton A. Kramer
Law Clinic continues to be fully operational. In fact, we
hope to expand the clinic’s capabilities so that the faculty
and students can do further work in elder law and
students can undertake legislative externships.
In the short time I have been a member of the law school
community, I have been impressed not just with the
extraordinary success of our alumni but also the tremen
dous support of our alumni and friends. I will do every
thing in my power to ensure that the law school and its
dean deserve your commitment. As 1 have said many
times, I do not want to share our loyal alumni and friends
with any of our competitors, but I do want to share with
the world what makes our school, including all of you and
all you have done for our school, special.
—Michael J. Gerhardt
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Midwest Clinical Legal
Education Conference
In October the law school hosted the
Midwest Clinical Legal Education
Coiitcri'iici'—flu- first lime this
annual meeting lias lieen held east of
Chicago. Mioiit lot) clinicians
allended. In addition to the Midwi-sleniers. the group included some
.Mrii'an law teachers whom Louise
.McKinney, a meniher ol the CW Kl I
clinical faculty, had met last sunimi'r
when she took part in the .M-i Vs
.-Mrii’an Law lnitiali\e (a project
she reported on in the last issue
ol In llricf).

In Ihi' i>hi>lii ahum l.um^r Mi Kinnrv
(/()/) lull I III siiriuiimlail h\ Iriit liiTs hum
Africa. The three men at her right are
Mehan Rrihn- \ihh^ \haha I nn ernlv
rihiujiia .lulin li Chrliii .\luilnirrr.‘-ity
Kenui anti llahlanin llerhanii Ijlnuinan
I 'll il Sen III- Cullem' \l her lell /.s
l\'ii haul <Ihiiniii-Wengi Mahrrere
University. Uganda. Seated below are Joy
Uieina I niri'i'.ilt ul \airuhi Ken\a
and Sifuni Ernest Mchoine, University of
Ihir es Salaam. Tanzaniti ,\lsu attending,
hilt nut in the /nt tare, ii (o I'airn U
l.nniuniha I nnei'.it\ ul \airuhi

Bryan Adamson ’90, a member of the CWRU clinical faculty, chaired one of the break-out
session. If you can picture the circle of 12 persons as a clock face, Adamson is at 10 o’clock.

Norman A. Sugarman
Tax Lecture
Our 1996 Norman A. Sugarman
Tax Lecturer was Kenneth J. Kies,
chief of staff of the Joint
Committee on Tctxation of the
U.S. Congress. Besides visiting
law classes, he was a luncheon
speaker at the Cleveland Tax
Institute, reviewing tcix legislation
in the 104th Congress and
commenting on the outiook for
tax reform in 1997.
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I
Frank J. Battisti
Memorial Lecture
A. Leon Higginbotham, Jr. (upper
left), retired judge of the U.S. Court of
Appeals for the Third Circuit and
now the Public Service Professor of
Jurisprudence at Harvard University,
delivered the law school’s second
Frank J. Battisti Memorial Lecture.
His topic: “Shades of Freedom: Racial
Politics and Presumptions of the
American Legal Process.” Preceding
him at the podium were Nathaniel
Jones Gower left), senior judge of the
U.S. Court of Appeals
for the Sixth Circuit,
and Louis B. Stokes
(upper right),
longtime member of
the U.S. House of
Representatives. The
Battisti Lectureship is
made possible by the
generosity of Gloria
(Mrs. Frank J.) Battisti
and a group of Judge
Battisti’s colleagues
and former law clerks.

Gloria Battisti
^ (right) with her
mother, Helen
Karpinski.

National Moot Court-Regional Tournament

In November the law school hosted the National Moot Court Competition’s regional
tournament. Rajesh Bagga was the tournament director, with help from the Moot Court
Board; we owe them all thanks for hard work and a job well done. In the photo, the
nien are Bryan Adamson, Joseph Foster, Rajesh Bagga, and Michael Tadych. The
J^omen: Cynthia Worthing, Carol Dacoros, Lissa Gipson, Jennifer Myers, and Kathryn
oeller. Adamson is our National Team’s faculty adviser. Gipson chairs the Moot Court
Board; Worthing and Heller are executive assistants for the Dunmore Competition. The
National Team includes Foster, Tadych, Dacoros, Myers, and—not pictured—Christina
niith and Rachael Bralliar.

Chief judge of the tourna
ment’s final round: Michael S.
Kanne, judge of the U.S.
Court of Appeals for the
Seventh Circuit.
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Symposium: Presidential
Power in the 21st Century
On Friday and Saturday, April 4 and
5, the Law Review will hold a major
symposium—Presidential Power in
the 21st Century—featuring a
number of academic luminaries as
presenters and commentators. The
keynote address will be delivered by
Theodore J. Lowi, the John L. Senior
professor of American institutions at
Cornell University.
Abby Levine ’97 is the student editor
in charge of the project. Assisting in
the planning are Michael Gerhardt,
dean; Jonathan Entin, professor of
law and political science; and Ronald
Kahn, a visiting scholar at the law
school who is professor of politics at
Oberlin College.
Participants will include scholars
in law and in political science. The
aim, says Entin, is “a broad inter
disciplinary focus.” The topic is
timely: “There is considerable
political and legal dispute right now
over the precise contours of presi
dential power. There has been a lot
of separation-of-powers litigation
in the last twenty years or so,
and we’ve had a generation of
divided government.”
The program will be open to the
public and will carry CLE credit. For
further information, call Abby Levine
at 216/368-3312. All the papers and
comments will be published in the
Case Western Reserve Law Review.
At this writing (in December) the
plans are still tentative, and the
schedule is subject to change. But
here is the general outline. The
program begins early Friday after
noon and concludes around mid-day
Saturday.

Panel 1

Panel 3

The Appointment Power

The Budget

The Constitution empowers the
president to appoint high-ranking
federal officials but also requires the
advice and consent of the Senate.
Recent disputes about nominees to
the Supreme Court and the cabinet
have raised questions about the
extent to which the president’s
choices should be respected by the
Senate. Jeffrey K. Tulis, professor of
government at the University of
Texas, wili discuss senatorial defer
ence to presidential nominees to the
Supreme Court. Michael Gerhardt will
discuss nonjudicial positions. Both
papers will consider the implications
of divided government for the
appointment process and will focus
on the larger political and policy
making context. Commentators:
Yvette M. Barksdale, associate
professor, John Marshall Law School;
Elena Kagan, professor of law.
University of Chicago; Ronald Kahn.

The president proposes the budget,
which embodies fundamental
political judgments, but Congress
must enact it. In recent years the
dynamics of the process have
changed significantly: the new lineitem veto mechanism will doubtless
change the process further, and it
has provoked widespread debate on
both policy and constitutional
grounds. The presenter at this
session will be Neal E. Devins,
professor of law and resident fellow
at the Institute of Bill of Rights Law,
College of William and Mary. Com
mentators: Michael A. Fitts, professor
of law. University of Pennsylvania;
Lawrence Lessig, professor of law,
University of Chicago.

Panel 2

The Removal Power
The president’s power to remove
federal officials (other than judges)
has been the focus of recurrent
debate, and of several recent
important decisions of the
Supreme Court. This session will
focus on the exercise of the removal
authority by different presidents;
Congress’s approach to the issue;
and the implications of the removal
power for presidential authority in
coming years. Steven G. Calabresi,
professor of law at Northwestern
University, will be the presenter.
Commentators: Martin Flaherty,
associate professor of law,
Fordham University; Jonathan Entin;
Theodore Lowi.
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Panel 4

War Powers and
Foreign Affairs
The ambiguous boundaries between
executive and legislative power in
military and foreign affairs have
generated widespread and iongstanding debate, and the growing
internationalization of diplomatic and
miiitary affairs has introduced new
uncertainties. Louis Fisher, senior
specialist in separation of powers for
the Congressional Research Service,
Library of Congress, will discuss the
impact of international organizations
such as the U.N. and NATO on U.S.
policy in recent foreign conflicts, and
the implications of these conflicts for
the future of American foreign policy.
Peter M. Shane, dean and professor
of law at the University of Pittsburgh,
' will consider the relevance of divided
polical control of the executive and
legislative branches for the making of
diplomatic and military policy.
Commentators: John O. McGinnis,
professor of law, Yeshiva University;
Jonathan Entin.

Teaching Ethics:
Spreading the Word

collegial learning and interaction of a
kind I had never experienced before.

by Robert P. Lawry
Professor of Law
Director, Center for
Professional Ethics

In the fall of 1995, the 1525 Founda
tion (whose secretary is Philip A.
Ranney ’61) awarded a $200,000 grant
to CWRU’s Center for Professional
Ethics to support a two-year Summer
Institute in Ethics. As a result, sixteen
members of the university faculty
spent the month of June 1996 in an
intensive study of ethics, and a like
number will do the same in June
1997. The idea is to help colleagues
from around the university, especially
those teaching undergraduates, to
introduce ethics issues into their
courses. For me, as director of the
center, it was a dream come true.
The dream began to take shape in
August 1992. At the request of Agnar
Pytte, the university’s president, I
had cochaired a committee whose
charge was to study the teaching of
ethics on the undergraduate level at
CWRU. Our report found “the
undergraduate student population
. .. not well served by the course
offerings.” Ethics courses were few
and served only a small number of
students. Citing the need for all
undergraduates to come to terms
with some basic practical problems
in making moral choices, the commit
tee recommended that faculty in a
variety of disciplines be supported in
their own efforts to train themselves
in ethical theory, moral decision
making, and pedagogy. It took three
more years to get the funding, but it
was worth the wait.
Our first summer institute brought
sixteen eager, well-educated, commit
ted faculty fellows together with a
group of us who had experience in
teaching ethics, mostly in the
professional schools. The result was

First of all, the institute’s fellows
came from diverse disciplines; social
work, nutrition, biology, management,
engineering, medicine, geology,
theater, art history, and communica
tions. The teaching faculty had
backgrounds in law, nursing,
medicine, social psychology, philoso
phy, and religion. Although the issues
were often posed in terms of philo
sophical ethics, the conversations
were wonderfully enriched by the
diversity of background and experi
ence because the focus was practical
as well as theoretical.
For more than ten years I have been
offering a course called Ethics in the
Professions that tries to do what this
more sophisticated undertaking was
able to do: compare and contrast
ethical issues and approaches from a
multiplicity of viewpoints. I first
offered my course because I wanted
to open up the worldview of law
students, and have them appreciate
similarity as well as difference,
profession by profession. Lawyers
sometimes believe they are the only
ones who have confidentiality or
conflict-of-interest problems. Seeing
how others deal with nearly identical
issues can be illuminating. Some
times the same arguments look
different in a different context. For
example, all professions pledge
confidentiality in the client relation
ship. But the professional in the
courtroom and the professional in
the hospital room may make a
different analysis of which secrets to
keep and which should be disclosed.
The second reason that the summer
institute was such a fine experience
was that we had the luxury of being
together for several hours day after
day. Although our other lives
intruded from time to time, most of
us remained on task for a solid

month. In this busy world, that kind
of concentration is unusual. The
stipend everyone received surely
helped us to be so focused. But the
participants’ desire to do this, and do
it well, was the key.
What did we do? Well, we read a lot,
whole books and articles; and we
talked, every day, five days a week,
for four weeks, all morning long. One
of us made a presentation and then
the conversation erupted. We started
with introductory sessions on the
nature of the moral enterprise, moral
vocabulary, and moral argument.
Then we moved to an examination of
moral traditions, natural law, utilitari
anism, Kantian deontology, and
religious points of view. We tackled
the subjects of lying and justice. We
examined particular modern issues
concerning genetics and death and
dying. And we thought a lot and
talked a lot about pedagogy. The
fellows presented too, model classes
or “here’s a problem” cases. When
the last session ended, no one
wanted it to be over. Lucky for some
of us, we get to do it again next
summer.
When I came to teaching ethics to
law students in 1975,1 was just about
the only kid on the block at CWRU.
For ten years I taught the two-credit
mandatory course in ethics to every
student who graduated from the law
school. I enjoyed it, but it was
peculiar; and I was convinced it was
wrong-headed to have only one of us
engaged in the effort to sensitize
students to the myriad ethical
problems they would face in day-today practice.
The last ten years or more have
brought abundant changes. In the
academic year 1996-97, there are
four of us teaching the required
second-year, three-credit course in
ethics. Thanks to an initiative begun
several years ago, a number of
teachers discuss ethics and profes-
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sionalism problems as part of their
first-year courses. In 1991 we won a
coveted Gambrell prize that the
American Bar Association gives for
“innovative” teaching in ethics and
professionalism. We have a number
of courses and connections with the
medical school and its terrific Center
for Biomedical Ethics.

The CWRU schools of nursing, social
work, and business all teach ethics
on a regular basis. Now the under
graduate college is on the brink of
having ethics taught in a serious and
pervasive way. In addition to the
alumni of our summer institute who
have joined or will join the ranks, a
new chaired professorship in ethics

will be filled by the next academic
year; that person will be lodged in
the Department of Philosophy and
will assume the leadership in ethics
education for undergraduates.
Meanwhile, I have more dreams
for ethics education at the law
school and the university. Don’t
wake me now.

Canada/U.S. Conference: NAFTA Revisited
The annual conference of the Canada/U.S.
Law Institute is scheduled for April 18-20.
The topic; NAFTA Revisited The place: the
law school building (and not, as in
previous years, a conference center some
miles to the east).
Professor Henry T. King, Jr., the institute’s
U.S. director, is organizer and chair of the
conference. Assisting him is Jacqueline
Hlivak. For further information—about
reservations, registration fees, and
CLE credit (20)—telephone King at
216/368-2096 or Hlivak at 216/368-3018.
What follows is the outline of the two-day
program.
Friday, April 18, 1997
9 a.m. NAFTA: its economic effects, plus or
minus
Gary C. Hufbauer, Institute for
International Economics, Washington
Daniel Schwanen, C. D. Howe Institute,
Toronto
Alejandro Nadal, Center for Economic
Studies, El Colegio de Mexico, Mexico City

2 p.m. Dispute resolution under NAFTA
Gary Horlick, O’Melveny & Myers,
Washington
Simon Potter, Ogilvy Renault, Montreal
3:30 p.m. The cultural industries: exemption
from NAFTA
Presiding—Dorinda Dallmeyer, Dean Rusk
Center for International and Comparative
Law, University of Georgia, Athens
Ronald G. Atkey, Osier Hoskins &
Harcourt, Toronto
John Ragosta, Dewey Ballantine,
Washington
7:30 p.m. Implications of NAFTA’s extension
to Chile and other countries
Presiding—Katharine F. Braid, Executive
Vice President, Canadian Pacific Railway,
Calgary
M. Jean Anderson, Weil Gotshal & Manges,
Washington
Richard G. Dearden, Gowling, Strathy &
Henderson, Ottawa

10:30 a.m. NAFTA: its legal effects—the
broad strokes
Presiding—J. Michael Robinson, Fasken
Campbell Godfrey, Toronto
Ewell E. Murphy, Jr., Baker & Botts,
Houston
Lawrence L. Herman, Cassels Brock &
Blackwell, Toronto
Bill F. Kryzda, Goodrich-Riquelme, Mexico
City

Saturday, April 19, 1997

/ p.m. NAFTA vis-d-vis EU: similarities and
differences and their effects on member
countries
Presiding—Michael J. Gerhardt, Dean,
CWRU School of Law
W. C. Graham, Chairman, House of
Commons Standing Committee on Foreign
Affairs, Ottawa

10:30 a.m. NAFTA at 3-1/2 years: Where do
we stand and where should we be headed?

9 a m. NAFTA’s provisions affecting
intellectual property: Are they working as
intended? Are they adequate?
Presiding—Dirk Barrett, Senior Corporate
Counsel, Pfizer Inc., New York
Joseph S. Papovich, Deputy Assistant U.S.
Trade Representative, Washington
Allen Z. Hertz, Department of External
Affairs, Ottawa

Presiding—k. Mosby Harvey Jr., Vice
President, General Counsel & Secretary,
HON Industries, Muscatine, Iowa
Greg Mastel, Economic Strategy Institute,
Washington i
Bradley Condon, Simon Fraser University,
Vancouver
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1 p.m. NAFTA in a world context uis-d-vis
WTO, EU, Japan, etc.
Presiding—Joseph Bauer, Vice President &
General Counsel, Lubrizol Corporation,
Cleveland
Richard O. Cunningham, Steptoe &
Johnson, Washington
2 p.m. NAFTA’s environmental provisions:
Are they working as intended? Are they
adequate?
Presiding—Jon Groetzinger, Jr., Vice
President & General Counsel, American
Greetings, Cleveland
Greg M. Block, Director, Commission for
Environmental Cooperation, Montreal
Andre Beaulieu, Office of Privy Council,
Ottawa
John H. Knox, Bickerstciff Heath & Smiley,
Austin
3:30 p.m. NAFTA and states and provinces:
Are they connecting? Are there loopholes to
be closed? NAFTA and subfederal rules and
policies
Matthew P. Schaefer, University of
Nebraska, Lincoln
James P. Mcllroy Mcllroy & Mcllroy
Toronto
7:30 p.m. Restructuring under NAFTA: What
are the considerations and how do we
implement them? Has NAFTA changed
patterns of manufacturing location and
distribution market penetration?
William P. Kelly Director of International
Governmental Affairs, Ford Motor
Company Dearborn
David Winfield, Senior Vice President,
Northern Telecom, Mississauga
Sunday, April 20, 1997
8 a.m. Summary: NAFTA and the future
Henry T. King, Jr., Conference Chairman

Faculty Notes
This from Arthur D. Austin II:
“Several of my articles have sparked
debate in reply articles. Cheryl
Preston, a law professor at Brigham
Young, published ‘It Moves, Even If
We Don’t: A Reply to Arthur Austin,
The Top Ten Politically Correct Law
Reviews’ in the Tennessee Law
Review. And Richard Delgado has a
reply to ‘Political Correctness Is a
Footnote’ in the Chicago-Kent Law
Review. I survived both articles.’’
Hiram E. Chodosh is coauthor, with
Stephen A. Mayo, of two forthcoming
publications: “Restoration and
Modernization of the Palestinian Civil
and Criminal Justice Systems,” to be
published in the Harvard International
Law Journal, and “Comparative Civil
Justice Process Modernization,” to be
published in 1998 by Kluwer Law
International. The Institute for the
Study and Development of Legal
Systems has recently published two
reports by Chodosh on Indian civil
justice process modernization.
Chodosh served as reporter and
academic specialist throughout the
nine-month modernization project,
which included seminars conducted
under the direction of A. M. Ahmadi,
chief justice of the Indian Supreme
Court, under funding from the U.S.
information Agency.
Laura B. Chisolm took part in an
invitational conference on “Conver
sion Transactions: Changing Between
Nonprofit and For-Profit Firms at the
National Center” on Philanthropy and
the Law at New York University. She
spoke on fiduciary obligations of
charitable corporation boards in the
context of sale of assets or conver
sion to a for-profit entity.
George W. Dent, Jr., spoke to the
Small Business Network Support
Group on “Why Legal Advice Is
Important, How to Work with Your
Attorney, and What to Look For in
Your Attorney.” A few days later he
appeared at the City Club, taking the
negative side in a debate titled
“Same-Sex Marriages: Another Civil
Rights Issue?”

Forthcoming in the University of
Cincinnati Law Review: an article
by Melvyn R. Durchslag, “United
States V. Hayes: An Essay on
Standing to Challenge Majority
Minority Districts.”
In November Jonathan L. Entin took
part in a conference, sponsored by
Howard University, on “Plessy v.
Ferguson Revisited: Historical and
Contemporary Perspectives.” He
presented a paper, “Plessy as Prece
dent, Symbol, and Catalyst.”
Entin regularly serves as source for
news reporters: “I was quoted
surprisingly extensively in an
article in the Akron Beacon Journal
(September 1) on recent judicial
rulings concerning school desegrega
tion and school choice programs.
And I was quoted in the Plain Dealer
(October 23) about a lawsuit chal
lenging spending limits for Ohio
judicial candidates. Another PD story
(November 10) quoted both Lewis
Katz and me in connection with the
Cleveland police department’s
practice of confiscating car stereos
under the state’s contraband law.”
In October Michael J. Gerhardt
delivered the keynote address at a
symposium honoring Judge Gilbert
Merritt, for whom Gerhardt once
clerked. Titled “The Democratic
Judge,” that address will be pub
lished in the Vanderbilt Law Review.
Other forthcoming articles by
Gerhardt: “The Dubious Constitution
ality of the Line-Item Veto Act of
1996” in the Cornell Journal of Law
and Public Policy, and “A Comprehen
sive Theory of the Federal Appoint
ments Process” in the Harvard
Journal of Law and Public Policy.
Erik M. Jensen took part in the
Cleveland Tax Institute, serving on a
panel that discussed taxable busi
ness acquisitions. Jensen’s topic was
“Unwinding Transactions.”
The annual current developments
report of the ABA Section of Taxa
tion’s Committee on Sales, Exchanges
and Basis—put together by Jensen—

appeared in the summer issue of The
Tax Lawyer. And Jensen has gone
public as the author of “A 1990s Law
School Conversation,” published in
the Journal of Legal Education under
the name Estel Crabtree.
Jensen reviewed Frontiers of Tax
Reform, edited by Michael J. Boskin,
for the Case Western Reserve Law
Review. For the Cleveland Plain
Dealer he reviewed Scott Turow’s The
Law of Our Fathers; Peter L. Bern
stein’s Against the Gods: The Remark
able Story of Risk; and No Contest:
Corporate Lawyers and the Perversion
of Justice in America, by Ralph Nader
and Wesley J. Smith.
Recently published: Ohio Felony
Sentencing Law, by Lewis R. Katz and
Burt W. Griffin. The book is a com
mentary on the new felony sentenc
ing laws that went into effect July 1,
1996; Griffin and Katz wrote the first
draft of the statute.
Henry T. King, Jr., has an article
forthcoming in the Yale Journal of
International Law: “The Milch and
Other Cases and the Legacy of
Nuremberg.”
In October King traveled to Detroit
for a conference at Wayne State
University commemorating the
50th anniversary of the Nuremberg
trials; he was the opening speaker.
Another October trip took him to
Montreal: the Joint Working Group
(of the American, Canadian, and
Mexican bar associations) on the
Settlement of International Disputes,
of which King is the U.S. chairman,
was invited to meet with the staff of
NAFTA’s Commission on Environ
mental Cooperation.
Meanwhile, on the local scene. King
has been elected to the Executive
Committee of the Northern Ohio
District Export Council (an arm of the
U.S. Department of Commerce) and
has been program chair for the
Greater Cleveland International
Lawyers Group.
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Gerald Korngold has been named to
the editorial advisory board of the
Real Estate Law Journal. He also
reports the publication of an article,
“Seller’s Damages from a Defaulting
Buyer of Realty: The Influence of the
Uniform Land Transactions Act on
the Courts,” by the Nova Law Review;
it’s part of a symposium issue on the
Uniform Land Transactions Act.
An article by Juliet P. Kostritsky is
forthcoming in the University of
Pittsburgh Law Review: “The Precontractual Liability Debate: A Reply to
Professors Craswell, Katz, and Wils.”
James W. McElhaney continued his
columns in the ABA Journal: “Winning
Arguments,” “Prepping the CEO,”
“The Case Won’t Settle,” and “12 Ways
to Write a Bad Brief.” His most recent
Trial Notebook column in Litigation is
“The Language of Obscurity.”
He was a featured speaker on an
Alaska cruise cosponsored by
lawyers’ groups in Alaska, Arizona,
and Colorado, presenting “The
Picture Method of Trial Advocacy,”
“The Qualities of a Winner,” “Master
ing Evidence,” and “Proving Your
Case.” His CLE activities took him to
Albuquerque, Indianapolis, Houston,
Vancouver, Boise, Columbus (Ohio),
San Francisco, San Diego, Philadel
phia, Marrisburg, Salt Lake City, and
Lake of the Ozarks (Missouri).

For CWRU, he presented a CLE
program at the Law Alumni Weekend
and spoke on expert witnesses on a
program sponsored by the University
Counseling Service.
Kevin C. McMunigal’s “Reducing the
Risks and Realizing the Rewards: An
Approach to Teaching Rape Law” will
be published in the San Diego Law
Review.
Sidney 1. Picker, Jr., recently served
as one of two Americans on the first
five-person arbitral panel to decide a
country-to-country dispute under
Chapter 20 of NAFTA. The case,
brought by tbe U.S. against Canada,
dealt with the legality under NAFTA
of Canada’s conversion of nontariff
barriers to tariffs pursuant to tbe
new WTO Agricultural Agreement.
The unanimous decision in Canada’s
favor was publicly released on
December 3.
Picker commented: “This was my
first experience playing international
judge rather than professor, and 1
now have a much clearer understand
ing of how international judicial
decisions are formed. According to
the treaty the entire process was
classified and remained so till the
opinion was publicly released. The
closed-door hearings were held In
Ottawa last March, and periodic

deliberation sessions were held
between then and November in
Cambridge and Ottawa. For a while
things got pretty hectic, especially
during the summer: 1 was teaching
and codirecting at the summer
school In Russia and had to make
repeated weekend flights between
London and St. Petersburg.”
At the National Academy of Arbitra
tors’ Fall Education Conference, in
October, Calvin W. Sharpe presented
“Seniority Agreements in Legal
Context.” He is writing the chapter on
seniority in a book—a restatement of
the common law of the workplace—
that several members of the NAA are
working on; the lead editor is
Theodore J. St. Antoine of the
University of Michigan.
Also In October, Sharpe received an
M.A. degree in religious studies from
the Chicago Theological Seminary.
Ann Southworth has an article
forthcoming in the Wisconsin Law
Review: “Business Planning for the
Destitute? Lawyers as Facilitators in
Civil Rights and Poverty Practice.”
The Cornell Law Review has accepted
Wendy E. Wagner’s “Choosing
Ignorance in the Manufacture of
Toxic Products.”

Goodbye to Deborah Fink
After seven years with the law
school, Debra Fink, director of
career services, resigned in October
to take a position with Kelly Services.
Now she is on the other end of the
placement process, recruiting
accountants and other professionals
for temporary and temp-to-hire
positions.
,
Many students and recent graduates
will remember Debra Fink with
gratitude, and 'in fact she has a file
full of thank-you letters. She says:
“The best part of tbe job was the
one-on-one counseling—helping
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people recognize what they really
want, know what their strengths are,
find the right people to talk to.” Often
she was the first person to get the
excited phone call: “I’ve got a job!”
Her legacy to the law school includes
an employment guide for students—
240 looseleaf pages—that is recog
nized as among the best in the
country; many other law schools
have requested a copy. Kimm
Walton ’84 made use of those
materials—and Fink’s expertise
generally—in her popular book.
Guerrilla Tactics for Getting the
Legal Job of Your Dreams.

AlumNotes
by Beth Hlabse

1971

1958

In Cleveland, Robert S.
Reitman was elected to the
board of the Business
Volunteerism Council.

1979

Richard A. Naegele was
recently appointed to the
editorial board of the Journal
of Pension Planning and
Compliance, published by
Panel Publishers.

1984

1959

Robert A. Blattner was
appointed honorary trustee
for life of the Cleveland Play
House.
Saul Eisen has been elected
second vice president of the
Cuyahoga County Bar
Association.
Alan D. Greenberg was
elected to the Chautauqua
Institution’s board of trustees.

1960

Albert H. Leyerle, recently
retired from the University of
Akron, is spending the year at
Roger Williams University
School of Law as a visiting
professor.

1965

Norman A. Levine has been
elected to the Board of
Governors of the Pennsylvania
Trial Lawyers Association.

1972

Joseph J. Allotta has been
installed as a fellow of the
College of Labor and Employ
ment Lawyers.

1975

The Lehigh University Alumni
Association has elected
Oldrich Foucek 111 as
president.
At the Second Annual Business
Lawyers’ Institute sponsored
by the Pennsylvania Bar
Institute, Gregory P. Miller
spoke on “Corporate Compli
ance and Internal Investiga
tions.”

1976

In Seattle, Donald M. Rosenfeld accepted a position with
LTC, Incorporated, a health
care marketing and consulting
company affiliated with GE
Capital Services.
Gary L. Bryenton has been
elected to the newly created
position of chief operating
officer of Baker & Hostetler in
Cleveland.

1969

Harold R. Weinberg’s
computer tutorial Documents
of Title Under Article Seven of
the Uniform Commercial Code
was awarded second place in
the Center for ComputerAssisted Legal Instruction’s
1996 Trautman Competition.

1977

Daniel K. Wright has joined
the Cleveland law firm of
Kahn, Kleinman, Yanowitz &
Arnson as a principal.

1980

Bill J. Gagliano, now of
counsel to Ulmer & Berne in
Cleveland, has been appointed
vice chairman of the 1997
National Committee on
Nominations of the American
Red Cross.

J. Kent Breslin has joined the
labor, employment, and
workers’ compensation area at
Thompson, Hine & Flory in
Cleveland.
Gerald G. MacDonald was one
of six panelists who took part
in the Judicial Administration
Division/NCSTJ’s presentation
of “Can We Streamline
Discovery Without Putting a
Thumb on the Scales of
Justice” at the annual ABA
convention.

1985

1981

William A. Barnett was
elected to the board of
directors of two companies—
the State Industrial Products
Corporation and the Zucker
Building Company.

1982

Craig A. Marvinney, formerly
with Reminger & Reminger,
has joined Ulmer & Berne in
Cleveland.

Curtis L. Lyman assumed
responsibility for the Sun
Trust Private Capital Group as
its president and CEO in
Orlando, Florida.
John E. Lynch, Jr. was
appointed vice president,
general counsel, and secretary
of Caliber System in Akron,
Ohio.

George E. McDavid has been
elected partner at Reed, Smith,
Shaw & McClay in Princeton,
New Jersey.

James N. Zerefos has joined
Thompson, Hine & Flory in
Columbus as a partner.

1986

David L. Blackner was
recognized by the ABA’s
Section of Litigation for his
volunteer efforts In bringing to
a successful vote before the
ABA’s House of Delegates a
resolution urging courts to
provide computer online
access to court and docket
information at no direct cost
to the user.
Inese A. Neiders spoke on
“The Value of a Jury Consul
tant” at the Fourth Annual
Death Penalty Seminar in
Virginia.
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News from Russia
Professor Sidney Picker filed the following dispatch
after spending a month in Volgograd and St Peters
burg with his wife, Jane, professor of law at Cleveland
State University. Together the Pickers direct the
CWRU/CSU program in Russian legal studies.
By the close of this academic year, 30 Russian law
students will have passed through Cleveland’s
pedagogical portals. Many of these “alumni” have
found employment in recently established private
Russian law firms practicing transnational law, often
internationally. Seven of the ten students In our first
group have been admitted to prestigious graduate
programs designed to train future law faculty.
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general counsel’s office of the International Mone
tary Fund.
American firms have also hired our Russian visitors.
Marat Mouradov has the distinction of being Baker
& McKenzie’s youngest lawyer; he’s an associate in
the firm’s St. Petersburg office. In the same city,
Arthur Andersen employs Anastasia Milyoutina,
Dmitri Tetyushev, Irina Pisareva, and Alexei
Trusov, and has made offers to other graduates of
our program. Anastasia is currently on leave and Is
back at CWRU getting her LL.M. degree in U.S. Legal
Studies.

Here are a few success stories.

and News from Canada

Julia Sinitskaya became the first lawyer hired by
the St. Petersburg Shipping Board. She’s been sent
all over the world, negotiating on the board’s
behalf. In effect she is the board’s general counsel,
and in that capacity she has hired another Cleve
land grad, Xsenia Tarassanko, as the first lawyer on
her staff. Incidentally, Julia has married another
Cleveland alum, Ilya Nikiforov. Ilya has established
an online network for Russian-U.S. iegal inquiries
and is an adjunct member of the St. Petersburg law
faculty. He recently completed an externship in the

Sidney Picker represented the iaw school and was
principal speaker at a 20th anniversary reunion of
the Canada/U.S. Law Institute held In Toronto.
Unfortunately, Henry King, the institute’s U.S.
director, was unable to attend. The reunion was
organized by Canadian alumni of the institute and
sponsored by one of Toronto’s largest law firms,
Fasken Campbell Godfrey. In honor of the occasion,
and as a means of assisting the institute in its goals,
the alumni formed a Toronto-based Canadian
Alumni Association.

Chiirles H. Norchi chaired a
panei at the United Nations in
Geneva, Switzeriand, on
“Corporate Participation in
Humanitarian Crises.” He then
traveied to South Asia and the
Arabian peninsula under the
auspices of the U.S. informa
tion Agency to conduct a
human rights monitoring
workshop for Afghans in the
Khuber Pass region of
northwest Pakistan, deliver
human rights lectures in
Yemen, and deliver three
lectures on international
copyright in Saudi Arabia.

Julie R. Luft is of counsel to
Hahn Looser & Parks in
Cleveland; she will focus on
business enterprises and
probate.
Toni M. Trafas spoke on
“Negotiating Insurance
Provisions in Shopping Center
Leases” at the October
conference of the International
Council of Shopping Centers.

1988

1987

Patricia Bunn Decensi was
promoted to senior associate
corporate counsel at Blue
Cross of Ohio.
Steven J. Gray has joined the
Chicago office of Vedder Price
in the corporate and securities
practice areas.
Matthew F. Radish has joined
Venable, Boetjer, Howard &
Civiletti in Washington, D.C.

Kathy M. DeVito has been
appointed general
master/child support enforce
ment hearing officer for the
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Fourth Judicial Circuit of
Florida. She is one of two
appointees who issue
recommendations to the
circuit’s family division judges.
Richard E. Wolfson has left
Legal Aid and is now in private
practice in Portsmouth and
fronton, Ohio.

1989

Deniell Pemberton-Heard has
been named vice president of
business affairs at Time-Life
Video & Television in Alexan
dria, Virginia.
This note received December 9
from David B. Webster: “I
have had a great month.
Professionally: Crain’s
Cleveland Business selected
me for ‘40 Under 40,’ for both
my professional achievements
as a trial attorney with
Kaufman & Cumberland and
my community service as
founder and president of the
Clean Air Conservancy.
Personally: my wife (Beth
Brandon ’90) and 1 tu-e proud

to announce the birth of our
daughter, Olivia Ann, born on
November 22.”

1990

Elizabeth A. Grove, formerly
clerk to Judge Kathleen
O’Malley ’82, has rejoined
Jones, Day, Reavis & Pogue in
Cleveland.
Richard G. Johnson has been
appointed to a three-year term
on the Public Relations Board
for the ABA’s Center for
Professional Responsibility.

Jennifer Uebele Savage has
joined Thompson, Hine &
Flory in Cleveland.

1991

THE CLASS OF ’99

Matthew S. Massarelli is now
vice president and general
counsel for Zaring Homes, Inc.

by Barbara F. Andelman
Assistant Dean for Admissions and Financial Aid

Cynthia J. Dollar has joined
the Austin, Texas, office of
Hughes & Luce.

PattiJo Mooney has joined
Reminger & Reminger in
Cleveland.
Monte E. Weiss wrote the lead
article in the November 1996
issue of The Wisconsin Lawyer:
“The Enhanced Injury Theory
as a Defense.” Weiss practices
law in Milwaukee with Otjen,
Van Ert, Stangle, Lieb & Weir,
concentrating on the defense
of personal injury, products,
and premises liability cases
and representing insurance
carriers on environmental
coverage actions.

1992

Peter M. Slater has joined
Kahn, Kleinman, Yanowitz &
Arnson in Cleveland. He is in
the trusts and estates practice
group.

1993

Patrick J. Brainard has joined
the corporate and securities
practice area at Thompson,
Hine & Flory in Cleveland.
Deborah M. Brown has been
accepted into the Ph.D.
program of the H. John
Heinz III School of Public
Policy & Management of
Carnegie Mellon University.

1994

Mary-Beth Moylan has joined
the Sacramento political law
firm of Olson, Hagel, Fong,
Leidigh, Waters & Fishuburn.

1995

Karyn Lynn was appointed to
the staff of the Montgomery
County Prosecutor’s Office in
Dayton, Ohio, as an assistant
prosecuting attorney.
News sent from Michael A.
Spielman: “I have left Orrick,
Herrington & Sutcliffe in order
to obtain my LL.M. in ttixation
from New York University.
Following my graduation in
May, I will begin a two-year
clerkship with Judge Thomas
Wells of the U.S. Tax Court.
Derk Van Raalte is the new
municipal prosecutor/staff
attorney for the City of North
Charleston, South Carolina.
Lisa Shilepsku Van Raalte is
the case manager for the
Governor’s Guardian ad Litem
Program for Charleston
County, South Carolina.

Last fall we welcomed an
entering class of 225. Half
are from Ohio; 43 percent
are women; 14 percent are
persons of color. They
come from 34 states and 3
foreign countries, and they
represent 133 undergradu
ate institutions and 47
undergraduate majors.
They hold 23 advanced
degrees. Besides English,
their native languages are
Taiwanese, Arabic, Roma
nian, Vietnamese, Chinese,
Mandarin, Korean, Spanish,
and Danish.
More than half took at least
a year off between college
and law school; the longest
hiatus was 27 years. They
bring a wealth of varied
professional experience. In
the group are
a neonatal ICU nurse
a filmmaker
a pharmacist
2 U.S. Marines
5 accountants
a minister
a commercial banker
a screenplay writer
2 newspaper reporters
2 social workers
2 environmental
consultants
3 physicians
a design engineer
a chemist
a professional basketball
player
Across the country
applications to law schools
declined for the fourth
year in a row. We work
extra hard to keep our
numbers up, and we get
significant help from our
alumni. More than 1,100
admissions counselors
volunteer their time—and
often a free lunch—to
admitted applicants,
answering their questions
about the school, about

Cleveland, and about the
law generally.
A smaller group of our
graduates have repre
sented the school at law
school fairs held at
colleges around the
country, helping us reach
new groups of potential
applicants. Our special
thanks to:
Stewart A. Binke ’92
Michigan State
University
Brian L. Blackburn ’77
University of
Massachusetts—
Amherst
Van C. Ernest ’91
University of Virginia
Edward D. Etheredge ’76
University of
Massachusetts—
Amherst
Beth Botzum Perrier ’85
Ohio University
Michael J. Folise ’84
University of Washington
Karen Anne Hoffman ’91
Wesleyan University
Edward Hubbard ’96
Franklin and Marshall;
Gettysburg; Dickinson;
Bucknell; Pennsylvania
State University
Joseph P. Kieffer ’91
Canisius College; Niagara
University
Robert A. Liebers ’83
State University of New
York—Albany
Kevin J. Magorien ’76
University of Washington
Robert J. O’Brien ’79
Trinity College
John R. Ryan ’83
Pennsylvania State
University
Edward J. Shive ’78
Syracuse University
Steven T. Sloan ’73
Ohio University

In Memoriam
Ralph Vince ’26
October 29, 1996
James M. Carney ’41
Society of Benchers
Decembers, 1996

Russell A. Olson ’54
September 19, 1996
John A. Auble ’59
August 22, 1996

Robert L. Myers ’42
June 9, 1996
jMuary 1997
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Annual Report: Errors and Apologies
The law school’s Annual Report for
19S5-96, published in October, requires
soTie corrections. The list of alumni
donors by class year omitted several
people who made gifts to endowment
fui.ds- Their names appeared in the
section titled Endowment and Special
Programs, but they should also have been
liSLed with their classmates in the section
tided Alumni Donors. We deeply regret
the error.
Wc list these donors below, in order of
cless year. As in the Annual Report, bold
type indicates a gift of $1,000 or more.

I

B( enard E. Rand ’32
John W. Wursthorn ’34
Charles S. Tricarichi ’50
Stanley B. Wiener ’53
Donald E. Lefton ’55
Robert C. Weber ’56
David J. Cook ’58
EIFott H. Goldstein ’67
Byron E. Siegel ’70 LLM
Stephen C. Ellis ’72

Marilyn E. Shea-Stonum ’75
Cary J. Zabell ’76
John J. Danello ’80
James O. Castagnera ’81
Amelia Nichols Lombardo ’81
Alexander C. Kinzler ’84
Kenneth H. Messinger-Rapport ’84
Marvin H. Schiff ’84
Deborah A. Wenner LeBarron ’84
Robert D. Anderle ’90
Christine A. Corcos ’90
Paula B. Christ ’91
Shannon P. Haggerty ’92
Richard L. Dana, Jr. ’95
Tara Looney Swafford ’95
Lisa M. Burgmaier ’96
Eric J. Schaeffer ’96
Harvey M. Adelstein ’61 and William S.
Jacohson ’83 were included in their
respective class lists, but we failed to
mark them as $1,000+ donors.
To all the above we extend apologies. If
there were other errors in the Annual
Report, please let us know about them.

1

Case Western Reserve
University
Law Alumni Association
Officers
President
James L. Ryhal, Jr. ’52
Vice President
David L. Edmunds, Jr. ’78
Buffalo, New York
Regionai Vice Presidents
Akron—Edward Kaminski ’59
Boston—Dianne Hobbs ’81
Canton—Stephen F. Beiden ’79
Chicago—Miles J. Zaremski ’73
Cincinnati—Barbara F. Applegarth ’79
Columbus—Nelson E. Genshaft ’73
Los Angeles—David S. Weil, Jr. ’70
New York—Richard J. Schager, Jr. ’78
Philadelphia—Marvin L. Weinberg ’77
Pittsburgh—John W. Powell ’77
San Francisco—Margaret J. Grover ’83
Washington, D.C.—
Douglas W. Charnas ’78
Secretary
M. Ann Harlan ’85
Treasurer
David D. Green ’82
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Annual Fund Chairman
Keith E. Spero ’56

• LAW IS A HELPING PROFESSION.
OUR APPLICANTS NEED YOUR HELP.
Do you remember when
you were deciding
whether to go to law
school? Or deciding
which law school to
choose?
The applicants we admit
to our law school are in
that same position.
They would welcome
the opportunity to talk
with you—to learn more
about what this law
achool is like, and to ask
questions about law
study and the legal
profession generally.
If you volunteer as an
admissions counselor,
you will be given the
names of just a few
admitted applicants
who live in your area.
We’ll ask you to give

them a call or meet with
them, to answer their
questions and to let
them know that CWRU
law alumni care about
the next generation of
students. This is not a
big time commitment,
and mostly it’s between
February and mid-April.
Please take a minute to
fill out tbe Admissions
form on the facing page.
We need your help
wherever you live, but
right now we particu
larly need new admis
sions counselors in the
states and cities listed
below—and in Canada.
Alabama
Colorado
Indiana
Iowa
Kansas

Louisiana
Missouri
New York—western
North Carolina
Oregon
Pennsylvania—central
South Carolina
Tennessee
Texas
Utah
West Virginia
Wisconsin
Ann Arbor, MI
Bloomington, IN
Charlottesville, VA
other small cities with
big universities
Atlanta
Boston
Cincinnati
Detroit
Los Angeles
Nashville
San Francisco
THANKS!

Board of Governors
Elissa Morganti Banas ’93
Buffalo, New York
Lewis Einbund ’53
Sheila Farmer ’70
Canton, Ohio
Frances F. Goins ’77
Bernard D. Goodman ’60
Margaret J. Grover ’83
San Francisco, California
Amanda Haiduc ’90
David J. Hallett ’91
Boston, Massachusetts
E. Peter Harab ’74
Madison, New Jersey
Gerald M. Jackson ’71
Stephanie Tubbs Jones ’74
Myron L. Joseph ’61
Milwaukee, Wisconsin
James F, Koehler ’73
Frederick M. Lombardi ’62
Akron, Ohio
Craig A. Marvinney ’82
John J. Monroe ’50
Painesville, Ohio
Debbie Moss ’78
Marilyn E. Shea-Stonum ’75
Akron, Ohio
William T. Smith ’56
Keith E. Spero ’56
Sylvester Summers, Jr. ’88
Richard M. Wortman ’87
New York, New York
Patrick M. Zohn ’78
Larry W. Zukerman ’85

Calendar of Events
Alumni Events with
Dean Michael Gerhardt
JAN

31

Providence Luncheon

FEB

20

New York Reception

MAR ^

Canton Luncheon

APR

14

Cincinnati Luncheon

APR

15

Dayton Luncheon

APR

19

Alumni Board of Governors Meeting

juN

^

Columbus Breakfast,
Ohio State Bar Association

4-5 Law Review Symposium
Presidential Power in the 21st Century
See page 20
18-20 Canada/U.S. Conference
NAFTA Revisited
See page 22

For further information: Office of Externai Affairs
i
Case Western Reserve University
,
School of Law
■ ''
11075 East Boulevard
Cleveland, Ohio 44106-7148
216/368-3308 or 800/492-3308
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JOB HOTLINE ................ 1-800-430-4355

The Dean Reports

Making Dreams Come True
ase Western Reserve University School of Law is
an excellent institution that has been serving the
legal profession and the local and national
communities for over 100 years. As I wrote to
you soon after becoming dean, I am proud and honored
to be dean of this law school. We have great strength in
our faculty, students, alumni, and friends.

C

Our law school’s mission is to train the leaders of
tomorrow—leaders in the practice of law, public service,
and commerce. We fulfill our mission by educating our
young lawyers to meet their important responsibilities
to their individual clients and to society as a whole.
We prepare our students knowing that lawyers serve
in many ways.
•

Lawyers assist people in times of distress. We are
often the only defense that a person has against the
loss of life, liberty, and property. It is ironic that even
those who attack or make jokes about our profession
turn to us for help in dark times.

•

The legal profession keeps our society free. Lawyers
have long been the guardians of our individual and
collective civil liberties, and leaders in the movement
to bring social and racial justice and to provide
access to the law for all citizens.

•

The law is a means to create order and rules in
society, so that we can live in safety in a structured
world. People can plan their lives in reliance upon a
rule of law and predictable outcomes.

While practicing real estate law and in my writing and
teaching 1 have observed something else that lawyers do:
lawyers help make dreams come true. Whether represent
ing a young couple buying their first home, doing an
estate plan so that parents can provide for their children,
structuring a start-up enterprise, or bringing a commer
cial transaction to fruition, we help our clients achieve
their most important personal and worldly goals.
At Case Western Reserve University School of Law
we teach our future leaders how to serve their clients
and society in these various roles. And we also help
our students understand that they will be trusted with
the lives and dreams of others, and that people will rely
on them.
We are meeting our mission at an exciting time for the
legal profession. Major developments in society and
technology—such as the information age, the emergence
of the global marketplace, and increasing environmental
awareness—will change how we, as lawyers, serve our
clients and society in the twenty-first century. For
example, the days have passed when lawyers added value

to transactions simply by producing documents. Lawyers
must now be prepared to hear their clients’ stories,
diagnose complex problems, and offer meaningful
alternatives. Lawyers must have a broad picture of
the relevant social and business context. Only with
such skiils can lawyers effectively help clients to
pian and protect their freedom, families, and business
endeavors.
We achieve our mission of training tomorrow’s leaders in
the law by bringing together an excellent faculty, a highachieving student body, and a supportive network of
alumni and friends.
Our faculty is nationally known for its cutting-edge
scholarship and superb teaching. Our low student-faculty
ratio ensures that teachers are accessible to students for
one-on-one supervision and counseling, so vital to an
enriching academic experience. Our faculty take their
responsibility of educating tomorrow’s leaders very
seriously.
Our students bring intellectual talent, motivation, and life
experience. They come from more than 30 states and
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numerous foreign countries. Our students learn together
in a positive environment that encourages a diversity of
perspectives.
Our 7,500 alumni, thriving in every state and around the
world, are highly committed to the welfare of the law
school and our mission. They hold a wide array of
impressive positions: they include judges, managing
partners in the country’s largest law firms, directors of
major nonprofit organizations, business leaders, and
members of Congress.

1 look forward to working with our faculty, students, staff,
and alumni and friends to fulfill our mission of training
the leaders of tomorrow. Just as lawyers make people’s
dreams come true, together we can make our dreams
come true for Case Western Reserve University School
of Law.

-----Gerald Korngold
Dean

Professor & Dean Gerald Korngold
or the first 70 years of its existence, this law
school routinely selected Its deans from among
the faculty. (The exception was Eugene Wambaugh,
who was dean in absentia for the school’s first few
years.) Evan Hopkins, Walter Dunmore, Clarence Finfrock,
Fletcher Andrews, and Edgar King all came from the
faculty ranks; Dunmore, Finfrock, and Andrews, who
together led the school from 1910 to 1958, were alumni
as well.

F

“Working as a transactional lawyer, I saw how important it
was to create a consensus, to get people to work
together, and to move people with differing goals toward
a larger common goal.”

The move from practice to teaching gave Korngold the
opportunity to pursue his intellectual interests in a more
focused, scholarly way; within a few years, he had
published articles in the Fordham and Texas law reviews.
He also was involved in law school administration,
Now, after a series of imported deans—Louis Toepfer,
serving as the New York Law School’s associate dean for
Lindsey Cowen, Ernest Gellhorn, Peter Gerhart,
academic affairs. Although that position primarily
Michael Gerhardt—the school again has an insider:
entailed curricular responsibilities, Korngold worked
Gerald Korngold, who joined the
closely with the student services
faculty in 1987 as professor of law,
dean and the admissions
was named the first Everett D. and
personnel.
As deputy to the
“Working as a transac
Eugenia S. McCurdy Professor in
dean, he also took part in public
1994, and became dean in
tional lawyer, 1 saw
functions, dealt with the alumni,
August 1997.
and worked with the school’s
how important it was
board members. “1 liked all of
Korngold told /n Brief: “As an insider,
that,” says Korngold. “1 liked
to create a consensus,
1 have the benefit of knowing the
working with the different
to get people to work
faculty and staff and having estab
constituencies and trying to
lished relationships with them. I’ve
together, and to move
develop consensus and a sense
known many students who are now
of momentum.”
people
with
differing
alumni, and of course I’ve met other
alumni over the years. This is a place
goals toward a larger
In his ten years at CWRU,
I love. There’s not a day when 1 walk
Korngold has continued to
common goal.”
into the building that 1 don’t think:
blossom as a scholar—witness
this is a wonderful institution, and
his appointment to an endowed
I’m glad to be here. I’ve been proud
professorial chair and his
to be on this faculty, and I’m proud to be the dean.”
serving as adviser to the American Law Institute’s
Restatement of Property (Third)—Servitudes. In addition
When Korngold arrived here ten years ago, he was
to more law review articles, he is author of a treatise.
definitely an outsider: this was his first venture west of
Private Land Use Arrangements: Easements, Real
the Atlantic seaboard. He had grown up in Philadelphia,
Covenants, and Equitable Servitudes, whose second edition
studied at the University of Pennsylvania (B.A. 1974, J.D.
is now in progress, and he is also working, with others, on
1977), and practiced with the Philadelphia firm of Wolf,
a property law casebook. With Paul Goldstein of the
Block, Schorr & Solis-Cohen before joining the faculty of
Stanford Law School he is coauthor of a widely used
the New York Law School in 1979.
'
casebook. Real Estate Transactions. “In that casebook we
look at the underlying theoretical issues, the competing
Although he spent just two years in private practice,
policy concerns, and also professional responsibility and
Korngold remembers that time as “a very important part
lawyering issues. Our aim is not just to teach the substan
of my education—an experience that certainly influenced
tive law of real estate transactions, but to help students
my direction and my worldview.” His work in the firm’s
develop as planners and problem-solvers.”
real estate department confirmed his bent toward that
area of law: “it was a very extensive, active, high-quality
Despite his appointment as dean, Korngold has no
real estate practice, representing both borrowers and
intention of giving up scholarship. “I want to keep up with
lenders, developers and lending institutions.” And those
my field and exercise the Intellectual muscles. I want to
years reinforced his dedication to nonlitigational law:
do some writing, though I won’t be able to do as much.

Case Western Reserve University School of Law

For one thing, my publications contribute to the school’s
visibility. And a dean has the responsibility to be the
faculty’s academic leader.”
He also intends to keep on teaching, though probably not
in this academic year. “It’s important for me to keep in
touch with students and understand their interests, and 1
know that the classroom relationship is the best way to
have that interchange. Besides, 1 simply enjoy teaching.”
In fact, the curtailment of his time in the classroom may
be the only downside to Korngold’s service as dean, both
for him and for the students. He has been an extraordi
narily popular teacher—three times named Teacher of
the Year. In particular, his Real Estate Transactions course
will be sorely missed until he can offer it again.

has been valuable to me as a faculty member to have
those outside contacts. They help me keep up with what’s
going on in practice; 1 use them as sounding boards for
my ideas; and 1 bring them out to talk to my classes.”
We asked: “Is there any disadvantage to being an insider
dean? For instance, is it harder for someone who has
been an old familiar colleague to take on the role of
authority?”
The new dean replied: “1 think my leadership style would
be the same whether 1 came from inside or outside. This
is not a top-down management situation: the faculty play
a major role in determining the school’s direction. I’m
fully capable of making tough decisions, but fundamen
tally I’m a consensus builder.”

After teaching and scholarship, the third component of a
professor’s job description is service. Korngold has done
his share, and more, of the work of faculty governance.
He has chaired the Promotions and Tenure Committee
and the Curriculum Committee—both major, timeconsuming tasks. He has also taken some responsibility
for curricular development. Convinced that “practicing
lawyers can enrich the curriculum by teaching capstone
courses,” he worked with William Warren ’52 as Warren
developed his now-well-established course on shopping
centers. More recently, when a group of students formed
the Community Development Law Forum and asked for a
course on community development law, Korngold and his
colleague Melvyn Durchslag collaborated with Robert
Rosewater to create a second capstone course in the real
estate area. That it’s not “a pure real estate course” Is fine
with Gerry Korngold: “in practice, problems don’t come
to you in a box with a neat-and-tidy label.”
Although a law teacher’s main contacts are with students
and other faculty, Korngold has made a point of getting to
know the law school’s other constituencies as well. It says
something about him that he can call all the staff by
name. And he has a wide acquaintance with alumni and
with other lawyers in Cleveland. He says; “One of the
things that attracted me to the school ten years ago was
the really supportive alumni body. When Peter Gerhart
was recruiting me, that was one of his selling points.
Then, over the years, he graciously introduced me to
alumni and to others in town. Cleveland, of course, is a
world-class legal town, and I’ve taken advantage of it. It

—K.E.T.

Alice and Gerry Korngold were married when they were both
undergraduates at the University of Pennsylvania; in August they
celebrated their 25th anniversary. They have two sons, one an
eighth-grader and the other a first-year medical student. Alice
Korngold is president and CEO of the Business Volunteerism
Council, an organization that she helped to found about five years
ago. Its mission is to help businesses establish links with non
profits—finding appropriate volunteer opportunities, providing
training, consulting with businesses on developing plans for
community involvement, and consulting with nonprofits on
governance issues and strategic planning.

Alumni Directory Delayed
About a year ago the law school announced that a
new Alumni Directory would be published in the
spring of 1997. Unfortunately, the persons with
whom we contracted for the programming and
typesetting were unable to deliver, and we finally
cancelled the agreement.
Now we have made different arrangements with an
experienced nationwide publisher of directories. We
feel certain that this company will be able to
complete the project. We intend to mail another
questionnaire to all alumni, to give everyone the
opportunity to update address information, and we

expect to publish a directory in the spring
of 1998.
Everyone who ordered a copy of the Alumni
Directory wiii receive the new hook, and other
aiumni wiii he given the opportunity to order
a copy.
We regret the delay, and we extend apologies.
Thank you for your understanding and your
patience.
Kerstin Ekfelt Trawick
Director of Publications

Teaching and Writing About
the Vietnam War
by Robert N. Strassfeld
Professor of Law
Associate Dean for
Faculty Development and Research

sure sign of aging is that moment when you
recognize that you are rehearsing experiences of
your parents’ generation with a newly sympa
thetic perspective. Early in the semester in my
Law and the Vietnam War seminar such a moment
occurred for me. As some of my students responded to
the film The Atomic Cafe, a chronicle of the bomb’s place
in Cold War America, with a mixture of incredulity and
amusement at some of its absurder moments, it struck
me that they are as distant from the 1960s and the
Vietnam War as I, born in 1954, am distant from the
Depression and World War II—events that shaped my
parents’ lives. A part of the past that for me is both
history and vivid memory is for them, in David Lowenthal’s words, “a foreign country.”

A

One of the challenges of teaching and writing about law
and the Vietnam War is to make this part of our past less
remote to my students; to their counterparts at other
schools, where law review editors wiil, 1 hope, read my
work with understanding and enthusiasm; and to anyone
who chances upon my scholarship.
For the past several years, my research focus has been
the legal history of the Vietnam War. This past semester,
the students enrolled In my Law and the Vietnam War
seminar shared that experience with me.

Writing About the War
Researching and teaching recent history offers opportuni
ties and rewards but poses certain challenges and risks.
My research has drawn on a wide array of sources. Some
are of a sort unavailable to historians of the more distant
past, and several have presented difficulties that a more
traditional legal scholar seldom encounters.
My first foray into this territory focused on the courtmartial of an early G.I. dissenter. Captain Howard B. Levy,
an Army doctor who, among other things, refused to
teach medicine to Green Beret soldiers. His case, which
ultimately wended its way to the U.S. Supreme Court,
is best known to criminal and constitutional lawyers
for its holding that the tests for vagueness and over- '
breadth within a military justice setting differ from those
within civilian courts, and that the provisions of the
Uniform Code-of Military Justice prohibiting “conduct
unbecoming an officer and a gentleman” and “all
disorders and neglects to the prejudice of good order
and discipline in the armed forces” are not unconstitu
tionally vague or overbroad.
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Robert Strassfeld clerked for Judge Harrison L Winter (U.S. Court of
Appeals, 4th Circuit) and practiced law with Shea <6 Gardner before
joining the faculty in 1988; earlier this year he was named
associate dean for faculty development and research. In addition to
legal history, he teaches Torts and labor law courses. He holds
degrees from Wesleyan University (B.A.), Rochester (M.A. in
history), and Virginia (J.D.).
In 1994 Strassfeld’s “The Vietnam War on Trial: The Court-Martial
of Dr. Howard B. Levy” appeared in the Wisconsin Law Review.
(That’s Levy in the poster, in handcuffs.) He has written a second
article, “Robert McNamara and the Art and Law of Confession: A
Simple Desultory Philippic (or How I Was Robert McNamara'd into
Submission.Web browsers might like to check out the seminar
website: http://lawwww.cwru.edu/cwrulaw/courses/
materials/vietnam. html

My research quickly revealed that behind this rather
formal set of questions lay a complicated and fascinating
story involving civil rights and race relations in the
military and the South; medical ethics and the use of
medicine for military and political purposes in wartime;
the intrigues of military intelligence; the nature of
counterinsurgency warfare; and a court-martial where
the accused partly managed to turn the tables on his
accusers and put the Vietnam War on trial. Much of
this history was obscured in the process of limiting the
legal issues on appeal. 1 set about to uncover the
obscured history.
From the outset 1 understood that my task would be
easier and the final product better if Levy would permit
me to interview him, request government files (under the
Freedom of Information Act) relating to him, and talk to
his lawyers and review their case files. That I got such
permission is probably due to the fortuity of a conversa
tion that 1 had with my colleague Peter Joy when I was
first conceiving the project. When I mentioned that I was
thinking of writing on the Levy case, Peter recalled his
time working for the Law Students Civil Rights Research
Council, which sublet office space in Atlanta from the

Southern Regional Office of the American Civil Liberties
Union, which had, in turn, acted as Levy’s civilian
counsel. Peter remembered sharing his space with boxes
of Levy litigation files (and with “Cassius Clay” boxes
representing another ACLU case). That conversation
prompted my phone call to Laughlin McDonald, director
of the Southern Regional Office and, at the time of the
Levy case, an assistant to Levy’s lead civilian counsel.
Levy was initially skeptical of my project and my request,
or so I concluded after I wrote him a letter requesting his
cooperation and then waited more than a month with no
reply. Finally I telephoned him. Our conversation at first
gave me little hope; he clearly was wary. But at some
point near what I’m sure he intended to be the end of our
conversation, he said he doubted that the litigation files
still existed. The ice began to melt when I told him I had
talked with Laughlin McDonald, and the files were still in
storage. Levy said he wanted some time to think about
my request and—though this went unsaid—to get
McDonald’s read on me. I don’t know what McDonald
told him, but it did the job and I am grateful.
While Levy’s waiver of lawyer-client confidentiality
opened up a wealth of litigation notes and other materials
(including thousands of pages of his letters—many from
prison—to his lawyers), my quest for materials was
hardly over, and in fact still continues. I have filed a
number of FOIA requests.
One of the important subpiots of the story involved a
dossier that Army Intelligence compiled on Levy. Army
Intelligence actions and this dossier played an important
role in the commanding officer’s decision to seek Levy’s
court-martial. Levy’s civil rights activities near Fort
Jackson, South Carolina, coincided with the Army’s
beginning an investigation of Levy in which the intelli
gence agents showed a keen interest in Levy’s racial
views and his associations with African-Americans. When
the Army refused to disclose large portions of the dossier
to Levy’s civilian counsel. Levy and his counsei con
cluded that his prosecution was a response to his
poiitical views and civil rights activities. I requested a
copy of the dossier and all other Army Intelligence
materials on Levy.
Some of my requests were successful. Along with hun
dreds of additionai pages they had amassed on Levy,
Army Intelligence quickly provided all of the dossier
except those portions that originated with the FBI and,
therefore, would have to be obtained from the FBI.
Perhaps the Army habit of obeying orders had promoted
an inclination toward prompt and gracious compliance
with FOIA.
Other requests have met obstacles and delays. Some
agencies responded that they had previously destroyed
or misplaced the documents I sought; one response
referred to a nonexistent U.S. code section as authoriza
tion. The FBI acknowledges that they appear to have
material that meets my requests, but like other
researchers who have dealt with the FBI, I have been told
that the lines are long and I should expect a wait of
several years. Once a year, on the anniversary of my
request, I receive a letter from the FBI inviting me to
withdraw it.
Any hope that this part of my research would be easy hit
its nadir when I called the Litigation Division of the Army
Judge Advocate General Corps, an agency I had not

previously contacted, and was told by the major on the
other end of the line: “We were talking about you this
morning.” The rest of our conversation made it clear that
they had not been talking about the best ways to facilitate
my research, and that I would get nothing from them
without a formal FOIA request and perhaps a fight.
But there is a happy ending to my dealings with Army
JAG. The morning foliowing that phone call there was an
urgent message on my answering machine imploring me
not to file a FOIA request without first speaking to the
lieutenant colonel who ran the Litigation Division. A FOIA
request, he explained, would create a nightmare of
paperwork for him and deplete his office’s resources; he
proposed that we reach an agreement that did not involve
a formal request. Bureaucracy was working in my favor!
Ultimately the Litigation Division was quite accommodat
ing and gave me complete access to their Levy files.
In addition to documentary sources, I drew on the
recollections of many participants in the Levy story.
While some declined interviews, many were willing and
helpful, and other oral histories were available from
various archival sources. Sometimes serendipity led me
to a source. When the Plain Dealer’s “Mary, Mary” column
mentioned that Dr. Benjamin Spock was visiting friends in
Cleveland, I tracked him down and got an interview. He
had been an expert witness on medical ethics at the Levy
court-martial.
As a novice at oral history, I had much to learn both
about the mechanics of recording and transcribing
interviews and about the process of interviewing. One
lesson I quickly learned was to approach an oral history
as critically as I would any other source. The interviewee,
like the memoirist, is obviously tempted to rewrite her
history to make the story come out right—as told if not
as lived. (I explore this issue in my more recent Vietnamrelated piece on Robert McNamara.)
But more benign forces also undermine the reliability
of a witness or participant. All of us reconstruct our
memories as we recall them, and often unwittingly we fill
in gaps or patch together different memories to create a
coherent and convincing, but not wholly reliable, narra
tive. A striking instance occurred in my interview of U.S.
District Court Judge Royce Lamberth, who as Captain
Lamberth argued the Levy case on behalf of the Army
before the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Third Circuit.
5
Judge Lamberth graciously and helpfully shared his
memories of the iitigation; of the Army’s position,
concerns, and strategy; and of the events and the
personaiities invoived. At one point he recalled his
disappointment at not having had the chance to argue
the government’s case to the Supreme Court. He added
that, of course, the military’s stake in the case was
so high that it was agreed that the solicitor general
should argue the case. Lamberth recalled a meeting
with Attorney General Richard Kleindienst to discuss
whether Kleindienst himself should argue the case to
signal the depth of the Nixon administration’s concern.
Kleindienst was then distracted by Watergate woes that
were about to erupt (unbeknownst to Lamberth at the
time) and so declined. Judge Lamberth finished his story
by telling me how grateful he was that Solicitor General
Erwin Griswold had let him sit at counsel’s table for the
Supreme Court argument.
No doubt Judge Lamberth accurately recalled most of the
essential details and certainly his own feelings of disap>-
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pointment about his role and his satisfaction at being
included to some degree at the Supreme Court argument.
Yet the solicitor general that he so vividly remembered as
Erwin Griswold was actually Robert Bork, who replaced
Griswold after the U.S. filed its notice of appeal and
before the Court heard argument. Several similar inter
viewing experiences have driven home for me the
slipperiness and malleability of memory.
My Judge Lamberth story makes another important point
about oral history and, more generally, about writing
recent history. Nothing 1 could write about John Marshall
or Oliver Wendell Holmes would hurt the feelings of a
reasonable reader even if that reader thought I was
completely wrongheaded. The same is not true of what I
wrote about the Levy case. I hesitated before relating my
story about Judge Lamberth’s vivid but inaccurate
recollection; I feared it might embarrass him. I decided to
use it only when I concluded that the reader would
understand that Lamberth’s mistake was an example of a
universal trait and not a personal failing.
More generally, 1 recognized that how 1 told the story of
the Levy case and described its meaning might hurt or
offend some or perhaps all of the principals, including
people who had been helpful to me in my research. That
knowledge did not, 1 hope, alter my understanding of the
Levy case, but perhaps it helped me to avoid causing
gratuitous hurt. 1 think 1 was also helped by the advice of
Professor Kim Phillips, formerly of the CWRU History
Department and a veteran practitioner of oral history:
you must be true to your interpretation of events, but you
should never forget that the people you interview have
entrusted you with their stories.

Teaching the War
If writing about the Vietnam War presents one set of
challenges, teaching its legal history presents another.
Most of my students have come of age in the postVietnam/post-Woodstock/post-Watergate era. For them
the Cold War ended about the time they were old enough
to notice it. The 1960s are too far in the past for them to
have personal memories of that era and too recent to
have figured in their history courses. Only one of my
seminar students had taken a college-level course that
dealt with the American ’60s. Instead, through no fault
of their own, my students’ sense of that period is
increasingly framed by the banal caricatures of Holly
wood—from Rambo to Gump to the conspiracy-ridden
world of Oliver Stone—and by a politically motivated
debate over the meaning of the 1960s, which at its best
offers little more than sloganeering and at its worst
devolves to squabbling over which politicians avoided
the draft respectably and which ones did so less honor
ably, and who did or did not inhale.
One way 1 could make the ’60s less foreign to my students
was to expose them to good historical interpretations. In
addition to briefs and decisions from relevant cases, and
legal scholars’ analyses of those decisions, my materials
included historical writings from various perspectives. '
Some of these provided a background understanding of
the, period and of America’s involvement in Vietnam.
Others related to the legal issues that we considered in
the seminar: the constitutionality of the war and the
meaning of the Tonkin Gulf Resolution; the justiciability of
chailenges to the war; the draft, conscientious objection,
and draft resistance; G.l. dissent and G.i. rights; the iaws
of war and the conduct of the war; My Lai and its aftermath. Documents, photographs, and documentary fiims
and recordings also helped to make both the period and
its iegal events more immediate and reai. Some of these
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were availabie through the seminar’s website, including
links to documents, sound files, and extraordinary
photographic archives.
For instance, when we looked at the operation of the
Selective Service, we of course read several draft-related
cases. But not only did we read Clay v. United States,
Muhammad Ali’s conscientious objection case, we
watched the Eyes on the Prize segment that explores
Ali’s significance within the African-American community
and the impact of his refusal of induction. We also read
two documents from SNCC (the Student Nonviolent
Coordinating Committee), including Julian Bond’s
Vietnam: A Comic Book. The students came away with an
understanding of Clay v. United States that encompassed
but went beyond doctrine.
That same week we also read excerpts from Sherry
Gottlieb’s oral history of draft avoidance and resistance;
her work reveais both the extreme measures that some
took to avoid the draft and the important roie that
accident often piayed in people’s lives. And we read two
analyses of who among the Vietnam generation served
and who did not, showing the great extent to which
Vietnam was a “working-class war” (Christian Apy’s
phrase). The juxtaposition of those studies with Gottlieb’s
stories made it ciear that even important “ieading” cases
on the draft had only limited effect, and their effect
varied from community to community, and especialiy
across the boundaries of social class.
Within the confines of a semester, my students could not
undertake much archival research or expect to have FOIA
requests satisfied. So another challenge was to help them
select doable topics for their papers. In addition to the
conventional research sources, they could draw on
various Internet resources. The course website includes
links to annotated bibliographies and other research aids.
Reference librarian Randy Wilcox taught a class session
introducing students to research on the Net.
1 was delighted with the work that the students did. Their
papers varied in approach and subject matter from the
doctrinal (a study of local antiwar initiatives and the
resulting case law) to an examination of rape in Vietnam.
One paper looked at the tactics of the National Liberation
Front from the perspective of the international law of war;
another at the government contractor defense and
various procedural issues in the Agent Orange case; and
another at the changing perspectives within the psychi
atric and legal communities toward posttraumatic stress
disorder. One student even took the oral history plunge
and used great initiative and persistence in tracking down
lawyers who had done draft counseling.
The medical profession has a simple description of the
way jearning and teaching combine in the making of a
physician: Watch one [i.e., a procedure], do one, teach
one. In my field it’s not so easy to explain how teaching
and scholarship reinforce each other, but my Vietnam
seminar—which, by the way. I’m teaching again this fall—
certainly made the connections clear to me.
1 think 1 have succeeded, to some degree, in engaging my
students in the Vietnam era and helping them perceive
that moment in legal history as immediate, complex, and
real. For their part, law students are a critical and
demanding audience; they set high standards and they
ask tough questions. They force me to deal critically with
my own memory of the 1960s.

Henry P. Monaghan:

The First Keith S. Benson Professor
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been told, the enrollment in his
Federal Courts class dropped by 50
percent after one class meeting.) But
in fact—as generations know—he’s a
puppy dog who, as teacher, mentor,
and friend, has furthered the careers
of hundreds of students. Many CWRU
students got a taste of Monaghan the
nurturer to go along with the feast of
Monaghan the scholar.

Erik Jensen (left) and Henry Monaghan. The setting, of course, is Jensen's office.

by Erik M. Jensen
Professor of Law

T T enry P. Monaghan, the Harlan
I I Fiske Stone Professor at the
X X Columbia University School of
Law, visited us in March at the
invitation of Michael Gerhardt as the
first Keith S. Benson Distinguished
Visiting Professor. The Benson
professorship was endowed by a
generous gift from Jean Benson in
memory of her husband, Keith S.
Benson ’47, who died in 1991. Keith
Benson built on his legal training to
become a very successful business
man: he was chairman and CEO of
Pickands Mather, then briefly a
partner in the firm of Arter &
Hadden, and he retired in 1981 as
executive vice president of the
Oglebay Norton Company.
The Monaghan visit was part of the
law school’s plan to increase the
number of distinguished scholars
who come to the law school for
extended stays—both to invigorate
intellectual life at CWRU and to let
the world see what we have here.
The hope is that, in addition to
making traditional presentations,
Benson professors will hang out,
talking informally with faculty and
students about works-in-progress,
legal education, current events,
baseball, whatever. Monaghan did it
all: he was in residence for three
days, teaching constitutional law
classes, presenting an Academy
lecture, conducting a faculty work
shop, and meeting informally with
students and faculty. By any measure,
his visit was a great success.

Henry Monaghan doesn’t really deal
with anjdhing useful, like taxation,
but he is one of the top constitu
tional law scholars in the country. He
taught for many years at Boston
University and has taught as well at
Cornell, Chicago, and Harvard. Since
his arrival at Columbia in 1983, Henry
has left the sidewalks of New York
only reluctantly. Getting him to
Cleveland was a major coup.

The faculty also partook. A person
can get more good scholarly advice
in a five-minute bull session with
Henry Monaghan than in a decade’s
worth of discussions with . . . well, 1
guess 1 won’t fill in the blank. A lot of
us benefited from Henry’s wisdom
while he was here. And Henry is a
model in performing the most
important collegial task in academe:
dropping everything else to read a
colleague’s manuscript. Henry has
already commented on some CWRU
writings, and 1 expect that more
drafts will find their way from
Cleveland to New York.
Henry had visited the law school
once before, as a moot court judge in
1983, and I’ve heard him refer to the
school as a “little jewel.” I’d like to
think we’re getting a little bigger and
glistening a little brighter after Henry
Monaghan’s Benson professorship.

1 can only hint at the richness of
Henry’s relatively formal presenta
tions. For the con law classes of Jon
Entin and Ted Mearns, Henry
discussed constitutional interpreta
tion—heretically suggesting, among
other things, that if original intent is
the only guideline, Plessy v. Ferguson
was rightly decided. (1 hasten to add
that Henry was not arguing that
Brown v. Board of Education, which
overturned Plessy, was wrong. But
the issues raised by these cases
require considerable thought.) For
the Academy, Henry reflected on
arguing before the Supreme Court,
something he did twice in the
1995-96 term. In his faculty work
shop, Henry discussed parts of his
most recent Harvard Law Review
article, “The Sovereign Immunity
‘Exception,”’ published in 1996.
As good as those sessions were,
Henry’s most lasting impression was
probably made in the less formal
gatherings. Among students, Henry
Monaghan is a legendarily intimidat
ing presence. (He visited at Cornell
while 1 was a student there and, I’ve

Jean and Keith (’47) Benson. Photo
(mid-1980s) by Herbert Ascherman.
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Visiting Faculty
Nathaniel R. Jones

the national response to the attacks
against affirmative action, led an
inquiry into discrimination against
black servicemen in the military, and
supervised the NAACP’s defense in
the Mississippi Boycott case, that led
to a landmark Supreme Court
decision that declared the right of
individuals and organizations to
engage in protests under the First
Amendment.”
During his years on the bench Jones
has spent considerable time in law
schools as teacher, lecturer, moot
court judge, and advisory board
member. He regularly teaches at the
University of Cincinnati College of
Law, and last year he held the
Haywood Burns Chair in Civil Rights
at the City University of New York.

The 51 students who signed up for
Civil Rights this fall are privileged
indeed. Their teacher is a man who
helped create the substance of the
course: Nathaniel Jones, a major
player in the civil rights movement
and, since 1979, a judge of the U.S.
Court of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit.
He is with us this semester as a Ben
C. Green Visiting Scholar.
Jones was born in Youngstown,
served in the Air Force in World
War 11, then received his B.A. and
LL.B. degrees from Youngstown State
University and began his legal career
in Youngstown. In 1961 he was named
assistant U.S. attorney for the
Northern District of Ohio. Then in
1967 he was appointed assistant
general counsel to President
Johnson’s National Advisory Commis
sion on Civil Disorders—a.k.a. the
Kerner Commission.
In 1969 Jones became general
counsel of the National Association
for the Advancement of Colored
People. The biography provided by
his office includes a paragraph
summary of his ten years in that
position, .^le “coordinated the attack
against northern school segregation”
and had direct responsibility for
major cases arising in Detroit,
Dayton, and Columbus. He “directed

In recent years Jones’s efforts on
behalf of human rights have extended
to other countries, notably South
Africa. In 1985 the Lawyers’ Commit
tee for Civil Rights Under Law sent
him there to observe a treason trial
of sixteen blacks; during his stay, he
was arrested for violation of
apartheid laws. Within a few years,
everything had changed: in 1994
Jones traveled to South Africa as co
chair of the Lawyers’ Committee
team observing the country’s first
democratic elections.
We asked Judge Jones to talk about
his plans for the Civil Rights course.
What does he see as the major
themes?
He said: “1 think it’s important for
lawyers today, no matter what side
they’re on—whether they’re repre
senting school boards, corporations,
employers, community groups—to
develop some historical informa
tional base for understanding the
remedies that are in controversy. If
they can’t property advise their
clients from a knowledge base, a lot
of mistakes wiH be made. And then
public policy gets skewed.
“What I want to try to do is help
them deal with the resistance that
the public seems to manifest toward
aii kinds of remedies on the assump
tion that we’re colorbiind, that
gender-based remedies aren’t
necessary because women have
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everything they need. They need to
understand how these other reme
dies have settled on top of the race
cases. If the race-based remedies
crumble, it’s just a matter of time till
everything else unwinds.
“1 want my students to appreciate the
extent to which perceptions affect
public policy. Perceptions affect
political decisions, and politics has
an impact on the judiciary. The shift
in standards of scrutiny needs to be
examined, and the impact of politics
on that shift—and that gets you to
the judicial nominating process.”
Jones firmly believes that “lawyers
have a responsibility to educate the
public. What 1 hope comes out of this
course is a sensitivity to this body of
information and this history that will
help students lead the national
debate.”
Jones is a history teacher as well as a
law teacher. It appalls him that many
law students and many young
lawyers have never heard of Roy
Wilkins, Ciarence Mitchell, William
Hastie, William Coleman, Charles
Houston. “All students,” he says,
“need to know this history, but
especially African-Americans. 1 tell
them: ‘For your own self-esteem,
you’ve got to know this. Do you
know Title Vll? You know the Voting
Rights Act? Do you have any idea
how those laws got on the books?
You know the Equal Protection
Clause, and you don’t know who
Charles Houston was?”’
Beyond history, beyond case law,
Jones has a larger mission in his
teaching: “1 hope 1 can impart some
of the things that have impacted on
me that have affirmed my belief in
the rule of law. Change is a slow
process. I was in San Antonio this
week; 1 saw blacks and whites
walking around together, eating
together in the restaurants, and 1
contrasted that with the first time 1
was in Texas, in basic training during
World War 11, when everything about
Texas was rigidly segregated. Sure we
still have problems, and the slippage
is disheartening, but the forward
movement is inevitable. And law
provides the framework in which
people can grapple with these
problems and change can occur.”

Neil Kinkopf
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You might call it a trade. When the
law school sent Professor William
Marshall (on leave for the 1997-98
year) to Washington to serve as
associate White House counsel,
Washington sent Neil Kinkopf to
Cleveland as visiting assistant pro
fessor. He is teaching Criminal Law in
the fall and will teach Legislation and
Civil Procedure in the spring.
For Neil Kinkopf this is a double
homecoming: he is a Clevelander as
well an alumnus of the law school
(his A.B. degree is from Boston
College). As a student here he held a
full (merit) scholarship, was editor in
chief of the Law Review, and gradu
ated magna cum laude. In the
following year he clerked for Richard
F. Suhrheinrich, judge of the U.S.
Court of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit.
In the summer of 1992 he joined the
Clinton/Gore campaign: “Bill Marshall
made the connection. He gave my
resume to Bob Boorstin, the issues
director, and 1 went down to Little
Rock and went to work in the War
Room. My title was ‘domestic policy
specialist,’ but really 1 was a general
ist. Every day, just about anything
could land on my desk. It was a wide
open experience.”
After the election, Kinkopf worked on
the presidential transition as special
assistant to the attorney generaldesignate, first Zoe Baird and then
Janet Reno. (“We got it right the
second time.”) After Reno was
confirmed, he worked in her office

preparing the next level of Depart
ment of Justice officers for their
confirmation hearings. Then in July
1993 he became special assistant to
one of the people he had helped to
get through the confirmation
process: Assistant Attorney General
Walter Dellinger, head of the DOJ’s
Office of Legal Counsel.
Says Kinkopf: “1 didn’t know about
that office before 1 went into the
Justice Department. It’s the attorney
general’s lawyer. Each agency has its
own general counsel—for instance,
the White House counsel is one of
those agency general counsels—but
the DOJ office is counsel to the entire
executive branch. It handles the
cross-cutting issues of administrative
law or constitutional law. Its biggest
client, actually, is the White House
counsel. That’s where most of our
requests for legal advice came from.
“For instance, during the government
shutdown 1 drafted the legal opinions
on what government functions could
or could not continue. 1 put in many a
late night at the office while every
body else in the government got a
vacation! That was a statutory
question—the Antideficiency Act,
and how that applies. Much of our
work was in constitutional law. We
would be involved in separation-ofpowers questions—does the presi
dent have the power to do some
contemplated act, or does some
statute impede the president’s
function? The litigation over the lineitem veto was preceded by an
opinion from our office that the

statute, while not free from doubt,
was constitutional.”
Kinkopf likes to tell his Cleveland
friends that he was instrumental in
paving Bill Marshall’s way to the
White House counsel’s office. “One
Friday 1 was in jeans, because we had
dress-down Fridays at Justice and 1
had nothing on my radar screen that
day. Then a call came from the White
House: could the president pocketveto a bill to end the Bosnian arms
embargo? This was an urgent
question. 1 had to go right away to
Leon Panetta’s office in the inner
sanctum of the West Wing. And there
1 was in my jeans and sweatshirt.”
With a perfectly straight face, Kinkopf
concludes: “1 feel quite certain that
this is what prepared them for Bill
Marshall.”

Laura Tartakoff ’90 Teaches Law-and-Literature Seminar
This fall, for the first time, the CWRU
law curriculum includes a seminar
titled Literature and Law. It’s offered
by Laura Tartakoff, who also teaches
in the Department of Political Science
as an adjunct associate professor.
The multidisciplinary Tartakoff holds
a B.S. in foreign service from George
town University and two master’s
degrees from Tufts University’s
Fletcher School of Law and Diplomacy
in addition to her CWRU law degree.
Tartakoff explains that her seminar
focuses “both on law as literature (by
applying literary analysis to judicial
opinions) and on law in literature (by
examining representations of the
legal process in poems, plays, short
stories, and novels).”
Tartakoff won three awards last year
for her undergraduate teaching. The
Undergraduate Student Government
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gave her its Teaching Excellence
Award in the Humanities and Social
Sciences; Mortar Board named her a
Top Prof; and the
Golden Key Honor
Society selected her as
the year’s honorary
faculty member.
Furthermore, she
advised the undergradu
ate team that won the
Seiberling Constitutional
Law Moot Court
Competition, held at the
University of Akron.
CWRU has won that
competition in each of
its three years; this year
the runner-up team was
also from CWRU. Two
members of the law
faculty, Jonathan Entin
and Bryan Adamson,
also worked with the

Seiberling Team, but, says Entin,
“Laura deserves the credit for the
team’s consistent success.”

Fail 1997

New Faces ...
David J. Carney has been named to
the faculty as an instructor in the
Research, Analysis, and Writing
program, replacing Mary Kay Kantz,
who decided to take a break after
thirteen years of teaching legal
writing and resigned last spring. (She
is very much enjoying what she says
will be a temporary retirement.)

When my father gave his retirement
speech, he was literally broken up at
the thought of stepping down from
the job he loved to do every day. 1
knew I’d never feel that way about
law practice.”
He is happy to be teaching legal
writing: “It’s the thing that matters
most about law school, and it doesn’t
always get the attention it deserves.
Writing is the one thing that every
lawyer does every day, and many
lawyers don’t do it very well. At
Calfee I really enjoyed working with
summer associates to improve their
writing, and I know I’ll like working
with students.”
Carney’s wife, Laura Boustani, is the
media relations manager for Cablevision’s Midwest region. Earlier she
was a political consultant, working
for—among others—Bill Clinton,
John Glenn, Cleveland Mayor Mike
White, and the Cuyahoga County
Board of Mental Retardation.

Carney received his B.A. in 1986 from
Hiram College, where he majored in
political science and economics and
won (in 1984) a Truman Scholarship,
a four-year national scholarship
awarded to students interested in
government, teaching, or other
public interest work. His law degree
is from Michigan.
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Weinzierl moved to Ohio in May with
her husband, Steven, and their threeyear-old son, Michael. The family
lives in Hudson. Steven is the
manager of applications engineers at
Keithley Instruments in Solon.
Diane Sheehy Sebold became the
law school’s director of career
services in August, replacing the
interim director, John Nolan. She
holds both B.A. and J.D. degrees from
the University of Michigan.

Barbara C. S. Weinzierl joined the
law school in July as assistant dean
for employer services. She replaces
John Boomer, who now directs the
placement program at the University
of Wisconsin Law School.

Since graduating from law school in
1989 he has been a litigation associ
ate with Calfee, Halter & Griswold in
Cleveland, often representing cities
or other public entities but most
recently working on some large
products liability and contract cases.
Carney grew up just west of Cleve
land, in Elyria; his father taught at
the Lorain County Community
College. “1 always thought I would
teach eventually," he told us, “and
about a year ago 1 began to think 1
had had enough experience and now
had something to bring to the
classroom. Law practice was some
times really enjoyable, but sometimes
just tediops, and 1 wanted to do
something thart 1 enjoyed ALL the
time—something 1 had a passion for.

She left law practice to become
associate director of career planning
and placement at the University of
Pittsburgh School of Law, and she
served there as interim director. In
1995 she became associate director
of career services for the law school
at Duquesne.

She began law practice in Chicago in
1990 with Rooks, Pitts & Poust, a
commercial litigation defense firm,
then in 1994 moved to Cleveland with
her husband, Edward, also an attor
ney (Jones, Day Reavis & Pogue).
Diane joined Ernst & Young as senior
counsel. When E&Y closed the Cleve
land office, she became an associate
with the firm of Ulmer & Berne.
Weinzierl is a graduate of Vassar
College and Cornell Law School. She
practiced law in New York for three
years, 1988 to 1991, with Seward &
Kissel in the firm’s corporate finance,
litigation, and bankruptcy depart
ments. She was active on the hiring
committee, interviewing law students
for both summer and permanent
positions.
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and Old Familiar Faces

Two members of the law school’s
staff marked their 25th anniversary of
service in 1997 and, along with other
quarter-century stalwarts, were
honored by CWRU at a university
wide recognition luncheon.

Jean Carter is the invaluable
administrative assistant for the LawMedicine Center and secretary to
Professors Laura Chisolm, Robert

Lawry, Mcixwell Mehlman, and Wendy
Wagner. She was hired in 1972 as a
clerk-typist and quickly rose to the
top of the secretarial ranks.
Philip Moses joined the staff just as
the law school was moving to Gund
Hall from its old building on Adelbert
Road. He replaced Frank Thomas,
who had been “custodian” of the old
building. Moses likes to explain that
he was given the fancier title of
“building superintendent” to match
the elegant new digs.
Recognizing their years of service to
the school. Dean Gerald Korngold
said: “Jean Carter and Phil Moses
exemplify the professionalism,
friendliness, and commitment of our
staff, who are absolutely essential in
accomplishing our institution’s

mission. We look forward to celebrat
ing future anniversaries with Jean
and Phil, and to honoring other staff
members as they mark service
milestones.”

“1 miss working with the CWRU
students, and I’m delighted to have
heard from so many of you. But I’m
pleased to send word back from at
least the sidelines of the trenches of
legal practice: Law is great fun, an
incredible Intellectual challenge, and
very hard work!”

JoAnne Urban Jackson who ended
her service as associate dean for stu
dent and administrative affairs in
May (the picture was taken at Com
mencement). She joined the law
faculty in 1976 as assistant professor,
resigned in 1980, and returned in 1989
as associate dean. In the years be
tween 1980 and 1989 she maintained
an association with the school as a
frequent adjunct teacher and consul
tant to the continuing legal education
program: she also practiced law,
served as general counsel to Cuya
hoga Financial Services, and devel
oped her own legal marketing firm.
As associate dean for academic
affairs, Bill Leatherberry ’68 worked
closely with JoAnne Jackson. He

commented: “JoAnne committed
herself fully to making the law school
a good place for students to study
and for faculty and staff to work. We
all miss her energy, her dedication,
and—most of all—her sound judg
ment about human problems.”

Ann Marcy, director of the budget
and human resources, who retired in
May after 18 years on the university
staff, first at the School of Applied
Social Sciences and then, since 1985,
at the School of Law. She chose early
retirement because her husband’s
employer transferred to him to
Columbus a few years ago; both
Marcys grew tired of Interstate 71.
Ann has continued to do some work
for the law school as a long-distance
consultant on the budget, and we are
grateful that we still have access to
the institutional memory that she
represents.

When we asked Jackson for a report
on her current activities, she sent
this note: “Since May, I’ve had the
opportunity to see and experience
some extraordinarily fine lawyering,
first as a client and currently as an
observer of a major piece of litiga
tion. I’m planning to use the litigation
as the subject matter of both a law
review article and some innovative
course materials.

Fall 1997
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Commencement

unday, May 18, was that most
joyful day of the academic
calendar—Commencement Day.
Taking into account the graduates
from August 1996 and January 1997,
the law school this year produced
253 new alumni: 207 J.D. recipients,
22 recipients of the LL.M. in taxation,
and 24 foreign lawyers awarded the
LL.M. in U.S. Legal Studies.
Vernon E. Jordan Jr. deliv
ered the main address at the
law school ceremony. Now
a senior partner in the
Washington office of Akin,
Gump, Strauss, Hauer & Feld,
Jordan is a former president
of the National Urban League
and former executive
director of the United Negro
College Fund.
Jordan urged the graduates
to resist the “widespread
cynicism about politics and
public affairs” and engage
themselves in the political
process, “working within
government and outside it
to make our society better.”
As an example he cited a
CWRU graduate, C. B. King
’54, now deceased, who went
home to Georgia and did
battle against Jim Crow. “In
the process,” said Jordan,

Case Western Reserve University School of Law

There were three honors graduates of
the LL.M. in U.S. Legal Studies
program: Eriks Blumbergs, Anastasia
Yrievna Milyoutina, and Supreedee
Suwannathat.
And nine were named to the Order of
Barristers in recognition of their
performance in moot court or
mock trial:
Rajesh Bagga
Lissa Carey Gipson
Kathryn Anne Heller
Erin Bridget Hoey
Dominic Jason Jones
Janet L. Philiips
Kevin Alan Ruby
Brian David Spitz
Cynthia Joyce Worthing
Most winners of special awards are
pictured on the pages following, but
two escaped the camera: Janet L.
Phillips (along with Jonathan Platt)
won the International Academy of
Trial Lawyers Award, and Suzanne E.
Bashoff was a winner of the Sidney H.
Moss Award in evidence.

■•

Vernon Jordon delivered the
address at the taw school
diploma ceremony.

Three members of the class gradu
ated summa cum laude: Steven Anton
Delchin, Jonathan Andrew Platt, and
Melinda Lois Reynolds. Along with
those three, the following were
elected to the Order of the Coif:
Rajesh Bagga
Rhonda R. Baker
Joshua Shahji Berger
Sean P. Costello
Jennifer Louise D’lsidori
Michael A. Fixler
Matthew Dennis Graban
Jonathan T. Hyman
Timothy J. Jarabek
Paul Victor Keller
Patricia Susan Kramer
Abby R. Levine
James Clement Miller
Derek J. Mohr
Christopher David Perry
Laurie Peterson
Halle Elizabeth Reed
Christian David Saine

Neely Beth Schonfeld
Ann Margaret Skerry
Christina Nicole Smith
Wade Rikio Wagatsuma

-

“he rekindled the faith of the victims
of the system that one day they
would be treated with the respect
and the dignity due them as human
beings and as citizens. C. B. King
made a difference because he refused
to become cynical about an evil
system.”

Day 1997

Carolyn Speaker (second from left) won the 1997 Dennis Jenks Memorial Award as
Administrator of the Year; she is the coordinator of student publications. Others, from left,
are her stepfather, Lloyd Miller; Kenneth, Diane, and Scott Jenks, parents and brother of
Dennis; and Madelyn Miller, Speaker’s twin sister.

Gerald Korngold was named Teacher
of the Year. He is now a three-time
winner of the award.

Suzanne Walsh won the Martin Luther
King Jr. Award, by vote of her
classmates, and also the Saul S.
Biskind Fellowship in public interest
law. v4s a Biskind Fellow, she will
work next year for Oklahoma Indian
Legal Services.

Classmates voted Christina Smith
the Student of the Year.

The Society of Benchers Award—Cum
studiis turn moribus principes—goes to
a student “eminent in academic work
and in character. ” This year’s winner
was Jonathan Platt, shown here with his
wife, Josie, and their triplets, David,
Hannah, and Ethan; he also was a
winner of the International Academy of
Trial Lawyers Award, and he graduated
summa cum laude.
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Steven Delchin was
one of three students
to graduate summa
cum laude.

Jennifer D’Isidori won
the Richard A. Collier
Award for academic
achievement in the lawmedicine curriculum.

Case Western Reserve University School of Law

Derek Mohr won two prizes: the
Stanley I. and Hope S. Adelstein Environ
mental Law Award and the Sherman S.
Hollander Award. The Hollander Award is
presented by the Cuyahoga County Bar
Association to the top student in Real
Estate Transactions and Finance.

iduatej
The
Gabri^

Jim and Melinda Reynolds.
Melinda graduated summa cum
laude and (last year) won the
Sindell Brothers Tort Prize.

Fall 1997

Kevin Ruby won the William H. Wallace Award for excellence in litigation
skills. With him is his mother, Susan Ruby.
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Joshua Berger was a winner of the Arthur
E. Petersilge Award in wills and trusts. With
him are his parents: Nathan Berger, dean of
the School of Medicine, and Sosamma
Berger, also on the medical faculty.
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Class of 1997 Placement Report
Many of our 1997 graduates have
joined the legal workforce and have
reported their employment to the
Career Services Office. Below is
the list of those “placed” as of
September 1. We welcome correc
tions—especially additions. We know
that others are employed but have
neglected to tell us about it. We will
hope to hear from them, and we’ll
publish an update on the class in the
next issue.
Scott A. Augustine
Colella & Kolczun
Lorain, Ohio
Rajesh Bagga
Thompson, Hine & Flory
Cleveland, Ohio
Rhonda R. Baker
Spangenberg Law Firm
Cleveland, Ohio
Joshua S. Berger
Jones, Day, Reavis & Pogue
Cleveland, Ohio
Nicholas J. Bergman
Buchman & O’Brien
New York, New York
Joseph C. Blasko
Vorys, Sater, Seymour & Pease
Columbus, Ohio
Daniel A. Blitz
LL.M. Student
George Washington University
Washington, D.C.
Rachael B. Bralliar
Rubenstein, Novak, Einbund & Pavlik
Cleveland, Ohio
Hannah M. Brown
Judge David D. Dowd Jr.
U.S. District Court
Akron, Ohio
Anthony 0. Calabrese III
Vorys, Sater, Seymour & Pease
Cleveland, Ohio
Cecile T. Castro
SMR & Company
Mayfield Village, Ohio
Kajal K. Chattopadhyay
Nutter, McClennen & Fish
Boston, Massachusetts
Brandon S. Collier
Rotgin & Associates
New York, New York
Sean P. Costello
Judge Kathleen M. O’Malley
U.S. District Court
Cleveland, Ohio
Steven M. Crainer
LL.M. Student
New York University
New York, New York
William T. Cramer
Judge Daniel B. Quillin
Ohio Court of Appeals
Akron, Ohio
Kimberly F. Crawford
Boult, Cummings, Conners & Berry
Nashville, Tennessee
Jennifer L. D’lsidori
Neid, Gerber,& Eisenberg
Chicago, Illinois ^
Carol L. Dacoros
Brouse & McDowell
Akron, Ohio
Stephen E. S. Daray
Jacobs Legal Group
Lakewood, Ohio
Steven A. Delchin
Judge Alan E. Norris
U.S. Court of Appeals
Columbus, Ohio

David A. Dykas
LL.M. Student
University of Missouri
Kansas City, Missouri
Fredrick W. Englehart
Duvin, Cahn & Hutton
Cleveland, Ohio
Michael A. Fixler
Benesch, Friedlander, Coplan & Aronoff
Cleveland, Ohio
Damon B. Forney
District Attorney’s Office
San Diego, California
Joseph G. Foster
Ulmer & Berne
Cleveland, Ohio
Erika G. Friedman
White House Counsel’s Office
Washington, D.C.
Richard V. Friedmann
John Duda Lawyers
Cleveland, Ohio
Jason I. Garbell
Lerner, David, Littenberg,
Krumholz & Mentlik
Westfield, New Jersey
Lissa Carey Gipson
Flemming, Zulack & Williamson
New York, New York
Krista L. Glenn
Judge John R. Hoffman Jr.
Court of Common Pleas
Canton, Ohio
Jordan A. Goldberg
Kahn, Kleinman, Yanowitz & Amson
Cleveland, Ohio
Corey A. Goldsand
Madison, Harbour, Mroz & Brennan
Albuquerque, New Mexico
Jon J. Goldwood
Janik & Dunn
Cleveland, Ohio
Matthew D. Graban
Baker & Hostetler
Cleveland, Ohio
Matthew R. Hartley
Peabody & Brown
Washington, D.C.
Kathryn A. Heller
Atlanta Lawyers for the Arts
Atlanta, Georgia
Claudia S. Herrington
Weston, Hurd, Fallon, Paisley & Howley
Cleveland, Ohio
Li-Chung Daniel Ho
Dorn, McEachran, Jambor & Keating
Chicago, Illinois
Harry D. Holt
Cleveland Clinic Foundation
Cleveland, Ohio
Jonathan T. Hyman
Duvin, Cahn & Hutton
Cleveland, Ohio
Jennifer J. Jasonis
Chief Judge Antoinette L. Dupont
Connecticut Appellate Court
Hartford, Connecticut
Colin R. Jennings
'
Mansour, Gavin, Gerlack & Manos
Cleveland, Ohio
Dominic J. Jones
U.S. Navy JAGC
Alexandria, Virginia
Eileen M. Joyce
Baughman & Associates
Cleveland, Ohio
Paul V. Keller
Jones, Day, Reavis & Pogue
Cleveland, Ohio
J. Colin Knisely
Kagels & Kreisler
Lakewood, Ohio
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Pauline R. Koffman
Prairie State Legal Services
St. Charles, Illinois
Jason A. Korosec
Electronic Data Systems
Plano, Texas
Lee M. Koury
Arter & Hadden
Cleveland, Ohio
Matthew Kurlinski
Amer, Cunningham & Brennan
Akron, Ohio
Abby R. Levine
Squire, Sanders & Dempsey
Cleveland, Ohio
Heather C. Logan
U.S. Air Force JAGC
Washington, D.C.
Holley M. Madigan
Guardian ad Litem Project
Cleveland, Ohio
Franklin C. Malemud
Keller & Curtin
Cleveland, Ohio
Nancy C. Marcus
Southeastern Ohio Legal
Services Association
New Philadelphia, Ohio
Sara D. Mars
Foley, Lardner, Weissburg & Aronson
Los Angeles, California
Shaun E. McCabe
Public Utilities Commission
Austin, Texas
Karyn R. McConnell
McConnell & Taylor
Toledo, Ohio
Kathleen Lynn Mesel
Kohrman, Jackson & Krantz
Cleveland, Ohio
James C. Miller
Brown Gibbons & Lang
Cleveland, Ohio
Derek J. Mohr
Lippes, Silverstein, Mathias & Wexler
Buffalo, New York
Lauren M. Moran
TEC, Inc.
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
Jennifer M. Myers
Federal Communications Commission
Washington, D.C.
Jude J. Nohra
Judge Paul R. Matia
U.S. District Court
Cleveland, Ohio
Ronald J. O’Leary
Progressive Casualty Insurance
Company
Mayfield Heights, Ohio
David Oakley
Kramer & Niermann
Cleveland, Ohio
Karen L. Palmer
Ohio House of Representatives
Columbus, Ohio
Deair J. Pasalis
Ulmer & Berne
Cleveland, Ohio
Christopher D. Perry
Thompson, Hine & Flory
Washington, D.C.
Laurie Peterson
Rubenstein, Novak, Einbund & Pavlik
Cleveland, Ohio
Janet L. Phillips
Calhoun, Kademenos & Heichel
Mansfield, Ohio
Jonathan A. Platt
Renner, Otto, Boisselle & Sklar
Cleveland, Ohio
Michelle L. Press
Judge Jose M. Lopez
Superior Court
Washington, D.C.

Halle E. Reed
Jones, Day, Reavis & Pogue
Cleveland, Ohio
Melinda L. Reynolds
Baker & Hostetler
Cleveland, Ohio
Donald J. Richardson
Stege & Associates
Cleveland, Ohio
Dirk M. Riekse
LaSalle Partners
Chicago, Illinois
J. Terry Robinson
Lorain County Community College
Elyria, Ohio
Kevin A. Ruby
Redmon, Boykin & Braswell
Alexandria, Virginia
Sheila Saegh
Jones, Day, Reavis & Pogue
New York, New York
Christian D. Saine
Arter & Hadden
Cleveland, Ohio
James E. Scarbrough
Fay, Sharpe, Beall, Fagan, Minnich & McKee
Cleveland, Ohio
Neely Beth Schonfeld
Fulbright & Jaworski
Washington, D.C.
Sharon M. Shapiro
Jewish Community Federation
Cleveland, Ohio
Karen C. Shaw
Progressive Casualty Insurance Company
Ma^ield Village, Ohio
Matthew D. Sheets
National City Corporation
Cleveland, Ohio
Jud B. Sims
Deloitte & Touche
Cleveland, Ohio
David W. Shall
Rubenstein, Novak, Einbund & Pavlik
Cleveland, Ohio
Ann M. Skerry
Fay, Sharpe, Beall, Fagan, Minnich & McKee
Cleveland, Ohio
Christina N. Smith
Baker & Hostetler
Cleveland, Ohio
Robert J. Svets
Haynsworth, Marion, McKay & Guerard
Greenville, South Carolina
Michael J. Tadych
Everett, Gaskins, Hancock & Stevens
Raleigh, North Carolina
Jason P. TTinney
County Prosecutor’s Office
Saginaw, Michigan
Wade R. Wagatsuma
Dold, LaBerge & Aden
Honolulu, Hawaii
Laura Ann Wakefield
Critchfield, Critchfield & Johnston
Wooster, Ohio
Suzanne E. Walsh
Oklahoma Indian Legal Services
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
John K. Whittle
Schiller, Osbourn & Barnes
Louisville, Kentucky
Elizabeth M. Williams
Kathryn Belfance & Associates
Akron, Ohio
Kathryn A. Williams
Judge Lesley Brooks Wells
U.S. District Court
Cleveland, Ohio
Allison P. Wright
District Attorney’s Office
Queens, New York
Scott D. Zaret
Brouse & McDowell
Akron, Ohio

How I Spent My Sabbatical
by Peter M. Gerhart
Professor of Law

Editor’s Note: On June 30, 1996, after
ten years as dean of the law school,
Peter Gerhart relinquished his adminis
trative duties and, after spending the
fall semester on leave, returned to full
time teaching. We kept hearing from
alumni and friends: “Whatever
happened to Dean Gerhart?” So we
asked him to answer the question.
Please, do not call it retirement! 1 did
not leave the deanship to get away
from work, but to shift my efforts to a
broader range of intellectual and
personal endeavors.
So, in the year since leaving the office
with the big windows, 1 prepared and
taught two new courses—Interna
tional Business Transactions and
International Trade—and prepared a
seminar on International Intellectual
Property to be offered this fall. I
wrote an article (not yet published)
on the scope of patent protection,
and have begun work on a book
analyzing international economic law.
And, oh yes, I have jogged several
hundred miles, read a dozen of
Shakespeare’s plays, read a little
German, and relearned a couple of
Beethoven’s early piano sonatas.
None of this was hardship duty, of
course. And the surroundings for my
new endeavors were exceptional.
Thanks to the arrangements of our
sometimes visitor from Cambridge,
John Tiley, Ann and I and the kids
spent our fall sabbatical in Cam
bridge, England, where I was a
visiting scholar at the Centre for
European Legal Studies. The “visiting
scholar” designation gave me the
time I needed to shift the focus of my
thinking from my ten-year preoccupa
tion with legal education to my new
focus on international fields. I had
access to classes and faculty, and
could restock the scholarly, academic
capital I had given up as dean. Other
than preparing and delivering a
paper on the Harmonization of
European Intellectual Property Law, I
was free to pursue my own agenda,
which I divided between reading
Locke and Proudhon and undertaking
research directed toward my writing
and teaching projects.

Naturally, what impresses one most
about Cambridge is the sense of
history and the majesty of ideas and
thought. My most vivid memories are
of the lunches and dinners at the
colleges, where tradition and ele
gance combined to make me feel that
I was on the set of a movie. Actually,
the college system at Cambridge and
Oxford, because it mixes people from
different faculties, provides an
important interdisciplinary element
generally missing from our universi
ties. When you know that you may be
having lunch next to a physicist or a
philosopher, you read the morning
paper differently.
The sabbatical also gave our family
time to be together. The two older
girls, Mary and Margaret, enjoyed
their time at St. Faith’s School in
Cambridge, where they did a great
deal more memorizing than in the
United States. Margaret, the nineyear-old, can still do a little Ten
nyson—with a British accent. Mary,
eleven, got to sing in various cathe
drals around England with the school

choir. And we traveled as a family.
With our brood, we found it best to
relate our experience to movies the
kids had seen. This was easy in
London and Paris, but more difficult
in Vienna, where we spent the
holidays (the kids had not seen The
Third Man}. And I learned to view art
galleries with Grace, the three-yearold, perched on my shoulders.
It was a good year. I knew that I was
giving up a great privilege when I
gave up the deanship, and naturally I
have missed many aspects of the job.
But I have also gained a great deal in
the past year, and I trust that the
time I put into my work during the
year will pay dividends for our
students and our school for many
years to come.

Thirteen Elected to
Society of Benchers
Alumni Members

This year, on June 6, the Society

of Benchers inducted eleven
new alumni members, along
with one member of the faculty and a
public member. Each new member
was introduced by a current
Bencher—typically, a longtime friend
or colleague. Here the new members
and their presenters are pictured
together.
Stanley I. Adelstein ’46 presided
over the annual gathering before
handing the gavel to William W.
Falsgraf ’58, who chairs the Benchers
in 1997-98. Other new officers are
John E. Smeltz ’48, vice chairman,
and Frances Floriano Goins ’77,
treasurer. Oliver C. Schroeder Jr.
continues as secretary.

Robert D. Moss ’33 and Paul K.
Christoff ’50. Paul Christoff (B.A.
University of Akron) has practiced
law in Akron since 1950 except for
two years in military service; his firm
is Christoff, Martin, Haskins & Morris.
He is a past president of the Akron
Bar Association and an active
member of the Ohio State Bar
Association: besides committee
service (Legal Ethics, Legal Educa
tion), he has been governor for the
Akron district and represents the
OSBA in the ABA House of Delegates.
A past president of the Downtown
Kiwanis Club of Akron, he has been
president and trustee of the Akron
Roundtable, Summit County Mental
Health, and the Metropolitan Transit
Authority.

John R. Werren ’61 and David C.
Comstock ’59. David Comstock (B.A.
Ohio Wesleyan University) has
practiced law in Youngstown since
his graduation from law school; his
firm is Comstock, Springer & Wilson.
He has played an active role in the
bar; trustee and president of the
Mahoning County Bar Association;
governor of the Ohio State Bar
Association; director of the Ohio
Legal Institute and of the Ohio Bar
Foundation; chairman of the Ohio
State Bench Bar Conference. In
Youngstown he has been director and
president of the Children’s and
Family Service Society and division
chair for the United Appeal; he has
been an active member of the
Boardman United Methodist Church.
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Two of the new members were unable to attend the meeting and were
welcomed in absentia.
Richard North Patterson ’71 (B.A.
Ohio Wesleyan University) was a
partner in the San Francisco firm of
McCutchen, Doyle, Brown & Enersen
when he retired from law practice in
1993. His career included work with
the Ohio attorney general, the
Securities and Exchange Commission,
and BerkoWitz, Lefkovits & Patrick in
Birmingham, Alabama. After years as
a lawyer/novelist, he now devotes full
time to writing. His last four novels
have been international bestsellers:
Degree of Guilt (1993), Eyes of a Child
(1995), The Final Judgment (1995),
and Silent Witness (1997). He is a
trustee of Ohio Wesleyan University.

Barbara J. Smith ’77 (B.A. Old
Dominion College, M.B.A^ Pepperdine
University) focuses her practice on
health care organizations. Since 1993
she has been a shareholder in
McDonald, Hopikins, Burke & Haber;
previously she was a partner with
Squire, Sanders & Dempsey. She is
vice president of the Cleveland Bar
Association, on track to become its
president. She was a founding
member of the Ohio Women’s Bar
Association and served as president
in 1994-95. In addition to her long list
of professional activities, she has
been a trustee of Cleveland’s Urban
Community School and is an active
member of the Federated Church of
Chagrin Falls.
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Bernard S. Goldfarb ’40 and Fred
Weisman ’51. Bernard Goldfarb (B.A.
Western Reserve University) is
special counsel to the firm of Robert
E. Sweeney in Cleveland. He concen
trates on business litigation, appeals,
and labor law, as he did as senior
partner of Goldfarb & Resnick. He
has served the Ohio attorney general
as special counsel in various appoint
ments, and he was legal counsel and
board member of the Cleveland

Indians. Organizations that have
benefited from his volunteer services
include Public Service Radio, State of
Israel Bonds, and HELP Inc., an
organization that aids retarded
children.

Lewis R. Katz and James M. Klein
’69. James Klein (B.A. University of
Michigan) is a professor of law at the
University of Toledo. He has served
that law school as associate dean,
interim dean, and (currently) director
of clinical studies, and he has held
visiting appointments at the Univer
sity of New Mexico and the Univer
sity of Western Australia. Before
beginning his academic career, he
held a Reginald Heber Smith Fellow
ship and practiced with a legal
services organization in Richmond,
California. While his teaching and
research interests include civil
procedure, trial advocacy, and labor
and employment law, he is particu
larly known as a pioneer in clinical
legal education.

James L. Ryhal Jr. ’52 and James F.
Koehler ’73. James Koehler (B.A.
College of Wooster) has practiced law
in Cleveland since 1973. Since 1983,
he has been with Gallagher, Sharp,
Fulton & Norman; he is now the
firm’s managing partner. He is
treasurer of the Law Alumni Associa
tion. He has been president of the
Ohio Stroke Association, trustee of
the Child Conservation Council, and
a participant in Leadership Geauga.
He is vice president and trustee of
the Lake-Geauga Center on Alco
holism and Drug Abuse.

William L. Ziegler ’55 and Herbert B.
Levine ’54. Herbert Levine (B.A.
University of California, Los Angeles)
is a partner in the Cleveland firm of
Ulmer & Berne and former head of its
tax department. He has chaired the
Cleveland Regional Tax Institute and
the Jewish Community Federation’s
Charitable Tax Seminar and has
frequently lectured at other seminars
as well. He is a member of the
federation’s Endowment Fund
Committee, a member and former
chairman of its Professional Advisory
Committee, a trustee of the American
Civil Liberties Union, and a former
trustee of the Temple-Tifereth Israel.

Jerry F. Whitmer ’50 and Robert P.
Reffner ’77. Robert Reffner (B.S.E.E.
University of Akron) practiced law in
Cleveland with Squire, Sanders &
Dempsey before joining the Akron
firm of Brouse & McDowell in 1980.
The focus of his practice is on joint
ventures, collaborations, acquisi
tions, and corporate counseling. He
was in the first Leadership Akron
class and has continued to be active
in the community. He is trustee and
vice chairman for economic develop
ment of the Akron Regional Develop
ment Board, chairman of the Akron
Regional Infrastructure Alliance,
trustee and chairman of the Akron
General Development Foundation,
and trustee of the Akron General
Medical Center. He has served on the
Law Alumni Association’s Board of
Governors.

Hazel M. Willacy ’76 and John H.
Wilharm Jr. ’60. Hazel Willacy (B.A.
Smith College) was a labor economist
with the U.S. Department of Labor’s
Bureau of Labor Statistics before
enrolling in law school. After gradua
tion she practiced for four years with
Baker & Hostetler, then joined the
Sherwin-Williams Company, where
she is now corporate director of
employment policies and labor
relations. She is a director of the
Meridia Physician Network, a former
trustee of the Greater Cleveland
Hospital Association, a community
adviser of the Cleveland Music
School Settlement, and president of
the Northeast Ohio Chapter of the
Industrial Relations Research
Association.

Margaret Louise Wolff ’79 and Alan
E. Riedel ’55. Margaret Wolff (B.A.
Mount Holyoke College) is a partner
at Skadden, Arps, Slate, Meagher &
Flom in New York. She concentrates
her practice in U.S. and international
negotiated acquisitions and con
tested takeovers, proxy contests, and
other acquisitions. She has provided
general corporate counseling to a
number of U.S. and international
clients, including Anheuser-Busch,
Cooper Industries, the government of
the Republic of Trinidad and Tobago,
May Department Stores, and RhonePoulenc Rorer. She was recognized in
The American Lawyer as one of the
top female merger and acquisition
attorneys in New York. She is an
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active supporter of the National
Down Syndrome Society and of the
Greater New York Chapter of the
Crohn’s and Colitis Foundation of
America.

Public Member

the Legal Services Program, U.S.
Office of Economic Opportunity, after
which he returned to Cleveland Legal
Aid as director of its Urban Develop
ment Section. In 1964 he was one of
twelve attorneys who served as
counsel to the Warren Commission
investigating President Kennedy’s
assassination. He was a founder of
Fair Housing, Inc., and he is a trustee
of the National Conference of
Christians and Jews, the Substance
Abuse Initiative of Greater Cleveland,
and the Hanna Perkins School. With
Lewis Katz he is coauthor of Ohio
Felony Sentencing (1996).

Faculty Member

Burt W. Griffin and John V. Corrigan
’48. Burt Griffin (B.A. Amherst Col
lege, J.D. Yale Law School) has been a
judge of the Cuyahoga County Court
of Common Pleas since 1975. His
earlier career included two years as
an assistant U.S. attorney, four years’
practice in Cleveland with McDonald,
Hopkins & Hardy, two years as direc
tor of the Cleveland Legal Aid Soci
ety, and a year as national director of

Edward A. Mearns Jr. and Melvyn R.
Durchslag. Melvyn Durchslag (B.A.,
J.D. Northwestern University) joined
the faculty in 1970. Earlier he
practiced law in Chicago, held a
Reginald Heber Smith Fellowship at
the University of Pennsylvania Law
School, and was law reform director
for the Cleveland Legal Aid Society.
He teaches courses in constitutional
law and in state and local govern
ment; for a time (1988-91) he was
associate dean for academic affairs.
His main scholarly interest has been
in constitutional law, including
comparative Canada/U.S. civil
liberties, and he has published a
number of articles exploring the
reiationship between government
structure and individual liberties. He
has served the Cleveland Legal Aid
Society as treasurer, vice president,
and (currently) trustee, and he is a
board member and general counsel
of the Cleveland ACLU.

Journal Extends Stay at CWRU
In 1992 the Association of American
Law Schools selected this law school
as the new home, for a five-year
period, of its quarteriy 7ourna/ of
Legal Education, which then was in its
fifth year at the University of Iowa,
having earlier spent five years at
Cornell. Now, instead of relinquishing
the JLE as planned, the CWRU editors
have been asked by the AALS to keep
it longer.
Carl Monk, the association’s execu
tive director, said: “The AALS is
pleased that Case Western Reserve
University has agreed to continue
editing the Journal of Legal Education
through December 1998. The quality
of articles published in the Journal
under Case Western’s leadership has
been excellent, and it has become
increasingly prestigious for authors
to have their work published in the
Journal. The AALS looks forward to a
continued positive working relation
ship with the editors at Case Western
Reserve during the next two years.’’
Dean Gerald Korngold expressed the
law school’s viewpoint: “We are
pleased that the Journal of Legal
Education will continue to be edited
here, and that the AALS has recog

nized the excellent work that Jon and
Erik and Kerstin have been doing as
editors. Our institution benefits by
being right at the center of the
national dialog about important
issues in legal education and future
trends in law schools.”
In the accompanying photograph,
editors Jonathan Entin (left) and Erik
Jensen are seated. Standing are
business manager Carolyn Speaker,
production manager Stuart Kollar,
and associate editor Kerstin Ekfelt
Trawick. On the table is their output
as of midsummer 1997: three issues
published in 1992, four in each of the
years 1993-96, and one in 1997, plus
the June 1997 issue,
which was stiil
in process when the
picture was taken and
should be out by the
time this is printed.
At 160 pages per
issue, that’s 3,360
pages—or about
1,680,000 words—
carefully edited,
haggled over, cite-
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checked, word-processed, pageformatted, and ultimately printed and
distributed to all the faculty of the
AALS member law schools and to
some 600 subscribers, mainly
libraries, worldwide.
Not in the picture are the two research
assistants, Michele Norton and
Douglas Williams, both ’98. Other
CWRU law students—now graduates—
whose assistance over the past five
years the editors gratefully acknowl
edge are Randy Michael Fogle and
Sarah Moore, both ’93; Silvia Riechel
and Lisa Simmons, both ’94; and Bruce
Keeler and Josef Keglewitsch, both ’96.

A Symposium on
Presidential Power

by Jonathan L. Entin
Professor of Law and Political
Science
In April the law school hosted a

symposium on Presidential Power
in the Twenty-first Century. The
program, cosponsored by the
Cleveland Plain Dealer, brought
together a distinguished group of
legal scholars and political scientists.
The papers and most of the commen
taries are published in the summer
1997 issue of the Law Review.
The keynote address was delivered
by Theodore Lowi of Cornell Univer
sity, one of the nation’s most distin
guished political scientists and
leading students of the presidency.
Lowi contended that the two-party
lock on American government has
undermined our political system and
debilitated public policy. A vigorous
lecturer, he punctuated his talk with
the moves and feints of a dancer and
leaped about two feet in the air to
emphasize one important point.
The first panel featured papers on
presidential power over military and
foreign affairs by Louis Fisher of the
Congressional Research Service and
Peter Shane, dean of the University of
Pittsburgh law school (who served in
the Justice Department and the
Office of Management and Budget
during the Carter administration).
Ironically, political scientist Fisher
offered a normative and doctrinal
argument of the sort normally made
by lawyers, and legal scholar Shane
advanced an institutional analysis of
the sort normally made by political

The keynote speaker: Theodore Lowi of
Cornell University.

scientists. Both speakers
examined the extent to
which authority over war
and diplomacy is shared by
Congress and the presi
dent, with Fisher focusing
on U.S. troop deployments
in international peace
keeping operations and
Shane on the operation of
the War Powers Resolution.
John McGinnis of Yeshiva
University’s Cardozo
School of Law (a deputy
attorney general in the
Reagan and Bush adminis
trations) and 1 addressed
how and where to draw the
interbranch line in these
fields.

James Dixon ’97, the Law Review’s editor in chief, with
Neil Devins of William & Mary.

The second panel featured papers by
Michael Gerhardt of our law school
and by Jeffrey Tulis, a prominent
political scientist from the University
of Texas. These papers focused on
the appointment power. Gerhardt
discussed some of the factors
affecting how chief executives have
acted in this area, while Tulis
strongly defended a powerful role for
the Senate In the confirmation
process. Commentaries by Yvette
Barksdale of tbe John Marshall Law
School, Elena Kagan of the University
of Chicago law school (on leave as
associate White House counsel), and
Ronald Kahn of Oberlin College
explored historical, normative, and
theoretical issues raised by the
papers.
With the appointments problem
solved, the next panel logically
focused on the president’s power to
remove nonjudicial federal
appointees. This session featured an
extensive paper by Steven Calabresi
of the Northwestern law school (who
held several positions in the Reagan
and Bush administrations) and
Christopher Yoo, a law clerk to
Justice Anthony Kennedy of the U.S.
Supreme Court. This paper analyzed
presidential assertions of removal
and supervisory authority over
federal officials during the first fifty
years after the ratification of the
Constitution. Part of a larger long
term project on the concept of the
unitary executive, the paper gener
ated a diverse set of responses from
Lowi, Martin Flaherty of the Fordham

law school, and me that reflected
some long-standing controversies in
this area.
The fourth panel focused on the
budget. Neil Devins of William and
Mary (assistant general counsel of
the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights
under President Reagan) analyzed
the recently enacted federal line-item
veto law, predicting that its impact is
likely to be more symbolic than
substantive. Commentaries by
Michael Fitts of the University of
Pennsylvania (who served in the
Justice Department during the
Reagan administration) and Lawrence
Lessig of the University of Chicago
explored both the constitutionality of
the law and its likely impact. (In late
June the Supreme Court declined, for
procedural reasons, to resolve some
of the constitutional issues raised by
the statute.)
There were two other notable
sessions. One was a dinner at which
Suzanne Garment of the American
Enterprise Institute offered her
perspectives. The other was a free
wheeling roundtable discussion
featuring the authors of the principal
papers.
By all accounts, the symposium was
a great success. It brought together a
remarkable interdisciplinary group of
scholars, many of whom had worked
In the executive branch and therefore
brought a mix of theory and practice
to the discussion. Anyone interested
in more details may purchase the
special issue of the Law Review, the
number to call is 216/368-3304.

Faculty Notes
At the AALS annual meeting in
January, Bryan L. Adamson made a
presentation on “Managed Care
Implications for African Americans
Under Title VI.” At the Ohio Clinical
Conference in June he was a panelist
on Teaching About Diversity in
Representing the Indigent.
Arthur D. Austin’s book on legal
scholarship will be ready for the NYU
Press in early fall. His next project: a
book on “The Feminization of Legal
Education.”
The Daily Legal News has published
three of Austin’s pieces since the
spring—most recently, “FDR’s Legacy
to the Legal Profession” on July 11.
“Finally, No Bafflegab—Just Justice”
appeared in the Cleveland Plain
Dealer on June 6.
For the American Association of Law
Libraries Kathleen M. Carrick
chaired a special committee whose
report was published by West last
winter: “Toward a Renaissance in Law
Librarianship.” The report included
Carrick’s “Issues Facing Law Librari
anship.” This fall, Carrick assumed
the presidency of the Ohio Regional
Association of Law Librarians.
In January Laura B. Chisolm spoke to
the Exempt Organizations Committee
of the Section of Taxation on “Charity
and Changing Conditions: The
Frontiers of Section 501(c)(3)” at the
section’s midyear meeting. She put
together the committee’s annual
report, which appeared in the sum
mer 1996 issue of Tax Lawyer. In June
she presented a paper to the New
York Nonprofit Forum: “Newt’s
$300,000 501(c)(3) Blues: Theme and
Variations.”
Hiram E. Chodosh is coauthor, with
Stephen A. Mayo, of “Indian Civil
Justice System Reform: Limitation
and Preservation of the Adversarial
Process,” forthcoming in the N.Y.U.
Journal of International Law and
Politics. The article follows two other
recent publications derived from
similar work in Egypt and the
Palestinian territories. The Egyptian
reforms are codified in amendments
to the Egyptian Civil and Commercial
Procedures Law and will become
effective in October 1997.

In June, under the auspices of the
Institute for the Study and Develop
ment of Legal Systems, Chodosh was
cofacilitator for a two-day meeting of
law reform experts from 23 countries,
which resulted in plans for a 50country rule-of-law conference to be
held in San Francisco next summer.
Chodosh will serve as academic
specialist and general reporter.
Finally, the Carolina Academic Press
has asked Chodosh to develop and
edit a comparative, transnational,
and international law series of
textbook supplements to basic U.S.
law courses.
Recent publications by Rebecca S.
Dresser: “Long-Term Contraceptives
in the Criminal Justice System,” in
Coerced Contraception? Moral and
Policy Challenges of Long-Acting Birth
Control, ed. Ellen Moscowitz & Bruce
Jennings (Georgetown, 1996); “Emer
gency Research and Research Involv
ing Subjects with Cognitive Impair
ment, in the Journal of the American
Geriatrics Society (with Peter Whitehouse); and “Giving Scientists Their
Due: The Imanishi-Kari Decision” in
the Hastings Center Report.
Dresser’s professional activities in
1996-97 included presentations to
the World Congress of Bioethics, the
National Bioethics Advisory Commis
sion, CWRU’s General Clinical
Research Center and its Geriatric
Care Center, the Cleveland Ecumeni
cal Institute for Religious Studies, the
University of Pittsburgh and Hospital
Council of Western Pennsylvania, and
the University of Pittsburgh Center
for Medical Ethics; the keynote
address for the Health Care, Law, and
the Life Cycle Colloquium Series at
the University of Colorado; and
participation in programs of the
Hastings Center, the Scientists’
Center for Animal Welfare, the
Bioethics Institute of Johns Hopkins
University, and the Office of Research
Integrity of the U.S. Department of
Health and Human Services.
She was a member of the Special
Emphasis Panel of a National Insti
tute of Mental Health Initial Review
Group. She has been appointed to the
Ethics Committee of the American
Society for Reproductive Medicine
and to the New York State Depart
ment of Health Human Subjects
Research Work Group Involving
Protected Classes.
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The Law Review’s symposium issue
on presidential power includes two
pieces by Jonathan L. Entin (see
Entin’s account of the symposium,
page 23.)
In June Entin presented a paper at
the National Policy History Confer
ence in Bowling Green, Ohio: “Recon
ceiving Unintended Consequences:
Abortion in the U.S.” Here at CWRU
he has been elected to the Executive
Committee of the university’s Faculty
Senate.
Entin also reports: “I have done
numerous media interviews in recent
months. I was quoted extensively in
the Portland Oregonian (January 19)
on developments in federalism.
Akron’s Channel 23 had me dis
cussing Establishment Clause issues
on a public affairs program, and
Cleveland’s Channel 3 interviewed
me on the Timothy McVeigh death
sentence. I’ve done several things
with WCPN (Cleveland Public Radio):
I was quoted on a dispute concerning
advertisements on RTA buses; on a
Sixth Circuit decision upholding a
Cleveland ordinance requiring that
distributors of “The Homeless
Grapevine” obtain a solicitor’s
licence; on a Columbus panhandling
ordinance; and on the Supreme
Court’s ruling in Boerne v. Flores
invalidating the Religious Freedom
Restoration Act. Finally, WCPN
featured me on an hourlong program
on federalism issues.”
In a recent survey of the 20 top law
reviews from 1988 to 1992, the
Chicago-Kent Law Review reported
that Michael J. Gerhardt is the 47th
most prolific law professor of the top
200 ranked in the nation and first
among Ohio legal scholars. Recently
(July 14) he had an article, “When
Lawmakers Stand Down,” in Legal
Times about Raynes v. Byrd, in which
the Supreme Court dismissed a
constitutional challenge to the LineItem Veto Act of 1996 on standing
grounds. Gerhardt played a major
role in our April symposium; see
page 23.
Recent articles by Paul C. Giannelli:
“Polygraph Evidence After Daubert, ”
Hastings Law Journal; “The Abuse of
Scientific Evidence in Criminal Cases:
The Need for Independent Crime
Laboratories,” Virginia Journal of
Social Policy and Law; “Rape Trauma

Syndrome,” Criminal Law Bulletin;
and—in the Public Defender
Reporter—“Joinder and Severance of
Offences,” “Joinder and Severance of
Defendants,” and “Closing Argument:
Prosecution Misconduct.”
In 1997 Giannelli has delivered
lectures in Phoenix (Investigative
Reporters and Editors National
Conference): Cincinnati (Hamilton
County Public Defender’s Office);
Washington (Judicial Conference, U.S.
Court of Appeals for the Armed
Forces); New York (American
Academy of Forensic Sciences); and
Cleveland (Cleveland Society for
Clinical Laboratory Science).
He was quoted by the Baltimore Sun
(March 6, 1997) on FBI lab proce
dures, and by the Miami Herald
(October 23, 1996) on polygraph.
Erik M. Jensen has an article forth
coming in the Columbia Law Review:
“The Meaning of ‘Direct Taxes’: Are
Consumption Taxes Constitutional?”
The February 3, 1997, issue of Tax
Notes included his observation that
“Tax Notes by Any Other Name Would
Smell Sweeter.” Reports Jensen: “My
suggestion that the tax expert’s bible
should change its silly name to the
Harvard Tax Journal—thereby
Insuring greater prestige for those
who publish in its pages—elicited a
substantiai body of commentary.”
Jensen continues: “I’ve been recog
nized as a ‘legal authority’ by the
Ohio Supreme Court. See Vahila v.

Hall, 77 Ohio St.3d 421 (1997). (Does
that have effect outside the bound
aries of this state?) In February the
court used that phrase (though it
didn’t use my name) in introducing a
four-paragraph quotation from my
student law review note, published in
1978. Following my still-wet-behindthe-ears advice, the court heid that a
plaintiff in a iegal malpractice action
need not prove ‘in every instance
that he or she would have been
successful in the underlying matter(s) giving rise to the complaint.’
“Finally, at the May meeting of the
ABA Section of Taxation 1 chaired
a panel on capitalization issues for
the Committee on Saies, Exchanges
and Basis.”
At the annual meeting of the AALS,
Peter A. Joy assumed the chairman
ship of the Section on Clinicai Legal
Education. He served on the
ABA/AALS site inspection team for
the accreditation of the Texas
Wesleyan School of Law, and he was
a presenter at the AALS Clinical Legal
Education Workshop held in Dallas in
May. At Washington University, in St.
Louis, he took part in a training
program for adjunct law faculty.
On the local scene, Joy chairs the
Rules and Liaison Subcommittee of
the Cuyahoga County Bar Associa
tion’s Ethics Committee, and he was
a moderator and presenter for the
Legal Ethics component of the Cleve
land Bar Association’s Practice and
Procedure Clinic. He has recently

published articles in both those bar
associations’ journals: “Etbics Per
spectives: What Are the Ethical Rami
fications of an ‘Of Counsel’ Affilia
tion?” in the Cleveland Bar Journal,
and “Amendments to Disciplinary
Rules Create New Expectations for
Ohio Lawyers” in Law & Fact.
The Cuyahoga County Bar Associa
tion recently appointed Joy to its
Judicial Selection Committee. And he
has been appointed an academic
team leader for the Public Education
and Awareness Task Force of the
Ohio Supreme Court’s Ohio Courts
Futures Commission.
The 1997 edition of Lewis R. Katz,
Ohio Arrest, Search and Seizure, was
published in April. In May Katz
lectured to the Ohio Municipal
Attorneys’ League.
The University Press of America is
publishing The Two Worlds of Albert
Speer: Recollections of a Nuremberg
Prosecutor, by Henry T. King Jr. In
June, King bad a lengthy interview
with the Shoah Visuai History Foun
dation; the foundation is the creation
of Steven Spielberg, who is docu
menting the history of the Holocaust.
As a member of tbe advisory board
of the Southwestern Legal Founda
tion, King traveled to Dallas in June
for its 50th anniversary celebration.
Tbe foundation sponsors an annual
program on private investments

Joint Ventures
Christine A. Corcos (now at
Louisiana State University),
Melvyn R. Durchslag, Andrew P.
Morriss, and Wendy E. Wagner
describe their Environmental Law
megacourse in the June 1997 issue
of the Journal of Legal Education.
The article is called “Teaching a
Megacourse: Adventures in
Environmental Policy, Team
Teaching, and Group Grading.” See
In Brief, September 1995, for an
earlier report by Mel Durchslag.
The Wisconsin Law Review will
publish “Breast Implants Revisited:
A Response to Science on Trial, ” by
Rebecca S. Dresser, Wendy E.
Wagner, and Paul C. Giannelli.
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Paul C. Giannelli and Lewis R.
Katz are coauthors of two new
books: Ohio Criminal Law and
Ohio Criminal Justice. Giannelli
and Barbara Rook Snyder
(formerly on the CWRU law
faculty, now at Ohio State Univer
sity) are coauthors of Ohio
Evidence (new book) and Ohio
Rules of Evidence Handbook (new
edition). Giannelli and William A.
Kurtz (CWRU adjunct law faculty)
are coauthors of Ohio Juvenile
Law (new edition). All the above
have West as publisher.
Calvin W. Sharpe, Robert N.
Strassfeld, and Dougias E. Ray
(University of Toledo) have

contracted with Matthew Bender
to write a treatise. Understanding
Labor Law.
Henry T. King Jr. and Marc A.
LeForestier ’94 have an article in
the Dispute Resolution Journal of
the American Arbitration Associa
tion: “The Role of the Popes in
International Arbitration.”
Jonathan L. Entin, Jonathan
Gordon, and Peter B. Friedman
all took part in the Cuyahoga
County Bar Association’s annual
Law Day program. Entin’s topic
was housing discrimination,
Gordon’s was sexuai harassment
in the workplace, and Friedman’s
was bankruptcy.
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abroad; this year representatives
from more than 40 countries
attended.
Gerald Korngold served on an
advisory panel at the Lincoln
Institute of Land Policy in Cambridge,
Massachusetts, to help develop the
institute’s research and education
agenda on land values, ownership,
and property rights.
Foundation Press recently published
the revised third edition of Goldstein
& Korngold’s Real Estate Transac
tions: Cases and Materials on Land
Transfer, Development, and Finance.
Korngold’s article “For Unifying
Servitudes and Defeasible Fees,” first
published in the Texas Law Review, is
excerpted in A Property Law Anthol
ogy (Anderson, 2d ed. 1997), edited
by Richard Chused.

for determining eligibility for long
term care through Medicaid. The
workshops taught the workers the
law and procedures for establishing
eligibility through this complex
system and resulted in their receiving
current manuals with regulations and
procedures.
McKinney traveled to Montreal in
June to present a paper on “Commu
nity Mental Health and the Duty to
Protect Potential Victims: A Case
Study of Conflicts in Policy” at the
22nd International Congress on Law
and Mental Health.
Kevin C. McMunigal’s “A Pervasive/
Traditional Hybrid for Teaching
Professional Responsibility”
appeared in the fall 1996 Newsletter
of the AALS Section on Professional
Responsibility.

In recent months James W.
McElhaney has presented CLE pro
grams in 17 different states as well as
the District of Columbia, Canada,
Greece, and Italy. In Cleveland he
spoke on “The Art of Cross-Examina
tion” to attorneys of Jacobson,
Maynard, Tuschman & Kalur and, for
a program sponsored by Reminger &
Reminger and Weisman & Goldberg,
spoke on “Opening Statement" and
“Final Argument.”

In October Kenneth R. Margolis will
present a paper, “Responding to the
Value Imperative: Learning to Create
Value in the Resolution of Disputes,”
at the Fourth International Confer
ence on Clinical Legal Education
sponsored jointly by the UCLA
School of Law and the University of
London. He will also be part of a
panel on Counseling: Paradigms for
Learning More About the Client.

In May he moderated a plenary ses
sion of the 1997 Sixth Circuit Judicial
Conference in Nashville. The opening
program, which lasted all morning,
addressed a thorny series of ques
tions of ethics, practice, and practical
ity under the title “Whose Case Is It?”

Edward A. Mearns Jr. is dean of the
faculty of the newly established
World Law Institute, whose chairman
is David T. Link, dean of the Notre
Dame law school. The nonprofit
institute will sponsor educational
programs in fields of law relating to
world economy, world organizations,
and the emerging common law of
humankind. Its primary clientele will
be practicing lawyers, business
persons, and government officials.

He has continued to appear regularly
in Litigation (“The Limine Trap” and
“Particular Pleadings”) and in the
ABA Journal: “Tactical Timing,” “On
Admissibility,” “Briefs That Sing,”
“Exposing Fatal Flaws,” “Terms of
Enlightenment,” “Don’t Take the Bait,”
and “Strategy for Dragonslayers.”
His ABA Journal article, “How I
Solved My Evidence Problem,” was
the basis for the ABA Connection, a
live CLE program available by
telephone conference on July 23.
McElhaney helped ABA members
solve their own evidence problems
thrpugh this telephone hook-up.
Last winter Louise W. McKinney
presented a series of three full-day
workshops to employees of the
Summit County Department of
Human Services who are responsible

Maxwell J. Mehlman has recently
published two book chapters: “Access
to the Genome and Federal Entitle
ment Programs” in The Human
Genome Project and the Future of
Health Care, edited by Thomas Murray
et al. (Indiana University Press) and
“Historical Trends in Malpractice
Litigation” in Physician Executives and
the Law: Issues and Trends in Liability,
published by the American College of
Physician Executives.
With Eric Juengst and Thomas
Murray, he received a grant from the
National Human Genome Research
Institute of the National Institutes of
Health to study ethical, legal, and
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social issues raised by genetic
enhancement technologies.
At the tenth anniversary of the
Center for Law and Health, he spoke
on empirical information about
coverage decision-making. His talk
will be published in a symposium
issue of the Indiana Law Review.
Kathryn S. Mercer received her Ph.D.
in social welfare from CWRU in May.
Her dissertation was “A Content
Analysis of Judicial Decision-Making:
How Judges Use the Primary Care
taker Standard to Make a Custody
Determination.”
She presented some of her research
at the Idaho Law Foundation’s Family
Law Symposium in March. The Idaho
Law Review published her article,
“The Ethics of Judicial DecisionMaking Regarding Custody of Minor
Children: Looking at the ‘Best
Interests of the Child’ and the
‘Primary Caretaker’ Standards as
Utility Rules.”
In June she made a presentation on
diagnosing academic problems of
entering law students at the 1997
academic assistance training work
shop sponsored by the Law School
Admission Council.
Andrew P. Morriss recently pub
lished “Private Actors and Structural
Balance: Militia and the Free Rider
Problem in Private Provision of Law”
in the Montana Law Review. He has
articles forthcoming in symposium
issues of the Chicago-Kent Law Re
view and the California Western Inter
national Law Journal. His “Pesticides
and Environmental Federalism” will
appear in a book edited by Terry L.
Anderson and P. J. Hill, Environmental
Federalism in the West
In January Morriss took part in the
Humane Studies Research Collo
quium in Washington, D.C. In June he
lectured in Houston at the Free
Enterprise Institute’s American Idea
Seminar. This fall he will present a
paper, tentatively titled “Law on the
Range: Providing Law Enforcement in
the Free Grass Era,” to the Southern
Economic Association.
Sidney I. Picker Jr. took part in a
February symposium on NAFTA at
the University of Arizona College of
Law. His article, “NAFTA Chapter 20:
Reflections on Party-to-Party Dispute
Resolution,” will be published in the
Arizona Journal of International and

Comparative Law. At CWRU he
presented a paper to the Canada/U.S.
Law Institute’s annual conference;
“Problems and Prospects for Dispute
Resolution Under NAFTA” will appear
with the conference proceedings in
the Canada/U.S. Law Journal.
He spent much of the summer in
Russia, directing (with his wife,
Professor Jane Picker of Cleveland
State University) the joint CWRU/CSU
St. Petersburg Summer Law Institute.
He reports: “The institute had its
most successful year ever with 42
students from all over the world.” In
addition to the Pickers, the faculty
included William Holder, deputy
general counsel of the International
Monetary Fund; Lester Dally, finance
counsel of the World Bank; Professor
Valery Musin of St. Petersburg State
University; and Todd Madden,
director of the St. Petersburg office of
the Arthur Andersen accounting firm.
For news of alumni involved in our
Russian program, see page 28.

Calvin W. Sharpe is spending a sab
batical semester as a visiting scholar
at the Chicago-Kent College of Law.
Ann Southworth has been promoted
to the rank of associate professor.
Her review of John Hagan and Fiona
Kay, Gender in Practice: A Study of
Lawyers’ Lives, appears in the June
1997 issue of the Journal of Legal
Education.
Theodore L. Steinberg has an article
forthcoming in Environmental History:
“Do-It-Yourself Deathscape: The
Unnatural History of Natural Disaster
in South Florida.” Steinberg, wbo has
a joint appointment in history and
law, is on a year’s leave as a Guggen
heim Fellow; he returns in the spring
and will teach a seminar. Environ
mental History and Law.
Wendy E. Wagner contributed a
chapter, “Overview of Federal and
State Law Governing Brownfields
Cleanups,” to Brownfields: A Compre
hensive Guide to Redeveloping

Contaminated Property, edited by
Todd S. Davis and Kevin D. Margolis
’89. Her article “The Science Charade
in Toxic Risk Regulation,” first
published in the Columbia Law
Review, has been selected for
inclusion in tbe Land Use and
Environment Law Review, edited by
Stuart L. Deutsch and A. Dan Tarlock;
it is one of nine articles chosen from
a field of 450. She has been promoted
to the rank of associate professor.
Last December Wagner was one of
three panelists on the judicial review
of risk assessments at the annual
meeting of the Society of Risk
Analysis. In March she presented a
paper on public participation in risk
assessment at the international
conference of the Risk Assessment
and Policy Association.
Wagner chairs the ABA Section on
Science and Technology’s Special
Committee on Legal Education. The
section has appointed her to a twoyear term on the National Conference
of Lawyers and Scientists, which
consists of eleven lawyers and eleven
scientists.

Development Notes
Watch your mail for the law school’s
1996-97 Annual Report, with detailed
information about gifts to the school
during the fiscal year just ended.
Meanwhile, here are some of the
highlights.
Mary Ann
Jorgenson ’75 has
established an
endowment fund
that will provide
merit-based
financial aid to law
students. Jorgen
son is a partner in
the Cleveland
office of Squire, Sanders & Dempsey.
An endowment
fund provided by
Timothy A. Garry
’61 will provide
emergency loans
to law students.
Garry is a partner
with Keating
Muething &
Klekamp in
Cincinnati.

The Ruth
and Jack
Grant Day
Family
Endowment
Fund
provides an
annual
award to a
second- or
third-year
student who spends a summer
working with an Ohio affiliate of the
American Civil Liberties Union. The
first recipient was selected in May;
Elizabeth S. Rudnick ’98. Jack Day, a
former judge of the Ohio Court of
Appeals, has taught at the law school
and is a public member of the Society
of Benchers.
The Collier Award in law-medicine,
inaugurated with the 1996 graduating
class, has been permanently funded
by Richard A. Collier, a Cleveland
attorney. His son, Brandon Collier, is
a 1997 CWRU law graduate. This
year’s recipient of the award was
Jennifer D’Isidori (see page 14).

The Rush
McKnight Endow
ment Fund has
been created by
the Cleveland firm
of Calfee, Halter &
Griswold to honor
a retiring partner,
a 1955 graduate of
the law school. It will fund visits and
lectures by specialists in labor and
employment law.
When Fred
Weisman ’51
celebrated a
milestone birth
day recently,
friends and family
marked the
occasion by
adding well over
$5,000 to the
Weisman Endowment Fund.
For more information on the above
endowment funds or any other
aspects of the law school’s develop
ment program, call the school’s
Office of Development and External
Affairs, 216/3684495.
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AlumNotes
by Beth Hlabse

1949

Frances McGovern writes:
“My book Written on the Hills:
The Making of the Akron
Landscape was recently
published by the University of
Akron Press.”

1950

John J. Monroe has joined
McDonald, Hopkins, Burke &
Haber in Cleveland; he is of
counsel to the firm.

1968

John J. Bagnato has been
named chair of the Pennsylva
nia Bar Association’s Special
ization Committee; he
practices law in Johnston.

1969

In Beverly Hills, California,
Western Atlas has named
Kenneth L. Cohen staff vice
president, taxes.

1973

1977

1951

Charles R. Ault was honored
by the Cleveland YMCA on
July 19, 1997, at a Centerville
Mills Reunion. A new facility
was dedicated and formally
named the Charles R. Ault
Equestrian Center.
David A. Funk sent this note:
“I retired on May 31, 1997, and
moved my office and library
home.” He had been professor
of law at Indiana University,
Indianapolis.

1961
Myron L. Joseph has been
selected to chair the Board of
Directors of the Jewish Home
and Care Center in Milwaukee.

1962

nia) World Wide Web home
page, http://www.delcobar.org,
operated under my direction
as chairman of the Delaware
County Bar Association’s
Computerization Committee. I
was also elected the director
of Delaware County Bar
Association this year. In my
spare time 1 continue to
practice civil litigation.”
At the civil litigation session of
the Cleveland Bar Associa
tion’s Clinic, Robert J.
Valerian spoke on “Preparing
Witnesses to Testify at
Deposition and at Trial.”

Gregory G. Binford is co
author, with Janet K. Feldkamp, of the second edition of
The Law of Medical Practice in
Ohio, and he is chair of the
Joint Liaison Committee of the
Cleveland Bar Association and
the Cleveland Academy of
Medicine.
Miles J. Zaremski and Frank
D. Heckman are coauthors of
Reengineering Healthcare
Litigation Liability, recently
published by the Michie
Company. The book analyzes
changes occurring in the legal
profession as a result of the
application of business
principles to law practice.

Allan M. Michelson’s swing/
blues/jug band Blame Mama
was one of the selected acts
for Akron’s first annual First
Night celebration downtown
on New Year’s Eve.
Ohio Senator John Glenn has
hired John F. Sopko as a
senior counsel to the Senate
Committee on Government
Affairs, which is investigating
campaign finance in the 1996
federal election.

1978

Andrew E. Bederman is
president-elect of the Maryland
Trial Lawyers Association.
William H. Howard has
received a Meritorious Service
Award from the Philadelphia
Volunteer Lawyers for the

Arts; he’s with the firm of
Cozen & O’Connor.

1979

Daniel K. Wright 11 was
elected to the advisory board
of the Case-Barlow Bicenten
nial Farm, a nonprofit corpor
ation formed to restore and
operate a historic farmstead in
Hudson, Ohio. He advises the
Board of Directors on issues
relating to the Americans with
Disabilities Act.

1980

Jack L. Litmer has taken on a
new assignment with BP
America as regional legal
counsel for the Middle East.
He and his family will live in
the United Arab Emirates on
the Arabian Gulf (or Persian
Gulf, as it is known in the U.S.).
He will be working in India as
well as the Middle East.
Hewitt B. Shaw, a partner in
the Cleveland office of Baker &
Hostetler, has been named
national chair of the firm’s tax
and personal planning group.

News From Russia

1974
John D. Flynn was recently
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William E. Karnatz Sr. is now
of counsel in the Cleveland
office of Thompson, Hine &
Flory.

1965

Gary L. Bryenton has
succeeded John H. Burlingame
as executive partner of Baker
& Hostetler. Bryenton will
assume overall responsibility
for the firm nationwide, and
Burlingame will chair the
firm’s policy committee.

appointed general counsel and
secretary of the Daisy
Manufacturing Company in
Rogers, Arkansas.
This note from Mark D. Katz:
“After 12 years with LTV Steel’s
law department, 1 have joined
Ulmer & Berne in Cleveland
where I will be concentrating
my practice in the labor and
employment area.”

1975

Gregory P. Miller addressed
the Compliance Strategies ’97
conference sponsored by
Medicare Compliance Alert. He
focused on ten common
weaknesses in provider
compliance plans.

1976

F. Michael Friedman sent us
the following: “Visit the
Delaware County (Pennsylva

Case Western Reserve University School of Law

When Professor Sidney Picker returned from St.
Petersburg, Russia, he gave us a report on the alumni
who had taken part in our summer law institute. Todd
Madden, director of the local office of Arthur Ander
sen, taught a course on international tcix and brought
in guest lecturers from the Andersen firm. “These
included Scott Antel ’86 and Kenneth Johnson ’85.
Antel, who was recently made a partner, has been
working in the Moscow office of Arthur Andersen for
several years. Johqson is a recent Arthur Andersen
manager at the firm’s St. Petersburg office, having left a
lucrative real estate practice in Newport Beach,
California, for something different—in this case the
other side of the looking glass in Russia’s emerging
wonderland of land law.”
Picker notes that “Arthur Andersen’s interest in
supporting our Russian program may be traced almost
directly to its happily hiring five Russian law graduates
who are ‘alumni’ of our student exchange program:
Dimitri Tetyushev, irina Pisareva, Konstanti Osipov,
Aiexey Trusov, and Anastasia Milyoutina (who stayed
for a second year at CWRU and received an LL.M. in
U.S. Legal Studies). Anastasia is the first CWRU LL.M.
graduate—and the first Russian national—to spend her
LL.M. internship at the International Monetary Fund
headquarters in Washington.”

1981
James O. Castagnera has
written a novel aimed at
enhancing the image of
lawyers and also teaching
teenagers about HIV/AIDS dis
crimination. Why My Dad Hates
Ice Cream has been published
on the Internet by Trafford
Publishers of British Columbia.
The Trafford Bookstore web
site is http://www.trafford.com.

Peter F. Kelsen has been
named vice chairman of the
real estate department of
Blank, Rome, Comisky &
McCauley, in Philadelphia.
Navy Commander Scott M.
Watson took part in Dynamic
Mix/Damsel Fair ’96, while
serving with the Sixth Fleet.
This was a NATO-led multi
national multi-warfare exercise
conducted in the Mediter
ranean and the Aegean to
measure the unit’s maritime
surface, mine countermea
sures, and air operation that
could support amphibious
operation in multi-crisis
situations.

1982

Michael G. Burros has opened
a vegetarian restaurant in
Santiago de Compostela,
Spain. For this information we
are indebted to Ian
Haberman, who spotted a
long article about Burros in
the New York Times (August
20, 1997). Written by Marian
Burros, longtime food editor,
it’s headlined “My Son’s a Chef
in Galicia, of All Places.”
On July 1 David J. Driscoll
became president of the
Boulder County (Colorado)
Bar Association.

Richard J. Rymond has be
come a member of the Dental
Risk Management Education
Council formulated by Medical
Protective Company and
accredited by the American
Academy of GenercJ Dentistry.

Katherine Anne Van Tassel
has been named director of the
law clinic at Ohio Northern
University.

1983

Thomas W. Lyons won third
place in the annual writing
contest of the Rhode Island Bar
Journal. His article—“Frye,
Daubert and Where Do We Go
from Here?”—was published in
the January 1997 issue.

1984

Dean K. Cherchiglia has
joined the Cleveland office of
Benesch, Friedlander, Coplan
& Aronoff; he is of counsel in
the firm’s financial institutions
practice group.

Pete C. Elliott has been named
partner at Benesch, Friedlan
der, Coplan & Aronoff. He is
with the Cleveland office’s
litigation practice group.
Slgrld C. Haines testified be
fore a legislative committee of
the Maryland General Assem
bly on proposed changes in
the law relating to physician
peer rpview proceedings. She
also lectured to the Healthcare
Council’s Patients Representa
tive Committee about medical
records confidentiality and led
a seminar presented by Holy
Cross Hospital on the legal
issues which impact grand
parents who are raising
grandchildren.
Marc B. Merklln received an
Ohio State Bar Foundation
award for community service
for lawyers under the age of 40.
Steftm G. Venckus was
promoted to the rank of
captain in the U.S. Coast Guard
and given command of the
West Coast Training Center in
Petaluma, California. He was
also recently sworn in as a
member of the California Bar.

1987

Paul J. Corrado has joined
Porter, Wright, Morris &
Arthur as a member of its
labor and employment group
in Cleveland.

Ruth D. Kahn has become a
partner at Line, Powell, Spears,
Lubersky in Los Angeles.

Jane S. Markson has joined
the financial services depart
ment of Blank, Rome, Comisky
& McCauley in Philadelphia.
J. Patrick Morris has been
appointed senior vice
president of NCS Healthcare,
an independent provider of
pharmacy and related services
to long-term-care institutions
in Cleveland.
Anthony G. Pazzanita has
been included in tbe 1997 edi
tion of Who’s Who in the World.
Douglas V. Van Dyk is a
shareholder with the law firm
of Tarlow, Jorday & Schrader
in Portland, Oregon. His prac
tice area is business litigation,
including construction claims,
lender liability, real estate, and
land use disputes. He served
four years on Portland’s
Planning Commission, two of
those as vice president.

1986

1985

Thomas J. Calltihan was
elected partner in the
Cleveland office of Thompson,
Hine & Flory.

Newly made partners/principals:
Robert E. Chudakoff, Ulmer &
Berne, Cleveland (property
insurance and business litiga
tion; Robert B. Cottington, Reed
Smith Shaw & McCley, Pitts
burgh (empioyment law and
benefits; Timothy M. Fox, Ulmer
& Berne, Cleveland (liability
defense and subrogation;
Thomas G. Havener, Squire,
Sanders & Dempsey, Cleveland;
Edmund G. Kauntz, Berick,
Pearlman & Mills, Cleveland;
Sally Ackerman King, Mont
gomery, McCracken, Walker &
Rboads, Philadelphia; Toni M.
Trafas, Kahn, Kleinman,
Yanowitz & Arnson, Cleveland.

Trafas
Catherine M. Kilbane published
an article, “Prospectus Delivery
via the Internet,” in the August
1996 issue of The Corporate Ana
lyst She also spoke at the Ohio
Securities Conference Icist Nov
ember in Columbus on “Secur
ities Law and the Internet.”
Marklan B. Silecky has formed
the Silecky Firm, a professional
corporation, with offices in
Ukraine and New Jersey.

1988

Lisa Ceruti Kimmel has left
KeyCorp and joined Benesch,
Friediander, Coplan & Aronoff
in Cleveland as a senior
attorney with the employee
benefits practice group.

Rebecca A. DeSimone was
signed by Sphinx Publishing
Company to write a layperson’s
guide to Pennsylvania divorce
law: How to File for Divorce in
Pennsylvania.
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Charles H. Norchi '86, who serves the cause of international human rights as a teacher at
Yale University and a consultant to the United Nations legal offices, wrote in June:
I couldn’t make my tenth anniversary reunion last fall because 1 was sitting in a Yemeni jail
on that day. The authorities in Aden were not especially pleased about my human rights
activities. Story attached [published in Crosslines, Feb. 1997, and excerpted here:].
After teaching a six-hour human rights workshop for the newly formed Election Monitoring
Committee, 1 repaired to the only bar in Aden. An hour later the bartender handed me the
telephone. It was an American diplomat who had attended my workshop. He was in jail,
and he was sending a driver—Mohhammed—for me.
So f left my beer and eventually identified the driver in what seemed to be a small crowd of
Mohhameds milling outside the hotel.
Mohhamed’s car didn’t quite make it to the Aden Security Command Headquarters and we
ended up walking the last few hundred yards. The thugs at the gate let me slip through
after 1 “volunteered” to be arrested along with the others. 1 joined about 20 members of the
Human Rights Election Monitoring Organization and two American diplomats in a crowded
cell. The man in charge was Colonel Ahmed Muthanna. He sat staring blankly with a thick
wad of qat, the national narcotic, bulging his cheek. (The prisoners had pooled some
money and sent out for qat leaves.)
1 took out a notepad and in lawyerly fashion questioned the colonel about the charges and
the length of time prisoners could be held without trial. The latter point was new to him.
The colonel revealed that he was really a poet and this was just his day job. He said he was
president of the Aden Poetry Society. At this point I thought the qat was having an effect.
He began to recite some of his work, thus giving real meaning to the idea of a captive audi
ence. After what could only be called torture by poetry, he said everyone was free to go.
They had arrested everyone to get Abdul Azziz Al-Sayyaf, founder and publisher of the
Yemen Times. Abdul Azziz was in the habit of tweaking the government, and this was his
seventh arrest. It was also the first time he walked out of a prison with teeth and ribs
intact. Since a few foreigners were arrested with him, he would not be harmed this time.
Uncertain about security agents who might have been alerted beyond the compound, we
squeezed Abdul Azziz into our jeep and sped to the airport. With kidnapping foreigners still
considered sporting in Yemen, and with multiple amputation, crucifixion, and beheading
highly evolved through centuries of practice, 1 thought our detour to the Pizza Hut takeout
counter unwise. 1 was relieved to finally settle into a wobbly seat in an old retread Boeing
737 with our mushroom and garlic pies.

30

Timothy J. Downing was
elected a trustee of the
Cleveland Film Society.
In Cleveland, Alan C. Hochheiser was elected an officer of
the Fairmount Temple Brother
hood Board of Directors.
New partners/shareholders:
Ronda Reeser Mascaro,
Thompson, Hine & Flory,
Cleveland; Maura E. Scanlon,
Scanlon & Gearlnger, Akron;
David J. Webster, Weil,
Gotshall & Manges, Dallas.

Ronald A. Mingus has left the
City of Cleveland Law
Department and joined the
firm of Reminger & Reminger.

Donald J. Moraez has become
a partner of Reminger &
Reminger in Cleveland.

1989

1990

1993

Michael A. Benoit has joined
the consumer financial
services law firm of Hudson
Cook in Washington, D.C.

J. Parrish McCormack has
joined Hunton & Williams in
Charlotte, North Carolina.
Marilyn W. Sonnie has joined
the New York office of Jones,
Day, Reavis & Pogue and is
focusing primarily on mergers
and acquisitions and securities
law.

Holly C. Sullivan has joined
the Cleveland office of
Benesch, Friedlander, Coplan
& Aronoff; she is of counsel
with the financial institutions
practice group.

1994

Anthea R. Daniels has been
elected a director of the
National Health Lawyers
Association; she practices in
Cleveland with Calfee, Halter &
Griswold.

Timothy Me Dontdd has moved
to Atlanta, Georgia, and is
practicing employment law and
civil litigation-with the firm of
Rogers & Hardin.
Anne Schaefer Magyaros has
become an owner-shareholder
in the Salem, Massachusetts,
firm of Fitch, Kendall, Cecil,
Robinson & Magyaros.

Dinsmore & Shohl; his area is
labor and employment law.

Suellen Oswald was elected
partner of the Cleveland firm,
of Duvin, Cahn & Hutton.

In Naples, Florida, David M.
Santoni has joined Goldsmith,
Agio, Helms & Company as a
vice president.

1991

1992

Katherine D. Btandt was
honored with the Ohio State
Bar Foundation award for
community service by lawyers
under tbe age of 40.

Matthew J. Morelli has joined
the Cincinnati office of
Case Western Reserve University School of Law

Raymond S. Koloski has joined
Fennebresque, Clark, Swindell
& Hay in Charlotte, North
Carolina. He is coauthor of an
article in the San Diego Law
Review: “Negotiating Business
Combination Agreements: The
‘Seller’s’ Point of View.”

Timothy Russo went to Great
Britain to work for the Labour
Party’s general election cam
paign in May. He was get-outthe-vote director for the
central region of Britain. After
the election, he traveled to the
former Soviet Republic of

Armenia and began a one-year
contract as a field representa
tive with the National Demo
cratic Institute for Interna
tional Affairs, a U.S. nonprofit
corporation which conducts
nonpartisan international pro
grams to help promote, main
tain, and strengthen demo
cratic institutions in new
democracies.
Leslie Ann Stein has left the
Massachusetts Attorney
General’s Office and joined the
health law practice group of
Reed Smith Shaw & McClay in
Washington, D.C.

1995

A book by Dean M. Boland is
imminently forthcoming from
the Dowling Press in Nashville:
Rock 'n ’ Roll Call: The History
and Mystery Behind Rock
Names. Says Boland: “It’s a
comprehensive collection of
stories telling how rock bands
(and some solo artists) got
their names. It includes over
600 entries from every genre
and era of rock music from the
1950s to today. It will be sold
in book stores and record
stores both nationally and
internationally, including the
record store at the Rock ’n’
Roll Hall of Fame. Scene
magazine will be doing a cover
story and reader contest to
promote the book, and they
will be featuring the book on
their new web site." Boland is
the assistant prosecuting
attorney for law and technol
ogy issues, Cuyahoga County.

1996

Howard J. Bobrow has joined
the Cleveland office of
Benesch, Friendlander, Coplan
& Aronoff; he is in the
corporate and securities
practice group.
Gina Kuhlman has published
“Alliances for the Future: Culti
vating a Cooperative Environ
ment for Biotech Success” in
the Berkeley Technology Law
Journal. It developed from a
paper she wrote for the
Cooperation, Economics, and
Law class taught by Andrew
Morriss and Susan Helper.

Alan V. Friedman ’63
Alan Friedman practices labor and
employment law in Los Angeles as a
partner in Munger, Tolies & Olson. He
visited the law school last spring, and
we were delighted to have the chance
to talk with him about his legal career
and his multifarious civic activities.
Friedman grew up in Akron, took his
B.A. degree at the University of
Pennsylvania, and arrived at the
Western Reserve law school in 1960.
Here he came under the influence of
Edwin Teple, who taught labor law as
a member of the adjunct faculty. “He
would take me along to his arbitra
tions,” Friedman told us, “and we
became good friends.”
When he graduated, Friedman went to
work in the solicitor’s office of the
U.S. Department of Labor. “Those
were exciting times, working under
secretaries Wirtz and Goldberg. 1
helped draft the Civil Rights Act. Now
I’ve come full circle: I’m advising and
litigating under that act. 1 still have a
substantial traditional labor law
practice—negotiating contracts and
so on—but more and more of my
practice involves litigation.” While he
was in Washington, he earned an
LL.M. degree from Georgetown,
concentrating in employment law.
When Friedman joined the Munger
firm, he was its thirteenth lawyer.
Now the firm has more than 100
attorneys. Friedman describes it as a
law firm with an academic feel. “A
number of my colleagues have held
judicial clerkships; they’re the sort of
people who might have become law
professors. 1 think the firm was the
first in the nation to have sabbaticals,
and many people teach while they’re
on leave. That’s actually how 1 joined
the firm—1 replaced Rod Hills, who
went to teach at Harvard.”
Friedman’s clients have included
such notables as the 1984 Olympic
Organizing Committee and the U.S.
Football League. In 1987-88 he chaired
the L.A. County Bar Association’s
Labor Law Section. For nearly twenty
years, 1973-92, he was a member of
the mayor’s two-person labormanagement advisory committee
(“That didn’t take a lot of time—we
were used sparingly”), and for four
years, 1984-^8, he was on the city’s
Board of Civil Service Commissioners,
including a year as president. “That
board did take a lot of time.” He is
currently representing the city in a
dispute at the harbor.
While Friedman has given time and
energy to various worthy enterprises.

two organizations are particularly
dear to his heart. One is Bet Tzedek
(House of Justice) Legal Services
Foundation, a poverty law center
particularly known for its services to
the elderly. Friedman is a longtime
board member and served as Bet
Tzedek’s president in 1989-90.
The other is the Constitutional Rights
Foundation, a national organization
whose headquarters is in Los Angeles.
Friedman was president from 1991 to
1994 and has been on the board since
1987. When we asked him to tell us
about CRF, he was glad to oblige. “1
can talk a long time on that subject,”
he said. “The organization is close to
40 years old and has educational and
service programs in all major city
school systems in the U.S. It teaches
about the Constitution and the Bill of
Rights. In recent years we’ve gone into
community action—involving kids,
teaching them about government.
“After the Rodney King riot, we got a
grant from the Justice Department for
a program that reaches some 16,000
kids in Los Angeles. There are 98
different languages in this city’s
schools. How are you going to bring
all these children into the mainstream
as citizens? What CRF tries to accom
plish is to get them to understand and
buy into our system of government.”
It’s clear in an interview that Alan
Friedman doesn’t really like to talk
about himself: he’d rather talk about
his law firm (noting, for example, that
it was recently the ABA’s Pro Bono
Firm of the Year), or about the work
of Bet Tzedek and the CRF, or about
the accomplishments of his wife and
daughters. Susan, his wife, is a
producer for NBC television; she has
been covering Europe and the Middle
East while based in London for the
last two years. Katie is a graduate
student at the University of Texas.
Joanna follows in her mother’s
footsteps: she too is a television
network producer.
—K.E.T.
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In Memoriam
Clarence H.
Marcuson ’26
November 19, 1996

Eugene B. Schwartz ’34
Society of Benchers
August 2, 1997

Dorothy Hyde
Blazek ’29
March 28, 1997

J. Elliott Hannon ’37
February 12, 1997
Franklin C.
Salisbury ’37
March 12, 1997
Sherman Dye ’40
Society of Benchers
June 15, 1997

Robert F. Edwards ’29
April 20, 1997
John D. Wright ’29
Society of Benchers
May 3, 1997
Allen B. Goldthwaite ’30
February 22, 1997
Irving Kane ’30
March 22, 1997
Martin A. Rini ’30
February 18, 1997

Daniel M. Belden ’42
Society of Benchers
September 11, 1996
Milton H. Wyner ’42
August 15, 1997
Jay B. White ’46
June 15, 1997

John J. Sheehan ’31
August 10, 1997
Virginia A. Albright ’32
December 20, 1996

William R. Fifner ’48
September 5, 1995

Walter J. Graul ’32
September 19, 1996
George M. Brown ’34
January 18, 1997

Theodore J. Kremer ’48
March 11, 1997

Frank J. Gorman ’48
September 11, 1997

John F. Nissen ’48
January 8, 1995

Charles R. Richey ’48
Society of Benchers
March 19, 1997
Clayton J. Mrohaly ’49
January 6, 1997
Clyde E. Shy ’50
June 25, 1997
Franklin K. Smith ’50
February 6, 1997
Paul D. White ’50
Society of Benchers
September 22, 1997
James J. Clark ’52
May 17, 1996
Julian Cohen ’53
January 21, 1997
Allen J. Bartunek ’55
February 1, 1997
Eugene R. Weir ’55
February 22, 1997
Robert M. Dixon ’61
May 7, 1997
Robert D. Poling ’69
November 10, 1996
Peter 0. Stackelberg ’85
May 8, 1997

Leonard R Schur ’48
February 15, 1997
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Bernard D. Goodman ’60

Board of Governors

Remember the Annual Fund!
Gifts made on or before December 31, 1997,
are deductible in this tax year.
If you work for a matching gift company, you can double
(or sometimes even triple) your gift. Get a matching gift form
from your employer and send the completed form with
your check to CWRU.
To initiate a gift of stock, call the university treasurer at
1-800-315-3863. By transferring stock directly to CWRU,
you can avoid capital gains tax.
Make your check payable to
Case Western Reserve University,
with “Law School” on the memo line. Mail to:
The Annual Fund
Case Western Reserve University
10900 Euclid Avenue
Cleveland, OH 44106-7035
For further information: Laura Schmidt, Director of Annual Giving,
School of Law, 1-800-492-3308.
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Public Policy Conference
Public Dollars, Religious Schools:
Where Do We Go From Here?
Norman A. Sugarman Lecture
Marvin A. Chirelstein
Professor of Law
Columbia University
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Sumner Canary Lecture
Randall L. Kennedy
Professor of Law
Harvard University
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Nov

Alumni Awards Luncheon
Ritz-Carlton Hotel, Cleveland

Mar

Rush McKnight Visiting Scholar
David M. Rabban
Thomas Shelton Maxey Professor of Law
University of Texas
25

Sumner Canary Lecture
Derek Bok
300th Anniversary University Professor
Harvard University

Canada/U.S. Conference
Sovereignty Revisited as Canada and
the U.S. Enter the Twenty-first Century
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Regional Alumni Events
Dean Gerald Korngold will travel to several cities during the
spring semester to meet with alumni and friends. Those luncheons
and receptions are now being scheduled. Watch your mail for ,
more information.
i
For further information: Office of External Affairs
' _^
Case Western Reserve University
School of Law
11075 East Boulevard
Cleveland, Ohio 44106-7148
216/368-3308 or 800/492-3308
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